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ABSTRACT
Remaking the Pilot: Unmanned Aviation and the Transformation of Work
in Postagrarian North Dakota
by
Marcel LaFlamme
This dissertation examines changing forms of expertise and their institutionalization as piloting
becomes an activity undertaken on the ground rather than in the sky. Drawing on ethnographic
research conducted in and around the city of Grand Forks, North Dakota between 2010 and 2015,
I show how the maturation and proliferation of unmanned aircraft or drones has precipitated
changes in what it means to be a pilot that, in turn, index wider transformations in contemporary
work. The forms of skill associated with operating an aircraft are revealed to be in flux, as drone
pilots learn to compose environments for perception and action and to navigate new media
infrastructures. Yet transindividual social forms also prove to be evolving, as the profession of
piloting is riven by heterogeneous temporalities and as the hobby takes on new importance as a
handler of exceptions. This dissertation seeks to push past the fascination with spatial discontinuity
that marks so many responses to the drone, and to locate the elaboration of this technology in a
particular, troubled place. In making sense of a coordinated, decade-long effort to position North
Dakota as a center of the unmanned aviation industry, I develop an account of Plains biopolitics,
a regionally specific mode of governance that aims to keep a sufficiently vital settler population in
place by fostering an economic milieu in which potential outmigrants can and do choose to stay.
It is, I argue, the failure of settlement that haunts Plains biopolitics, marking efforts to retain and
grow the region’s (non-Native) population as at once a bid to maintain settler dominance and an
expression of sublimated anxiety about settlement’s fragility.
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Introduction
ON SEPTEMBER 9, 1989, every newspaper in the state of North Dakota was sent out
with a supplement from an organization calling itself the North Dakota 2000 Committee.
Its cover posed a question in bold capital letters: “Is North Dakota dying?” Beneath this
headline appeared a somber drawing of a mother, father, and children looking out on a
barren pasture that yawned before them like a freshly dug grave. More than 350,000 of
these supplements had been printed in an effort to reach nearly every household in the state.
The purpose of this bid for mass publicity was twofold: to deliver a grim diagnosis of North
Dakota’s ailing economy, and to enlist civic participation in a plan for revitalizing it.
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Figure 1. Is North Dakota dying?
Two years of the worst drought since the Dust Bowl of the 1930s had hit farmers
in North Dakota with over $1 billion in losses (Cohen 1989). But the supplement warned
that the state’s fortunes were unlikely to improve even when the rains came back: “The
present trend of declining population, fewer job opportunities, and an overall shrinking
economic base . . . is not a temporary situation.” The more enduring problem, on this
account, was one of an imbalance in circulation. “We continue to export unfinished farm
products, raw fossil fuels, and well-educated young people,” the supplement noted, “while
importing finished products and services.” Amid this familiar tale of uneven development,
the slippage between goods and persons headed out of state indexed an especially
pronounced anxiety about outmigration. “In only the past three years,” the supplement
reported, “17,000 people between the ages of 22 and 55, the most productive years, have
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left North Dakota to seek jobs elsewhere.” This exodus threatened to leave the state
vitiated, unproductive, and on the brink of social collapse.
Yet the supplement was quick to reassure readers that “our economy can be turned
around if North Dakotans develop a ‘can-do’ attitude, work together, and implement
strategies which will allow us to take control of our state’s destiny.” What knit these various
strategies together was a vision of economic diversification, which would insulate the state
from the boom-and-bust cycles of commodity prices and create jobs that would allow North
Dakotans to stay put. To be sure, many of these strategies, like value-added processing of
farm products, had been tried in other heartland states during the postwar era (Orejel 2015).
But beyond the timeworn calls for building up a manufacturing base, the supplement went
on to propose “public investments in education and job training, new research, and
successful technology transfer from our university research centers.” If North Dakota was
dying, then saving it would mean embracing an emerging knowledge economy. “It is
unlikely we’ll become a ‘high tech’ state like California,” the supplement allowed, but by
building on existing strengths North Dakota could stake out particular areas of
“competitive advantage” (see Porter 1990).
In the weeks that followed, town hall meetings in forty communities across the state
attracted almost seven thousand participants. The Vision 2000 kickoff report published in
March 1990 drew on the feedback gathered to lay out eight flagship initiatives for building
what it described as “a new North Dakota,” which included the creation of a human capital
investment plan to guide education policy and the establishment of a state development
bank that would expand access to startup capital, as well as a Commission on Science and
Technology charged with promoting applied research at the state’s universities. None of
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these initiatives was implemented wholesale, but then-Governor George Sinner folded
many of the ideas into a legislative agenda called Growing North Dakota, which went so
far as to set an explicit population target of 700,000 for the state. Sensing voters’ appetite
for change, the notoriously penny-pinching state legislature passed Sinner’s proposals
almost in their entirety. Funding dried up as the 1990s wore on, though, and outmigration
continued. With fewer residents of childbearing age, North Dakota’s birth rate also dropped
to levels that one observer termed “apocalyptic” (Hyde 1997). By the turn of the twentyfirst century, the state’s largest newspaper ran an article about Vision 2000 wondering
“what went wrong?” (Cole and Springer 2002).
What follows is not a history of economic development efforts in North Dakota, in
which Vision 2000 might appear as one more quixotic episode. Rather, in this existential
moment of asking whether North Dakota was dying, on the heels of a nationwide farm
crisis and two months to the day before the fall of the Berlin Wall, I seek to locate the
coalescence of a new problematization of population, work, and technology on the
American Great Plains. How, I ask, did the population of this region become a public
problem, and how did the cultivation of new forms of work come to be seen as the solution?
In taking up these framing questions, I situate this study within an undervalued tradition of
anthropological demography, which over time has guided population research “toward
greater contextualization of the brute demographic events of birth and death” (Kertzer and
Fricke 1997, 24). While one strand of this tradition has sought to improve upon the quality
of demographic data and to refine prevailing explanatory models, another has examined
how population knowledge goes on to have second-order effects of its own. This study
belongs to the latter strand, and it builds on the work of anthropologists investigating how
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the social fact of population decrease has been mobilized in the service of diverse political
projects (Leykin 2011; Ringel 2014). It dares to ask a question that is rarely broached on
the Great Plains or in what’s written about them: why and for whom is outmigration from
a state like North Dakota a problem at all?
More concretely, this dissertation examines a coordinated, decade-long effort to
position North Dakota as a center of the unmanned aviation industry and the
transformations of work that ensued. Unmanned aircraft, which were first dubbed “drones”
by engineers working for the U.S. Navy in 1936 (Chandler 2014, 15), were intermittently
used as training targets and reconnaissance platforms up through the 1990s. But it was after
the attacks of September 11, 2001 that the unmanned aircraft emerged as a favored
technology for the projection of U.S. military power. The CIA’s notorious targeted killing
program, initially shrouded in secrecy, became one of the focal points for a public debate
about the legal and moral parameters of a seemingly ubiquitous War on Terror (see Masco
2014). The first wave of scholarship on drones consequently concerned itself with this
troubling new distribution of capacities to inflict harm (Gregory 2011; Chamayou 2015;
Gusterson 2016; Parks and Kaplan 2017). Anthropologist of technology Lucy Suchman
(2015) advanced an especially cogent argument about the drone as a site of bioconvergence,
at which the stakes of keeping some bodies safe and exposing others to injury are starkly
thematized. Scholarship in this vein, much of which is ingeniously pieced together from
news reports, participant accounts, and leaked or declassified documents, provides an
urgent critique of what arguably remains the defining use of unmanned aircraft. If, at times,
a lack of access to the settings these scholars seek to understand means that details are
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finessed or misunderstood (Chapa 2017), this body of work nonetheless has the merit of
disrupting and denaturalizing a minimally accountable form of state violence.
At the same time, John Law (2002) has shown us that “aircraft stories” admit to
multiplicity. A second wave of scholarship about unmanned aviation is beginning to take
shape, the best of which indicate particular passage points between military and civilian
technoscapes without allowing their analysis to be overdetermined by stock narratives of
militarization. For instance, Maria Gabrielsen Jumbert and Kristin Bergtora Sandvik
(2017) offer a suitably critical genealogy of “the good drone,” noting that diminished
military procurement has prompted defense contractors to seek new markets for their
products. Media scholar Mark Andrejevic (2015, 206) has argued for abstracting the figure
of the drone from a discrete flying object to a broader and increasingly prevalent “logic of
portable, always-on, distributed, ubiquitous, and automated information capture.” This
dissertation positions itself as part of that second wave of scholarship, while building on
the incisive insights of the first, insofar as it advances an alternative, regionally specific
biopolitical account of the drone. In the first volume of The History of Sexuality, Michel
Foucault (1990, 145) argued that sex served as a pivot (or, literally, a hinge; the French
word is charnière) between the two principal axes of power over life: the discipline of the
body and the regulation of population. It is perhaps too grandiose to claim that the drone
occupies such a place in our contemporary moment. But, in what follows, I contend that
the drone does function as a vehicle (see Lipset 2014) traversing the space between those
poles, opening up questions of presence and absence as it makes its way across the sky.

VANISHING POINTS
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One irony often remarked upon by scholars of the Great Plains, that semiarid
expanse of grassland extending from Texas up through parts of New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, and the Dakotas to the Canadian prairie
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, is that parts of the region began to
depopulate just as soon as they were settled. David Wishart (2013) has described how
portions of the western Plains were effectively abandoned during the drought and economic
turmoil of the 1890s, a withdrawal that historian of the frontier Frederick Jackson Turner
termed the “first defeat” of the American farmer. Overall, though, the population of the
American Great Plains grew rapidly between 1870 and 1930, on the basis of both
inmigration and a high rural birth rate. By 1930, it stood at more than 6.8 million, with
almost 74 percent living in rural areas (Johnson 2004). During the next decade, however,
dust storms exacerbated by overgrazing and intensive tillage practices plunged rural
communities into crisis and led to widespread outmigration. The Great Plains Committee
(1936, 39) convened by Franklin Roosevelt sounded the alarm in its landmark report,
noting that “even the relatively small population of the Great Plains cannot be sustained
adequately under the present conditions.”
It is important to understand that existing population experts did not simply report
on the effects of the Dust Bowl; rather, the economic and social dislocations of the 1930s
brought population expertise as we know it into being. As Dennis Hodgson (1991, 21) has
explained, government agencies charged with responding to the Great Depression were
hungry for the kind of analysis that demographers could provide, and the fledgling
Population Association of America actively aligned itself with the enthusiasm for social
planning that suffused the New Deal era (see Reagan 1999). The Great Plains were no
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exception: by 1934, every state in the region had appointed a state planning board, which
gave them access to consultants and other financial assistance from the federal government.
A population study produced for the North Dakota State Planning Board (1935, 4)
exemplifies the mobilization of demographic knowledge during this period, tracing the
onset of outmigration from the state back to the 1920s and noting that “the execution of a
coordinated, farseeing plan to develop the resources of the State [could] do much to prevent
the wasteful emigration which undermines the economic status of the State of North
Dakota.” With this statement, economy, governance, and the problem of depopulation are
brought together in a qualitatively new way.
What remained unclear, however, was how the demographic history of Native
peoples living and dying on the Great Plains would figure into this novel strain of
population thinking. Historians have shown that diseases like smallpox traveled through
colonial trading networks and caused rampant mortality across the region by the eighteenth
century (Daschuk 2013). New epidemics, as well as the forced relocations and violence
that accompanied opening the Plains to settlement in the nineteenth century, led to further
population decline: some tribal groups were reduced in number by more than 90 percent
(Wishart 2016, 65). In other words, the growth that boosters crowed about during the early
years of settlement both concealed and depended upon a catastrophic diminishment. After
1900, the Native population in the region and across the United States began a gradual
recovery, buoyed by increases in life expectancy and comparatively high fertility
(Shoemaker 1999). In North Dakota, for instance, the number of Indians enumerated in the
decennial census grew by 34 percent between 1920 and 1930, the very decade that gave
rise to public worries about outmigration! What seems clear is that these anxieties were, at
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their root, less about the absolute size of the state’s population and more about its
composition. It was settlers, in particular, who needed to be fruitful and multiply.
Recognizing this stratification at the heart of Plains population thinking sheds light
on the uses to which it gets put. Consider the regional debate over damming the Missouri
River after the destructive floods of 1943 and 1944: civic leaders on the northern Plains
endorsed an approach that would pair flood control with low-cost power generation in a
bid to attract industrial investment (Harvey 1992). Economic diversification, they believed,
would help to reverse a fresh wave of outmigration linked to the mobilization for World
War II. The dams that were eventually built did bring cheap power to the northern Plains,
but their construction involved the flooding of over 500 square miles of reservation land
and the displacement of thousands of Native people (Lawson 1982). Meanwhile, efforts to
attract industry largely fell flat and outmigration continued as farms got bigger and more
capital-intensive (see Borchert 1987, 165–225). By 1970, the population of the Great Plains
was majority urban, driven by the postwar growth of southern metro areas like Dallas.
The so-called nonmetropolitan turnaround of the 1970s was associated with
reduced outmigration from the rural Great Plains, and some areas boomed as a global
energy crisis spurred the development of domestic coal and shale oil reserves (see Murdock
and Leistritz 1979). By the 1980s, though, the region’s rural population continued to
decline as outmigration resumed and, in some quarters, the number of deaths exceeded
births. Farm bankruptcies and foreclosures precipitated by low commodity prices, high
interest rates, and falling land values produced ripple effects threatening the viability of
entire communities (Albrecht et al. 1988). No warning of what was to come resounded
quite like Deborah and Frank Popper’s (1987) “The Great Plains: From Dust to Dust,”
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which predicted the near-total depopulation of the region and called for its conversion into
a federally administered Buffalo Commons. Amidst the fuss that the proposal kicked up,
little was said about its more radical corollary: the outright cession of the Plains back to
their original inhabitants (see Braun 2007). Even as the Poppers praised the ecological
balance of the region’s “pre-white” state, advocating a truly decolonial future for the Great
Plains remained a bridge too far.
What unites these apparently disparate instances of Plains population thinking, I
argue, is a regime of valuation that Michelle Murphy (2017) has theorized as “the
economization of life.” Murphy takes pains to distinguish this analytic from that of the
commodification of life, whereby genes and other biomaterials become generative new
sites for the production of value. For Murphy, the economization of life consists in the
coarticulation of two technologies of aggregation: one, the population, is to be governed in
the name of the other, the economy (see also Mitchell 1998). Murphy (2017, 24) describes
how quantitative rates and measures function within this mode of governmentality as
“phantasmagrams,” epistemic forms that are charged with affect in excess of the
information they convey. While she depicts her engagement with the work of Foucault as
“unfaithful” (Murphy 2017, 149), her account of the economization of life both gets at the
unresolved tension between life and market in The Birth of Biopolitics (Foucault 2008) and
includes as a structuring feature the biopolitical caesura of Security, Territory, and
Population (Foucault 2007): some lives will be valued differently than others. The
historical material that Murphy uses to develop her arguments concerns the mobilization
of expertise from the United States in the global South and, specifically, Bangladesh after
World War II, leading her to locate the economization of life at the intersection of Cold
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War and postcolonial realities. However, Murphy (2017, 8) explicitly invites her readers
to “propagate the questions posed here into other itineraries,” so as to better understand
how the economization of life unfolds and gets remade in different sociomaterial contexts.
This dissertation takes up Murphy’s invitation, while shifting the parameters of her
study in three important ways. First, it traces a particular variant of the economization of
life back not to Cold War logics of containment, whereby population control was exported
to developing nations as a means of reducing poverty and thus sapping the appeal of
socialism, but to the uncertain period of geopolitical transition during which Americans
contemplated “dismantling the Cold War economy” (Markusen and Yudken 1992).
Second, it orients itself not to the temporal rupture of postcolonialism, but to the
ongoingness of settler colonialism as, in the ubiquitous formulation of Patrick Wolfe (1999,
2), “a structure not an event.” It seeks to build on treatments of settler biopolitics that
emphasize the elimination of Native peoples (e.g., Morgensen 2011) by drawing attention
to the other side of the caesura and asking how it is that settler societies make live those
whom they do not let die. Third, this dissertation displaces the economization of life from
the scale of the nation-state to that of the region. The geographer Joe Painter (2013, 1238)
has made the case for approaching regional economic governance in biopolitical terms,
taking a constructivist approach to region in arguing that “practices of biopolitical
government do not simply operate at scales that pre-exist them, but serve to constitute
diverse geographies . . . and their associated populations.” With this in mind, I contend that
the framing of the Great Plains as a problem region defined by its dwindling population
has given rise to a specific form of governmentality that I call Plains biopolitics.
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Work, rather than reproduction, is the primary site of intervention in this
biopolitical regime, which aims to keep a sufficiently vital settler population on the Plains
by fostering an economic milieu in which potential outmigrants can and do choose to stay.
If the averted birth was one index of good governance in the dangerously fecund global
South (Murphy 2017, 47–54), then the averted outmigrant is the corresponding figure
within Plains biopolitics. This outmigrant is never vilified: he or she is acknowledged to
be rational, perhaps even mournful at the prospect of joining what Kathleen Norris (2001,
ix) calls the “diaspora” from the Plains, and yet he or she must have work in order to remain
in the region. Nor will just any work do: Plains biopolitics is predicated on the
naturalization of the reduced need for farm labor after the industrialization of American
agriculture (see Fitzgerald 2003). Plains biopolitics cannot conceive of organizing
agriculture otherwise, and therefore it takes John Fraser Hart’s (1995) observation that
“‘rural’ and ‘farm’ no longer mean the same” as a first principle. If work is to be created
on the Great Plains, the thinking goes, then it must be nonfarm work. I reference that
assumption in the title of this dissertation with the word postagrarian, which I borrow from
the anthropologist Sonya Salamon (2003). Salamon uses the term to describe small towns
that are located in an agricultural landscape but retain little connection to it, as urban
transplants suburbanize once-rural communities and threaten their social cohesion. My
usage of the term is somewhat different, emphasizing how farms employ a diminishing
share of the Plains labor force even as they remain the region’s dominant land use. Efforts
to expand nonfarm work can, at a basic level, be understood as responses to this cleavage.
This dissertation examines the consequences of one such effort, which has unfolded
in the state of North Dakota during the post–Cold War era under the sign of the knowledge
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economy. The idea that an economy organized around material production would give way
to one in which knowledge would anchor the creation of value had been expressed as early
as the 1960s, but it was Daniel Bell’s (1973) The Coming of Post-Industrial Society that
elevated it into the realm of social theory. In the decades that followed, scholars pointed
out the contradictions embedded in this narrative (e.g., van Eekelen 2015) and critiqued
globally proliferating fantasies of replicating its signature territorialization: Silicon Valley
(e.g., Hospers, Desrochers, and Sautet 2009). This dissertation shows how such fantasies
were brought to bear on a regional problem through a specific technology, the unmanned
aircraft or drone. Even as the drone evacuated the body of the pilot from the vehicle that
he operates, it would put a stop to the evacuation of the Plains by settler bodies whose
continued presence in the region needed to be secured. The fact that, during this same
period, the number of Native people on the Plains grew steadily and reservations became
“islands of population growth in a sea of rural population decline” (Wishart 2016, 91) was
irrelevant from the perspective of Plains biopolitics. The stratification of Plains population
thinking meant that efforts to cultivate knowledge-intensive nonfarm work were addressed
not at North Dakota’s largest minority, but at a settler majority whose future on the Great
Plains was perceived to be increasingly tenuous.
To be clear, I see North Dakota’s love affair with the drone as only one possible
form that Plains biopolitics might take. Elsewhere in the region, other reconfigurations of
life and work are underway. For instance, Alex Blanchette (2015) has described the
intensification of biosecurity protocols on and off of factory farms organized around
maximizing the vitality of the industrial pig. As a primarily immigrant workforce is
positioned as a potential vector for animal disease, Blanchette (2015, 646) notes that “the
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working human, in both its social and embodied aspects, is becoming suspect.” Indeed,
farm managers dream of what Blanchette (2015, 646) calls “an ahuman landscape” in
which machines sequester pork production from the taint of human labor. Findings like
this complicate the account I have given of work’s centrality to the management of
population and economy on the Plains. Yet they also reinforce the sense that the Plains
have become a sort of “living laboratory” (cf. Tilley 2011), where work is being variously
reimagined as the social institutions that sustained an agricultural way of life collapse under
their own weight. This profusion of possible futures is opening up new avenues for
regionalist inquiry (see Luebke 1984). More broadly, though, the scope and range of this
experimental exuberance stand to put the American Great Plains on the map for anyone
with an interest in contemporary transformations of work.

TECHNOLOGIES OF GROWTH

Three historical developments constitute the immediate context for my research on
unmanned aviation in North Dakota. First, the end of the Cold War brought uncertainty to
a region whose geographical proximity to the Soviet Union and cultural acceptance of
military installations had resulted in a sizable build-up of defense infrastructure starting in
the 1950s. In fact, historian David Mills (2015) has argued that communities on the
northern Plains were entrepreneurial about angling for Cold War installations as a source
of federal investment. At its peak in the 1970s, North Dakota hosted two Air Force bases
in Grand Forks and Minot, as well as three hundred missile silos scattered across the state’s
northeast and an antiballistic missile complex to protect the offensive missiles from attack.
By 1988, though, Congress had authorized the creation of a Base Realignment and Closure
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Commission (BRAC) to lead the politically delicate process of shuttering military bases
across the United States. Three years later, the signing of the START Treaty initiated a
drawdown of missile capacity, which included taking half of North Dakota’s nuclear
arsenal offline. As the northern Plains waned in strategic importance, civic leaders
alternately dug in to protect existing facilities and, more pragmatically, began planning for
new uses. Understanding the roots of unmanned aviation in North Dakota thus means
grappling with John Beck and Ryan Bishop’s (2016, 2) contention that “the twenty-firstcentury world is the world the Cold War made.”
Second, the securitization of the U.S.–Canada border after the 9/11 attacks
authorized demands for additional resources to support border control efforts on the
northern Plains. On October 3, 2001, North Dakota Senator Byron Dorgan made headlines
by holding up an orange traffic cone at a Congressional hearing and warning that “this is
America’s security at our border crossings,” referring to remote checkpoints that would
close overnight and indicate that vehicles should cross elsewhere by placing a cone in the
road (T. Miller 2014, 159). Dorgan’s point was taken: the USA PATRIOT Act signed into
law later that month provided for tripling the number of Border Patrol agents and customs
inspectors assigned to the northern border. Then, in 2003, Congress appropriated funds for
the creation of a Northern Border Air Wing, which would operate air assets at five new
branches in New York, Michigan, North Dakota, Montana, and Washington. To be sure,
the drumbeat of racialized anxiety about undocumented immigrants entering the United
States from Mexico ensured that the southern border remained at the center of national
debates. Up on the northern Plains, though, a region whose histories have always transected
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the forty-ninth parallel (see Conway and Pasch 2013), this heightened investment in border
security created a foothold for unmanned aviation.
Third, the early years of the twenty-first century brought fresh calls for North
Dakota’s public university system to help address the state’s economic and demographic
challenges. A roundtable of state legislators, college and university presidents, and
business leaders proposed a sort of grand bargain, whereby institutions would be given
additional resources and greater flexibility to manage their own affairs in return for greater
accountability for contributing to economic growth and diversification. In framing higher
education as an economic engine for the state of North Dakota, the roundtable invoked
what had become a national consensus around the social role of the market university
(Berman 2012). Yet it also tied the urgency for this shift in thinking to regional issues like
outmigration, which remained front and center with the Great Plains Population
Symposium held in North Dakota in 2001 and 2002. Meanwhile, a successor to the Vision
2000 campaign of the 1990s was launched under the banner of the New Economy Initiative,
which in 2001 put forward an action plan entitled “North Dakota’s Smart Prairie Strategy.”
The document reflected the prevailing enthusiasm for cluster-based economic
development, pointing to aerospace as one of six areas of opportunity for the state. Its
punchy title also proposed a takeoff on what historian Margaret Pugh O’Mara (2005) would
subsequently describe as the “city of knowledge,” a spatial formation marked by low
density and proximity to a research university that became associated with high-tech
innovation during the Cold War era. If the iconic cities of knowledge like Silicon Valley
and Boston’s Route 128 were suburban, rather than urban, in character, North Dakota
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hoped to break the mold by bringing the fruits of the knowledge economy to a rural state
in need of revitalization.
These three developments came together in the small city of Grand Forks, located
on the eastern edge of North Dakota at the confluence of the Red and Red Lake Rivers.
French fur trappers gave the site its name and commenced using it as a rendezvous point
in the 1740s, although wooded areas along the Red River had been used as winter camps
by Native peoples for thousands of years (Michlovic 1988). By the mid-nineteenth century,
the site served as a stopping-off point for traders traveling overland to and from presentday Winnipeg. But it was the steamboat that put Grand Forks on the map, as the opening
of Manitoba to settlement in 1870 created new demand for the transportation of both freight
and passengers. A repair yard, sawmill, and blacksmith shop soon sprang up along the
river, as well as saloons and boarding houses catering to workers. By 1880, when the
railroad arrived in Grand Forks and marked the end of the steamboat era, the city numbered
1,705 and was on its way to becoming a service center for the adjacent farm communities
established over the next decade (Tweton 2005, 24). This orientation toward a rural
hinterland, while profitable for the city’s merchants, also forged a direct link between the
early growth of Grand Forks and the dispossession of Ojibwe, Dakota, and métis people
living in the shadow it cast.
Today, Grand Forks is a city of 57,339, the third-largest city in North Dakota behind
Fargo and Bismarck. The city extends southward and westward from its sleepy downtown,
which was devastated in the Red River flood of 1997; eleven buildings burned and 90
percent of the city’s population was evacuated as floodwaters made their way some three
miles inland (see Porter 2001). An elaborate network of dikes and levees now flanks the
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river, overlooking a bucolic greenway that extends along the floodplain where low-lying
homes once stood. The city’s largest employers are the University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks Air Force Base, and the Altru hospital system, prompting one local economic
developer to characterize the city’s economy in terms of “eds, meds, and feds” (see Center
for American Progress 2014). The state-owned North Dakota Mill still operates on the
north side of town, and a potato processing plant further west can fill the night air with the
smell of french fries. Culturally, Grand Forks is more than a little reminiscent of the
fictional Zenith in which Sinclair Lewis’s 1922 novel Babbitt is set, with its public affairs
dominated by a business class devoted to boosterism and back-slapping bonhomie. An
editorial published in the Grand Forks Herald on Thanksgiving Day during my fieldwork
invited readers to “raise a glass to the invisible hand” of capitalism (Dennis 2013). Yet 20.4
percent of the city’s population lived below the poverty line between 2011 and 2015, well
above the statewide average. The city remains 87 percent white, although a recent influx
of refugees from Bhutan, Iraq, Somalia, and the Democratic Republic of Congo has fueled
racial tensions: in 2015, a local man threw a Molotov cocktail through the window of a
Somali restaurant, resulting in extensive fire damage.
Grand Forks Air Force Base sits fifteen miles west of the city, just north of the tiny
town of Emerado. At the height of the Cold War, it was home to a full complement of
fighters and heavy bombers, as well as the KC-135 tankers that would anchor its most
enduring mission. By the time that the BRAC process got underway in the 1990s, though,
so-called northern tier bases were prime candidates for closure or realignment. Residents
of Grand Forks, motivated by both patriotism and economic self-interest (see Lutz 2001,
171–213 on military dependency), rallied to save the base, greeting a visiting delegation of
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BRAC commissioners with streams of red, white, and blue water arcing over the highway.
The base dodged closure in 1995, but the loss of its missile wing reduced its population by
17 percent. A decade later, they came for the tankers, although eleventh-hour lobbying by
North Dakota’s Congressional delegation averted complete closure and yielded a
consolation prize: a new mission involving unmanned aircraft. May 2005 can thus be
identified as the origin point of North Dakota’s drone era. Days after the recommendations
came out, one Herald columnist scoffed that “unmanned aerial vehicles [would] leave
Grand Forks with a nearly unmanned air base” (Bakken 2005). Once the news had a chance
to sink in, though, cautious optimism stirred: the University of North Dakota, already a
heavyweight in aviation education, indicated that it would explore opportunities for
synergy with the base’s new mission. Meanwhile, U.S. Customs and Border Protection had
just concluded a feasibility study on the use of drones to monitor the nation’s southern
border. At a critical moment of loss and uncertainty, then, a set of ambitions to repurpose
Cold War infrastructure, ramp up northern border security, and reinvent higher education
as a force for economic development converged on an effort to position Grand Forks and
North Dakota, more broadly, as centers of the nascent unmanned aviation industry.
I first visited Grand Forks in 2010, making the long drive up from Kansas to attend
an unmanned aviation action summit hosted by the Red River Valley Research Corridor,
an organization created to draw down federal earmark dollars for technology-based
development. The Corridor’s executive director, Delore Zimmerman, would later joke that
the first summit they held back in 2007 was “50 percent local Kiwanians.” But the invite
list in 2010 was rather more august, including a keynote by Air Force Chief of Staff Norton
Schwartz. While most of the acronyms swirling around the Alerus Center that week went
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right over my head, it was clear to me that something interesting was afoot. The next
summer, I conducted preliminary fieldwork at the consulting firm that coordinated the
Corridor’s activities; that was the summer that the first remotely piloted Global Hawk
arrived at the Air Force base. In 2012, I watched the first five students at the University of
North Dakota collect their degrees in unmanned aircraft operations: the first undergraduate
program of its kind. In 2013, shortly after moving to Grand Forks to kick off a year of
fieldwork, I heard newly elected Senator Heidi Heitkamp call unmanned aviation the “third
leg” of North Dakota’s economy, along with agriculture and energy. Yet it quickly became
clear to me that the felt resonances of unmanned aviation in everyday life were more than
economic: a local artist, who had moved to Grand Forks from England in the 1980s, started
including the figure of a drone in his paintings after seeing a billboard on the way to the
base that declared “Welcome to Global Hawk Country.” One winter day, I ran into him
while standing in line at a coffee shop and, as we chatted about his latest pieces, he used
his finger to sign for his lunch with an offhand doodle of a Predator. As the drone thus
entered into unexpected circuits of exchange, I realized that my own research imaginary
would have to expand beyond the success or failure of an economic development scheme.
How, I began to wonder, was work itself being transformed in a city that outsiders were
calling “the drone capital of the world” (Koebler 2014)?

DESIGNING THE STUDY
This dissertation grew out of an impulse to make work visible often associated with
Karl Marx’s (1990, 279) foray “into the hidden abode of production.” One of its underlying
assumptions was that public debates about unmanned aviation would be enriched by a
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detailed empirical account of what it is, exactly, that drone pilots do. I drew methodological
inspiration from classic ethnographic studies of human-machine interaction (Suchman
1987; Orr 1996). Yet, even as I hoped to channel the curiosity that these researchers had
brought to bear on apparently mundane work environments, I knew that I wanted to situate
my observations in a broader sociopolitical context. Here, I took my cue from sociologist
Karin Knorr-Cetina (1981, 42), who wrote that “we will not get a grasp of whatever is the
whole of the matter by a microscopic recording of face-to-face interaction. However, it
may be enough to begin with if we can—for the first time—hear the macro-order tick.” By
starting from work practices and then building out to pilots’ accounts of their values,
beliefs, and aspirations, I hoped to show how the advent of unmanned aviation could be
seen as both symptom and harbinger of wider transformations in work. I also wanted to
push past the fascination with spatial discontinuity that marks so many responses to the
drone, and to locate the elaboration of this technology in a particular, troubled place. In the
company of Gabrielle Hecht (2018), I set out to approach the drone as an “interscalar
vehicle” capable of shuttling between frames of analysis.
I gravitated toward pilot training programs as sites where I could carry out the kind
of extended observation that my research required. In part, this was a concession to
practicality: observing military or law enforcement missions firsthand proved to be
impossible, and in 2013 commercial drone operations were still either in the planning
stages or taking place on the sly. Over time, though, I came to see the training programs
not as second-best approximations of work, but as environments of intrinsic interest where
various aspects of work could be staged and reflected upon, made explicit or else left
tacit—a silence that might itself speak volumes. Adam Fish (2017) has argued that “finely
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drawn stratigraphies of practice and knowledge are enviably viewable from the perspective
of the trainee,” and anthropologists of the professions have long viewed training spaces as
sites for the cultivation of subjectivities (e.g., Holmes, Jenks, and Stonington 2011).
Moreover, by studying training programs set up to teach pilots with some experience flying
manned aircraft to operate unmanned aircraft, I could collect data on what trainees regarded
as continuities and discontinuities between the two types of work. Indeed, I came to see
these programs as sites for remaking the pilot, a phrase I borrow from airline pilot turned
aviation writer Robert Buck (1994, 204–215). Buck used the phrase to refer to the training
paradigm of crew resource management, which he regarded as an effort to shift
responsibility for aviation safety onto the shoulders of pilots through a new set of
expectations around communicative competence. Crew resource management did ask
pilots to start seeing themselves as managers of psychosocial dynamics as well as
mechanical systems (see Helmreich, Merritt, and Wilhelm 1999), but my research suggests
that this change in what it meant to be a pilot was less profound than being removed from
the cockpit altogether.
Each of the training programs where I carried out my research posed a distinct set
of challenges with respect to access. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) trains all
of its drone pilots at a “schoolhouse” collocated with the National Air Security Operations
Center at Grand Forks Air Force Base, which opened in 2009. New trainees stationed in
Florida, Texas, and Arizona spend about a month in Grand Forks learning to fly the
Predator, and all pilots are supposed to rotate up to North Dakota once a year for a
weeklong refresher course. With the sponsorship of the site’s program manager, whose son
was studying anthropology, and a CBP supervisor who took an interest in my research, I
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was able to observe these training activities on an ongoing basis, spending over one
hundred hours in the ground control station. In order to get onto the base each day, I was
issued a contractor badge bearing the seal of the U.S. Department of Defense, and
eventually I was given a key fob to access the building itself. Once inside, though, I was
not at liberty to roam the building; early on, I needed an escort to accompany me into the
ground control station, and I was always wary of venturing upstairs into the Predator
Operations Center, where video feeds from all of the Predator missions currently underway
were visible on large flat-screen TVs. In general, I erred on the side of respecting both the
letter and the spirit of the restrictions that had been placed on me as a condition of my
research access, although I did not always go out of my way to remove myself from a
situation in which operational activities were being discussed. Interestingly, I found that
the degree of secrecy associated with a particular piece of information did not necessarily
correspond to its formal level of classification; for instance, pilots at CBP were circumspect
about the counternarcotics missions that they had flown in Central American nations like
the Dominican Republic and El Salvador—part of a strategy known as “pushing out the
border” (see Seghetti, Lake, and Robinson 2005)—even though CBP leadership was
publicly briefing members of Congress about these missions at the time of my research.
At my second research site, the University of North Dakota (UND), the
management of secrets played a central role in the pedagogy of the training program. The
platform around which the program’s operations course was designed, the Insitu
ScanEagle, is in military use and is included on the U.S. Munitions List maintained by the
State Department’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. This means that technical data
about the ScanEagle is subject to export controls under the International Traffic in Arms
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Regulations (ITAR): disclosure of such data to unauthorized foreign nationals is punishable
by large fines or a prison sentence. The training program at UND approached these controls
not only as a source of risk, but also as an occasion to consolidate an insider program
culture. Only students who were U.S. citizens were permitted to declare an unmanned
aircraft operations major. Moreover, students in the operations course were required to sign
an ITAR statement of understanding and were advised not to discuss details of their
training outside the course. For some trainees, this interplay of concealment and revelation
(see Jones 2014) was exciting. But it posed a challenge for me as a researcher: while my
U.S. passport, which I had to produce before being given swipe-card access to the training
facility, meant that I could learn what the trainees learned (cf. Vertesi 2015, 19), it also
enlisted me in the less welcome project of keeping this information secure. Over time, I
developed an understanding of the distinction that ITAR makes between technical data and
general system descriptions, which can be shared widely, and I am confident that the
ethnographic data presented in this dissertation is in full compliance with ITAR
restrictions. However, the paranoia that this regime of secrecy engendered in me at various
points during my research both gave me insight into the affective labor of becoming a drone
pilot and underscored the methodological challenges of writing the drone.
While I spent much of my time in Grand Forks at these two training programs, I
also tried to stay abreast of broader developments related to unmanned aviation in North
Dakota. I attended monthly meetings of the Community Base Enhancement Initiative, an
entity created after the 2005 BRAC round to share information about the Air Force base’s
realignment and the economic diversification efforts proceeding from it. I was out of state
in December 2013 when the Federal Aviation Administration announced that North Dakota
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would host one of six national test sites for drone research, but I was on hand in April 2014
when the head of the agency visited Grand Forks to announce that North Dakota’s was the
first to be up and running. I also sought out critical perspectives on unmanned aviation,
many of which came from the state’s general aviation community: pilots who flew either
for pleasure or for work other than that of a commercial carrier. These pilots, who were
largely based out of rural airports and who did the bulk of their flying in uncontrolled
airspace close to the ground, expressed concerns about colliding with unmanned aircraft.
“When we’re flying at five feet,” one crop sprayer from the small town of New Rockford
told me in a voicemail, “we don’t have time to be looking for drones.” Aircraft modelers
described a different set of worries: their hobby, which had been obscure enough to go
essentially unregulated by the state, stood to be upended by new requirements aimed at
managing the proliferation of unmanned aircraft.
There are very few Native voices in this dissertation, which reflects the failure of
my original project design to grapple in any meaningful way with the fact that North
Dakota was and is Indian Country. My reading in North Dakota history had gotten me
interested in the fur trade as the original form of colonial wealth extraction from the
northern Plains, and I could see that framing North Dakota’s turn to the knowledge
economy as postagrarian risked occluding everything that had come before the farm. But
what did drones have to do with that history, or with the experiences of Native people in
North Dakota today? In retrospect, I did everything I could to ignore one possible avenue
of inquiry, which was the controversy over UND’s decision to adopt a different nickname
for its athletic teams after decades of playing as the Fighting Sioux. This controversy, to
be honest, struck me as utterly boring, rooted in debates over the politics of representation
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in which I had neither a scholarly nor a personal stake. Good liberal that I am, I supported
the name change and, as a visiting scholar in the Department of Anthropology, I even got
to cast a vote on the new name. But all of this seemed like so much local color until I ran
across an article in the Grand Forks Herald reporting that the university’s aviation program
was still using “Sioux” as the call sign for its fleet of aircraft, even after the nickname had
been retired. The dean of the School of Aerospace Sciences told the newspaper that “the
FAA has asked us not to change it, and the reason is for safety” (Nowatzki 2013), a
statement that the article exposed as patently false. This got my attention: how was it that
aviation safety culture was being mobilized to flout both university policy and the demands
by Native people that had shaped it? How, more broadly, might settler sovereignty consist
precisely in getting to decide when something is and is not a Native issue?
Over time, I have come to see my research in North Dakota as, among other things,
an ethnography of what literary scholar Mark Rifkin has called settler common sense.
Rifkin (2014, xvi) uses the term to refer to “the ways the legal and political structures that
enable non-native access to Indigenous territories come to be lived as given, as simply the
unmarked, generic conditions of possibility of occupancy, association, history and
personhood.” For Rifkin (2014, xv), this givenness manifests itself in precritical “modes
of feeling” that shape settlers’ sense of themselves as agentive subjects unencumbered by
a history of dispossession. I contend that the visceral urgency behind efforts to refunction
the economy of the Great Plains indexes one such mode, which is underwritten by the
unthinkable, yet seemingly imminent prospect of a territory emptied of settlers. It is, I
think, the failure of settlement that haunts Plains biopolitics, marking efforts to retain and
grow the region’s (non-Native) population as at once a bid to maintain settler dominance
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and an expression of sublimated anxiety about settlement’s fragility. I am not suggesting
that a Great Plains without settlers would entail the untrammeled exercise of Native
sovereignty; there are other ways of governing conquered lands. But identifying the limitevent of Plains biopolitics does bring into focus the techniques applied to prevent it from
transpiring, as well as the affective investments that underpin those strategies. It explains
the particular shiver that widely circulating images of Plains ghost towns send up the settler
spine, and it opens up new readings of exemplary texts like the centennial history of Grand
Forks, published in 1974 under the title They Came to Stay.

Figure 2. Cover of They Came To Stay.
For me, this sepia-tinged cover and the title it bears disclose the Janus face of settler
common sense: on the one hand, a celebration of pioneer pluck and resilience, of a dogged
determination to stick it out in the face of adversity; on the other, an unexamined sense of
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entitlement to lands on which Native people have lived for millennia and a no less dogged
determination to render occupation an irreversible proposition. The sociologist Karen
Hansen (2013, 236), in her richly personal study of the Spirit Lake reservation as a site of
encounter between Scandinavian homesteaders and their Dakota neighbors, casts settler
identification with the former set of traits and not the latter as a relation of
“misremembering.” Confronting my own complicity with this misremembering, as a settler
living and working on stolen land, has been the most painful part of this project for me. It
has forced me to rethink the innocence of institutions like the family farm and the Plains
country town that it sustained, to recognize my normative attachments to them as, in part,
nostalgia for a previous phase of colonialism. Yet unsettling these attachments has also
been vital to the analytical project of this dissertation. It has, for instance, transposed the
self-assured title of They Came to Stay into a different, more tentative key. For what if they
did come to stay (some of them, anyhow), but then their children and their grandchildren
found that they no longer could? This crisis of settler sociality, which coalesced during the
Dust Bowl and took on fresh significance at the end of the Cold War, has turned population
statistics into phantasmagrams and conjured economic diversification as an imperative
beyond critique. Yet, I insist, this crisis also contains within it seeds of possibility for the
repudiation of settler common sense and the forging of new, decolonial relationships
between livelihood and habitation on the American Great Plains.

AFTER AND ALONGSIDE
For the past decade, North Dakota has been in the throes of economic,
environmental, and demographic upheavals that have little to do with drones. Shale oil
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reserves in the western part of the state, long identified but thought too costly to recover,
were put into play with the adoption of techniques like horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing. As new wells went in, production levels in the Bakken Formation climbed to
more than one million barrels per day, and North Dakota surpassed Alaska to become the
second largest oil-producing state in the nation. The ensuing demand for labor, even as
unemployment remained high elsewhere in the United States in the wake of the financial
crisis, brought a massive population influx to a state more accustomed to losing it: North
Dakota, improbably, was the fastest-growing state in the union between 2011 and 2015.
Media coverage fixated on the “man camps,” mushrooming clusters of temporary housing
where mostly male oil field and construction workers were living given the limited housing
supply in counties caught up in the Bakken boom. Yet the boom also had ripple effects
across the state, as more distant cities like Bismarck and Minot became hubs for whitecollar workers who did not want or need to be at the point of production. In spite of reports
of degraded infrastructure and upticks in crime, other communities worried about missing
out on the bonanza; three hundred miles from the boom, a newspaper headline fretted:
“Why won’t Grand Forks grow?” (Tran 2011).
While organizations like the Dakota Resource Council did raise questions about the
pace, scale, and impact of oil development in North Dakota, these were largely swept aside
by state officials who consistently reduced fines related to spill events and blocked the
approval of more stringent regulations (Sontag and Gebeloff 2014). In 2016, though, the
mobilization of resistance to the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline by the
Standing Rock Sioux ushered both the environmental harms associated with energy
extraction and issues of Native sovereignty into public consciousness. Residents of the
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Standing Rock reservation and their allies opposed the routing of the pipeline, which would
extend from the Bakken oil fields to an oil terminal in Illinois, under the Missouri River
and close to the intake for the reservation’s primary source of drinking water. These water
protectors set up camps near the construction site and engaged in direct action to prevent
work from proceeding, leading to a standoff with local law enforcement, private security
firms, and even the North Dakota National Guard. While a December 2016 decision by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to deny the necessary easement appeared to grant the
protectors some reprieve, President Donald Trump reversed course within days of his
inauguration and signed an executive order fast-tracking the pipeline, which was soon
completed and commenced commercial operations in June 2017. Despite this defeat, the
events at Standing Rock are credited with catalyzing a resurgence of Native activism across
the United States and reframing debates over the risks of energy extraction around the
Lakota expression mni wiconi: water is life (see Estes, forthcoming).
With all of these dramatic events unfolding across North Dakota, then, why focus
on drones? Could it be that the demands of the day have overtaken the account I have
offered of Plains biopolitics, with its emphasis on the creation of nonfarm work against the
backdrop of a shrinking settler population? After all, Elizabeth Povinelli (2016) has
recently argued that the concept of biopolitics may no longer be adequate to describing the
operations of power under late liberalism, offering geontopower as an analytic that might
better capture new articulations of the distinction between life and nonlife in an era of
planetary reckoning. Yet the aftermath of the oil boom and the protests at Standing Rock
suggests to me that while geontopower may be an emergent form of governance on the
Great Plains, it is not yet a dominant one. When oil prices collapsed in 2014, the high cost
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of production in the Bakken prompted companies to place drilling on hold: the number of
active rigs in the Williston Basin dropped from a high of 218 to just 22. As the demand for
labor cooled, population growth slowed and a familiar rhetoric of spectrality began to
resurface: a headline in the Bismarck Tribune read “Man camps dwindle to ghost camps”
(Donovan 2015). While production in the Bakken is up for 2017, the fizzy optimism of the
boom years has given way to a sense of caution harkening back to old worries about the
instability of an economy tied to global commodity prices.
And as for Standing Rock? Without minimizing the remarkable show of solidarity
by hundreds of Native nations, social movements like Black Lives Matter, and
environmental activists from far and wide, the fact remains that the water protectors were
largely unsuccessful in building support for their cause among settlers living in North
Dakota. The logic of property ownership, so central to settler common sense and the
sovereign power that underpins it, became the basis for rejecting the water protectors’
claims: they’re not building on reservation land. A survey by the National Jury Project
found that more than three-quarters of the jurors who were eligible to be empaneled in
court cases related to Standing Rock had already decided that the defendants were guilty
(Freshet Collective 2017). Now, if the settler status quo proved all too durable on the
ground in North Dakota, it may have been less so in the air: despite a temporary flight
restriction imposed by the Federal Aviation Administration, Native media makers used
consumer drones to document actions against the water protectors and, in doing so,
disrupted the alignment I have described between the embrace of unmanned aviation and
the project of shoring up settler dominance. Other drone futures are possible, like the one
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summoned by the indigenous media production company Digital Smoke Signals, but for
now, I submit that North Dakota remains firmly in the grip of Plains biopolitics.
In fact, the gubernatorial election of 2016 might be said to represent the fulfillment
of the vision of technology-driven economic development that, I have argued, brought
drones to North Dakota. Jack Dalrymple, the incumbent governor and heir to an
agribusiness empire dating back to the 1870s, was outmaneuvered in the Republican
primary by Doug Burgum, a software executive who sold his Fargo-based company to
Microsoft in 2002 for over $1 billion. Burgum ran an unorthodox campaign, endorsing
Donald Trump despite (or perhaps because of) his own socially moderate positions and
bypassing his party’s convention to try his luck against Dalrymple on the statewide ballot.
His twenty-point win stunned North Dakota’s political establishment, and it gave Burgum
a powerful perch from which to advance some of his signature issues like economic
diversification and the streamlining of state government. Indeed, if one were to look for a
succinct statement of Burgum’s platform, a good contender would be the “is North Dakota
dying?” supplement with which this introduction began. Burgum served on the committee
that published it back in 1989, and he is quoted in its pages observing that “more people
need to launch innovative businesses.” In a 2006 interview, he recalled touring North
Dakota in the 1980s and telling audiences largely composed of the descendants of
immigrants: “We’re a state that is all descended from huge risk-takers! Where did the risktaking go?” (Olson 2006). Here, revealingly, the figure of the homesteader is linked to a
legacy of entrepreneurship, even as the Native people he displaced and the settler colonial
apparatus that underwrote the risks he assumed are rendered invisible. Since taking office
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in December 2016, Burgum has won measured praise for his engagement with Native
issues, although the disconnect with his broader innovation agenda remains palpable.
Knowledge-economy evangelists like Burgum are not the first to conclude that
human ingenuity can solve the problems facing the Great Plains. In the mid-twentieth
century, it was another son of North Dakota, James C. Malin, whose sprawling historical
writings about the grasslands of North America became emblematic of this perspective. If
his contemporaries were inclined to emphasize the natural limits imposed by physical
geography, Malin (1955) placed his bets on “the contriving brain” that allowed humans not
only to live within limits but also, importantly, to modify them. Malin (1944a, 1944b) even
pointed to the onset of the air age as a prime example of how space was not closed, but
open, as new technologies brought hitherto inaccessible resources within reach. This, in a
nutshell, is the case for the drone as solution to North Dakota’s crisis of nonfarm work.
But, as I have argued, that crisis cannot be understood qua crisis without apprehending the
failure of settlement as its horizon. The transformations of work described in the chapters
that follow, significant as they are, never go so far as to interrogate the settler common
sense that set them into motion. Drones may bring (and have brought) jobs to North Dakota.
Yet, until the state’s non-Native residents come to grips with the link between the urgency
of job creation and the reproduction of a colonial order, no economic development scheme
can address the contradictions at the heart of their way of life. Unless the transformation of
work is tied to the transformation of society, the words of a critic from an earlier era may
yet prove prophetic: “The phrase ‘technology can solve many problems’ could become
North Dakota’s epitaph” (quoted in Bartlett 1988, 57).
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For some years I have been afflicted with the belief
that flight is possible to man . . . My general ideas on
the subject of flying are similar to those held by most
practical experimenters, to wit: that what is chiefly
needed is skill rather than machinery.
Wilbur Wright
I could teach a chimpanzee to fly this thing at altitude.
Predator instructor

1
Skill after craft
DURING THE LAST DECADE of the twentieth century, anthropologists from across the
Anglophone world began to formulate a series of inquiries into the nature of skill (Pálsson
1994; Harvey 1997). While the empirical particulars of these research programs varied, the
conceptual questions that animated them were much the same: in what does domainspecific proficiency consist, and how is it acquired? These questions grew out of strands
of thinking in the social sciences that included practice theory (Bourdieu 1990), new
theories of learning (Lave and Wenger 1991), and critiques of the cognitivist approach to
enculturation. They also reflected a heightened interest in technology as an object of
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anthropological regard (see Pfaffenberger 1992), whether as part of the material context in
which skill could be enacted or as a vector for the externalization of human skill in
machines. Arguably, the most systematic account of skill to come out of this period of
foment was advanced by the British anthropologist Tim Ingold (2000a), whose theory of
skill emphasized the coordination of perception and action across a system of body, tool,
and environment. For Ingold, the paradigmatic case of skilled practice is that of the
craftsman, who is said to engage in a “continual adjustment or ‘tuning’ of movement in
response to an ongoing perceptual monitoring of the emergent task” (Ingold 2000a, 353).
The swing of the craftsman’s hammer thus changes slightly as he registers conditions that
shift from one moment to the next. Mechanization, for Ingold, poses a feedback problem
in the cybernetic sense of the term: by uncoupling action from direct sensory perception,
machines threaten to disrupt the rhythm of skillful movement and to cut off their operators
from the dynamic openness of the world.
But must machines stamp out skill? Ingold’s earliest writings on technology would
seem to suggest so (see Ingold 2000b), casting the shift from skilled systems of tool use to
determining systems of machinofacture in terms of the machine operator’s alienation from
both the product of his labor and the process of its accomplishment. By replacing the
situated judgment of the artisan with the rationalized procedures of the modern factory,
Ingold (2000b, 311) lamented, humans have become “the authors of their own
dehumanization.” Subsequent writings would complicate this crudely Marxist narrative of
a fall from grace, conceding that spaces of skill persist even in highly mechanized settings,
as workers cultivate the aptitudes and sensibilities needed for the daily challenge of “coping
with machines” (Ingold 2000c, 332). An important influence on Ingold’s thought during
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this period was the work of historian of technology François Sigaut, whose lawlike view
of the irreducibility of skill becomes an article of faith for Ingold. By 2006, an essay that
begins with a sensuous autoethnographic description of building a bookcase can end by
waving off worries about the end of skill. “Skill,” Ingold (2011, 62) assures us, “is destined
to carry on for as long as life does, along a line of resistance, forever undoing the closures
and finalities that mechanization throws in its path.” The craftsman, here, is recast as a
bricoleur, although his reliance on the sensory impressions that he gathers from the
environment firsthand remains unquestioned.
As I began my fieldwork with drone pilot instructors and trainees in North Dakota,
I wondered if Ingold’s theory of skill could provide some analytical traction on the process
of becoming a drone pilot. There was much to admire about Ingold’s account: it insists on
the connection between ways of knowing and ways of doing (see also Harris 2007), and it
avoids fetishizing the pretechnical body by locating skill in the synergy of agent and
instrument. Yet it was difficult for me to reconcile the forms of expertise that my
informants were working to develop with the figure of the craftsman. Drone pilots do not,
in the first place, produce a durable artifact as Hannah Arendt’s (1958) homo faber does;
rather, they belong to the lineage of the steersman or kybernētēs, who effects the safe
passage of a vehicle through space. They extend this lineage in a new direction, moreover,
because they are not physically present in the vehicle(s) they operate, a condition of being
in two places at once that James Gibson (1979, 286)—another important influence on
Ingold—describes as “the ecological paradox.” So, if Ingold’s account of skill is predicated
upon the copresence that is characteristic of craftwork, then drone pilots would seem to be
definitionally excluded from it. At best, skill for a drone pilot might consist in the use of
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hacks, kludges, and improvisatory rules of thumb employed in moments when systems fail
to work the way they should.
How, I began to wonder, could we develop a more comprehensive account of skill
in unmanned aviation without falling back on the logic of craft? How might such an
account allow us to describe machine-mediated work in its specificity, rather than resorting
to an analogy with a domain historically constituted precisely in opposition to machine
production (Adamson 2013)? How might such an account also help us to think about craft
more clearly, not as a prelapsarian, unalienated form of labor but as part of today’s capitalist
global economy (see Antrosio and Colloredo-Mansfeld 2015)? In this chapter, I describe
the distinctive set of skills that drone pilots come to acquire, drawing on long-term
observation at two key training programs in the state of North Dakota. I begin from the
premise that an overly prescriptive conception of the environment, one that is tethered to
the material conditions of craftwork, stands in the way of applying Tim Ingold’s otherwise
robust theory of skill to cases like my own. In an effort, then, to extend the theory’s scope,
I show that skill in unmanned aviation consists in the coordination of perception and action
across what sociologist Karin Knorr Cetina (2009) has called a synthetic situation.
Assembled rather than given by physical copresence, synthetic situations are constituted as
participants integrate information from disparate and variously mediated sources—a form
of skill that Knorr Cetina (2009, 70) describes as “getting the synthetics right.” But while
Knorr Cetina contends that temporal forms of organization come to supersede the spatial
in synthetic situations, my research indicates that unmanned pilots synthesize an
environment for skilled practice that is no less spatial for being mediated and
discontinuous. Trainees learn to perceive and act at the level of the ground control station,
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the aircraft, and the target on the ground, cinching these settings together from moment to
moment even as they threaten to fall out of alignment. Indeed, this machine-mediated
process of composing an environment can be understood as one of the defining features of
skill after craft, even as it introduces new points of failure that expose its practitioners to
professional and ethical precarity.
After all, one cannot always get the synthetics right, and so skill in unmanned
aviation also consists in knowing what to do when things go awry. Yet this is not
principally about the ability to recall or even reason in the face of exigent circumstances;
pilots are trained to rely on checklists in emergency situations precisely because clear
thinking is understood to be elusive under conditions of what they describe as high
cognitive load. Anthropologist of aviation Edwin Hutchins (1995) famously discussed this
offloading of tasks to nonhuman artifacts in terms of distributed cognition. But this chapter
insists, with Ingold and his fellow analysts of skill, on the limits of a cognitivist approach.
I frame pilot training programs as sites for the disciplining of affect (see Richard and
Rudnyckyj 2009), in which trainees learn not only how to remain composed but also how
to carry on the work of composition in moments of crisis. As their affective capacities are
molded to the task of sustaining a synthetic situation that is always on the verge of collapse,
they are themselves produced as skillful subjects. Yet even as drone pilots take pride in the
work they do, they are also vexed by the figure of the chimpanzee from this chapter’s
epigraph: the clumsy creature who presses a few buttons in the face of a sophisticated
system that can all but operate itself. Thus, even as I develop a positive account of drone
pilot enskillment, I also pay attention to the thematization of skill (and the prospect of its
erosion) amidst changing pedagogies and practices of piloting in the age of the drone.
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THE GROUND CONTROL STATION
Mapping the environment that drone pilots learn to compose means starting with
the terrestrial settings in which they sit and work. Yet these settings resist ethnographic
description, both because of their functional, almost anti-aesthetic design and because of
efforts to restrict access to them and to obscure their locations. Both of these challenges
were apparent to me during my first visit to the University of North Dakota’s drone pilot
training facility in August 2013. I turned right off Highway 2 and followed Airport Drive
past the gleaming new passenger terminal toward the control tower on the north side of
Grand Forks International Airport. On my right, I saw a low-slung brick building without
any signage and I parked in the small lot out front. Grabbing my notebook, I headed inside
and, after a moment’s hesitation, knocked on the door marked: “RESTRICTED ACCESS:
Authorized Persons Only.” I could hear the locked door click open and then I was ushered
into the office of Mark Hastings, the chief pilot for unmanned aircraft systems at the
University of North Dakota (UND). Irreverent, impatient with academic niceties, Mark
would become a valuable informant over the course of my research. During that first
meeting, though, he was wary, noting his concerns about the disclosure of exportcontrolled technical data or of proprietary elements of the UND curriculum. I would need
to go through a background check, Mark told me, before I could be given swipe-card access
to the building. The lack of signage on the exterior, he confirmed, was no accident.
Mark was the lead instructor for Aviation 338, the course in which students in
UND’s unmanned aviation degree program received their first operations training. The
classroom component of the course was taught on the university’s main campus, with three

fifty-minute meetings a week largely structured around clipping through PowerPoint
slides. But the heart of the class were the flight labs, which were held in a drab, windowless
room in the building out at the airport. The students, who worked in pairs, were seated at
a training simulator based on the ScanEagle, a medium-sized unmanned aircraft
manufactured by the Boeing subsidiary InSitu. The instructor for the flight lab would sit at
a workstation behind the students, while I would drag a chair around the corner and sit in
the doorway, my notebook perched on my knees. Each two-hour lesson was given twice,
with minor variations, so that the students could rotate between the roles of pilot and sensor
operator. The student who was acting as the pilot on a given day would foot the $350 cost
of the lesson. Although I observed several pairs of students at least once, I worked most
closely with Adam, a tall, athletic student from Montana, and his partner Dylan, who hailed
from Oregon and who stood out from his classmates with the streak of fire-engine red in
his hair. Over the course of three months, I watched Adam and Dylan learn to configure,
launch, operate, and recover the ScanEagle. Developing these skills meant learning to
coordinate perception and action at the level of the ground control station.
In his study of drone pilots in the U.S. Air Force, Timothy Cullen interviewed a
former fighter pilot who described operating the MQ-9 Reaper as “flying the matrix,” an
apparent reference to the 1999 science fiction film. “Surrounded by twenty displays, seven
keyboards, and a plethora of toolbars, menus, windows, and tables of information,” Cullen
reports, “student operators of Reaper often got lost in the system despite their previous
experience in other aircraft or success in combat” (2011, 46). The ground control station
for the ScanEagle is somewhat less elaborate, comprising four screens, two keyboards, and
four other input devices, including an oversized joystick for controlling the camera. Ground
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control stations vary widely in their design, and experts agree that this lack of
standardization leads to “extensive training time for one system and lack of ability to easily
transition to other systems” (Terwilliger et al. 2015, 248). In this section, I focus on the
ScanEagle, although much of the analysis I develop can be extended to other, differently
configured systems. I do not set out to offer a human factors analysis of the ground control
station’s design, although I learned over the course of my research that this was one of the
only reasons my informants could imagine for a social scientist to take an interest in
aviation. Instead, I offer an account of one specific setting for the enskillment of unmanned
pilots, making no judgments about its representativeness. Subsequent sections of the
chapter also draw on my fieldwork with Predator trainees.

Figure 3. The ScanEagle simulator.
One of the most basic skills that students at UND had to develop in the simulator
was what they called a scan, a term that Barry Saunders (2013) has defined as “a sense, or
some sensory prosthesis, in transit through space-time, gathering without discrimination.”
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Saunders distinguishes the scan from both the glance and the stationary gaze, describing it
as “observation in regulated motion.” For pilots, a scan involves sampling the visual field
in a methodical way so as to detect other air traffic while still monitoring key instruments.
In an interview, Adam compared the scan he had learned to develop for the ScanEagle with
the one he taught his own students as a flight instructor in a manned aircraft:
In the manned aircraft, if we’re flying VFR [visual flight rules]—we’re out
of the clouds, you can see the ground—we always teach outside, outside,
inside. Outside, outside, inside. Just looking out and then the ground, make
sure you’re doing what you need to do, quick glance at your instruments,
and you’re back up. Whereas, the ScanEagle, it kind of felt like the same
thing: it was map, map, TAS-ALT-TACH. Map, map, flight control . . . It
was the same sequence, just different things you were looking at.
Here, the map takes the place of the view through the windshield as the primary focus of
the pilot’s scan. The simulator’s map files fused satellite photography with digital terrain
elevation data, resulting in a two-dimensional picture that took natural, but not manmade,
obstacles into account: thus, the simulated aircraft could crash into a windmill, but not a
mountain. A glowing green aircraft icon indicated the current position of the ScanEagle,
according to the onboard GPS. During normal operations, Adam’s eyes would track the
aircraft icon as it moved across the map on a route or orbit that he had created in the
ScanEagle software. Yet Adam also trained his eyes not to linger too long, making sure
that they sampled other sources of information like the true airspeed-altimeter-tachometer
(TAS-ALT-TACH). The green, blue, and mauve lines that made up the TAS-ALT-TACH
scrolled from right to left in a visual representation of the aircraft’s airspeed, altitude, and
engine RPMs. Although the aircraft’s current airspeed and altitude were also displayed on
the map as text next to the aircraft icon, the trend lines made it easier for pilots to discern
whether the state of the aircraft was changing unexpectedly. Smooth, continuous lines were
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good, while sharp peaks and valleys were a sign of trouble. For trainees like Adam, learning
how to incorporate the TAS-ALT-TACH and other on-screen indicators into a scan was
part of cultivating what Cristina Grasseni (2007) has called “skilled vision.”

Figure 4. Closeup of the ScanEagle simulator’s tracker map.
Flight lab instructors used the ScanEagle simulator to create scenarios that were
intended to reinforce these new habits of visual attention. During one lesson, Adam’s
instructor, Justin, directed the students to navigate from the Army airfield in northern
Virginia where most lessons began up to the National Mall in Washington. A crowd of
people had assembled on the Mall, and local law enforcement wanted an estimate of its
size. Adam created an orbit on the map on the center screen, so that the aircraft would
continue to fly in a circle over the crowd. Once this orbit was established, he turned his
attention to the simulated video feed on the right screen, as Dylan manipulated the joystick
to keep the camera trained on the crowd below. The students became engrossed in counting
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and recounting the tiny figures on the screen, a task made more difficult by periodic
shudders in the video picture. After several minutes of this, Justin hinted: “So, one of our
first indications of erratic flight control can be a shaky camera.” I watched as both students
glanced over at the center screen, where the trend lines in the TAS-ALT-TACH indicator
were oscillating wildly. “Oh, Jesus,” Adam blurted out, as he scrambled to pull up the
relevant checklist. By deviating from his scan, Adam failed to notice critical changes in the
state of the aircraft, changes that he surely would have perceived nonvisually if he had been
on board the aircraft. Later that week, though, when I observed the second half of the
lesson, Adam cued Dylan to the flight control issue as soon as the video picture started to
get shaky. A link between perception and action had been established.
Branden Hookway (2014) has defined the interface as a relation with technology,
rather than a technology in itself. For Hookway, the interface brings two or more entities
into relation even as it renders them distinct, selectively allowing the transmission of
information from one entity to another in the service of a project of control. With this
definition in mind, the interface that Adam and Dylan used as they learned to operate the
ScanEagle can be understood to extend beyond the simulator. No less important are the
whiteboards that hung on the wall behind the instructor workstation; before a lesson
began, instructors would write out the environmental conditions that would apply to the
training mission in the form of a METAR weather report (from the French, météorologique
aviation régulière). For instance, when Adam and Dylan walked into the room for the
second half of the lesson described above, my field notes indicate that the whiteboard had
this bewildering string of characters written in dry-erase marker:
270@10 5nm OVC 030 m03/05 29.88
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Dylan, already versed in the METAR format from his training as a manned pilot, was able
to parse this string of characters as an description of wind speed, visibility, cloud ceiling,
temperature, and barometric pressure. The notation “m03/05” indicated a temperature at
the airfield of –3°C and a dewpoint of –5°C, well within the ScanEagle’s operational limits
but cold enough to call for a set of cold-weather operations, both before launch and during
flight. Now, perceiving the air temperature at the launch site could be understood as an
instance of perception that extends beyond the ground control station. However, I argue
that the cultivation of perceptual skill in this instance is addressed at the inscription of the
air temperature (see Latour and Woolgar 1979) on the whiteboard as interface. Trainees like
Dylan learned to look for the weather report at the start of a lesson, decipher its
significance, and then apply it to guide their action throughout the lesson. At times,
instructors would also flesh out the environment that students were learning to compose by
reference to their own experience. Adam and Dylan’s instructor, Justin, had flown the
ScanEagle as a defense contractor before being hired by UND. Therefore, when Dylan
instructed the simulated ground crew to warm up the engine just before launch, Justin
explained that this would be accomplished in real life by pointing a heat gun or hair dryer
at the underside of the cylinder head, keeping one hand on top to ensure that it did not get
too hot. “Everything’s so official at InSitu,” he quipped. Another time, Justin reflected on
how best to carry the ScanEagle back from the recovery site: the right shoulder is preferable
to the left, so that the aircraft’s exposed muffler does not leave a burn on the bearer’s neck.
Details like these, although they pointed to a world outside the ground control station,
surfaced in that environment as part of the pedagogical encounter.
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Branden Hookway suggests that the interface tends toward “a seeming transparency
and disappearance” (2014, 6), as users learn its requirements and come to experience the
augmentation it affords rather than the interface itself. Certainly, as students grew more
familiar with the ScanEagle software, they spent less time clicking through menus and
more time focused on the training missions. Yet one of the emergency procedures that the
students learned to carry out was striking for the way that it centered the ground control
station as an environment of its own, one that could not be allowed to disappear altogether.
One afternoon, without warning, Justin asked me to flip the light switch next to my seat by
the door, plunging the room into darkness as the fluorescent fixtures overhead were
extinguished. I had been enlisted in the simulation of a ground control station power failure.
In real life, Justin explained, a backup generator would keep the computers running for
long enough to hand over control of the aircraft over to another flight crew. The simulator
lacked the functionality to walk Adam and Dylan through the handover process in its
entirety, so after showing them the rudiments, Justin directed me to turn the lights back on
and the lesson continued. The entire episode lasted less than ten minutes, but it stayed with
me insofar as it pointed to the ground control station as a real place: one whose
infrastructures were vulnerable to disruption, one in which skill is exercised by perceiving
and acting on an environment irreducible to the aircraft it was set up to control.
Indeed, part of what I want to convey here is a sense of the ground control station
as a distinct setting in which sociality unfolds. Unmanned pilots do not simply stare at
screens; they interact with one another in ways that establish hierarchies and produce
intimacies and sometimes just stave off boredom. Moreover, the simulator-based scenarios
that were so central to the training enterprise at UND marked the ground control station as
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a lively space of narrativity, in which trainees and instructors collaboratively produced
usable fictions that drew on the visual vocabulary of the simulator. Scenario-based training
is a pedagogical approach that has been gaining traction in aviation education more broadly
(Beckett 2013), but the scenarios that UND trainees and instructors coproduced in the ground
control station were notable for the ways in which they troubled the notion of
apprenticeship and exposed the contingency of the digital image. In doing so, they hinted
at a form of skill after craft.

Figure 5. Toby, in the ScanEagle simulator.
Meet Toby. Standing behind the ScanEagle as it sits on the catapult that launches
it, Toby appears as a young, white man with a high-and-tight haircut. One of the only
recurring characters to turn up in the training scenarios at UND, Toby serves as the
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maintenance technician for the ScanEagle. Of couse, a simulated aircraft does not need
maintenance (although the computer that generates the aircraft might), and yet the duties
that Toby performed were woven into each lesson: students made radio calls to Toby out
on the runway when they were ready to launch the aircraft, and after a flight was complete
they filled out a fueling log into which they entered Toby’s name. On some level, this was
a question of practicing tasks that the trainees would need to carry out or coordinate with
other mission personnel in the future. But the figure of Toby was elaborated too
imaginatively for me to believe that he was a mere placeholder; there was, it’s fair to say,
something of a cult of personality around him. The fueling log showed students riffing over
the span of months on possible spellings of his name: Tobi, Tobee, Twobey, Töbey.
Katelyn Parady (pers. comm.) suggests interpreting this practice in terms of “the use of
running jokes in logs and other shared forms of labor documentation to maintain intimacy
between people who have many obligations to each other and share safety responsibilities,
but only cross paths at shift change.” Yet the unruly proliferation of language around Toby,
even as his digitally rendered form remained constant, also highlights the way in which the
dynamism of the scenarios exceeded the visual elements out of which they were built.
Over time, I began to understand that Toby’s defining character trait was his
unreliability. For instance, during the ground control station power failure discussed above,
Justin proposed the explanation that Toby must have forgotten to pick up fuel for the
generator. Instructors used the conceit of Toby’s unreliability to test trainees’ attention to
detail during long, tedious preflight checklists: they would deliberately enter an incorrect
value into the software and then wait to see if the student spotted the error. If so, the
instructor explained that Toby must have configured the aircraft improperly and that he
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was in the process of fixing it, at which point the instructor would reset the value. Thus, in
catching Toby’s mistakes, the trainees learned to coordinate perception and action in a
thoroughly mediated loop of skilled practice. No doubt, the emphasis on Toby’s
haplessness registered ongoing, class-marked tensions and misunderstandings between
pilots and maintenance technicians (e.g., Munro, Kanki, and Jordan 2008). Yet I argue that,
by staging behaviors that were both unskillful and irresponsible in the relative safety of the
simulator, the UND training program also enacted something like what literary critic Susan
Suleiman (1983) has called a negative apprenticeship. In her study of the ideological novel,
Suleiman (1983, 86) argues for the importance of cautionary figures whose interpretive
failures show the reader “what one must not do, or be.” Toby, I submit, is such a figure for
the unmanned pilot trainees at UND. He contributes to the cultivation of pilot skill by
creating occasions for students to hone their own interpretive faculties, to notice what he
has failed to notice and then to intervene. While this dynamic is broadly compatible with
Jean Lave’s (2011, 87) rethinking of the master-apprentice relation in terms of “the worldas-teacher,” Toby breaks from the conventional logic of craft insofar as he presents his
apprentices with a digitally mediated figure who is not to be emulated, but repudiated.
The instructors who created Toby regarded the body that they chose for him as
unremarkable: as a young, white man, Toby looked like he belonged out on the runway.
Yet other visual elements of the training missions became resources for scenario
construction precisely because of their incongruity. For instance, during one lesson, Justin
asked Dylan to follow a pickup truck as it made its way through a dense urban area.
Rendering this scene must have caused a hiccup in the simulator, because for most of a
minute the truck appeared to be flying above a row of trees instead of driving on the road
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beneath them. “We’ve got a little Harry Potter going on there,” Dylan chuckled. The flying
truck was readily understood as a local effect of the simulator, which did not correspond
to conditions that pilots could expect to encounter in the real world (see Turkle 2009).
Instructors at Customs and Border Protection referred to effects like these as “simisms.”
Another simism that UND instructors occasionally introduced into training missions was
an enormous yellow dog, which had been scaled incorrectly in the simulator software.

Figure 6. The enormous yellow dog, in the ScanEagle simulator.
What are we to make of this Brobdingnagian creature and its presence in the ground control
station? One instructor told me that he would surprise students with the dog at the end of a
check ride, using the animal’s incongruous proportions as a visual joke “just to get them to
relax.” Here, the overlap between simulator and video game is undeniable (see Bogost
2011, 37–44 on pranks). But if skill after craft consists in the composition of an
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environment, then simisms like the yellow dog also point to inevitable failures of
composition: moments when discontinuous, mediated settings for perception and action
fall out of alignment. These moments of breakdown can be playful, as when what appears
on the screen cannot possibly register the world beyond it, but they can also be quite
serious. For instance, the green aircraft icon on the center screen of the ScanEagle’s ground
control station is taken to represent the aircraft’s actual location except in the case of a GPS
failure, during which pilots shift their attention to the aircraft’s video output and navigate
using ground references like highways and rivers. At that point, the icon on the screen
becomes an artifact uncoupled from the aircraft in the sky; its position on the map is liable
to mislead, rather than inform. I want to suggest that simisms, as more than just glitches or
limitations in simulator fidelity, actively contribute to the training of unmanned pilots
insofar as they attune trainees to the contingency of the digital image. What is perceived in
the ground control station, simisms insist, may or may not be a reliable guide for action
outside of it. Of course, unmanned pilots can and do use ambiguous, unreliable images to
initiate action of the gravest sort (see Gregory 2011). Yet my research casts doubt on the
notion that it is, somehow, a realist epistemology of the digital image that leads pilots to
do so. Rather, I suggest, it is a question of how much perceptual uncertainty they are given
license to act on the basis of.
THE AIRCRAFT
Although unmanned pilots are not physically present in the aircraft they operate,
the aircraft and the three-dimensional volume of airspace around it form the second part of
the environment that unmanned pilots learn to compose. Despite the fact that they sit and
work in a ground control station, they must learn to perceive and act on the aircraft in the
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sky. Here, any theory of skill that hinges on copresence and the sensory world of the
craftsman begins to break down. Yet recent ethnographic work on action at a distance has
shown how skilled subjects resolve this paradox at the level of bodily practice. According
to Rachel Prentice (2013), surgeons performing minimally invasive procedures with tiny
cameras imagine themselves “swimming in the joint,” not just seeing inside the patient’s
body but inhabiting it with their own. Similarly, Janet Vertesi (2015, 176) found that
members of the Mars Rover mission developed an embodied attunement to the rovers, not
so much projecting themselves into the rover as learning to “adopt the rover’s bodily
apparatus with its unique bodily sensitivities in order to understand and interact with
Mars.” I saw some evidence of this kind of attunement among unmanned pilots, as when a
CBP agent operating the Predator caught himself shifting his body to one side and craning
his neck before initiating a turn. He laughed, “I always look around the screen as though
I’m going to see more around the corner.” Yet the day before, another agent had confided
to me that, even when things were going wrong on a Predator sortie, his heart rate in the
ground control station rarely went up. Given the variability in how my informants’ bodies
registered their experiences of the aircraft in the sky (cf. Cullen 2011, 167–68), I moved
away from thinking of bodily attunement to the aircraft as a precondition or proxy for skill.
Instead, I set out to describe the forms of skill that trainees developed at the level of the
aircraft in terms of what they were being trained to do with it.
The same year that the Predator made its first flight in southern California, Paul
Virilio (1994) warned about the development of a “vision machine,” which would automate
perception by delegating analysis of the visual field to a computer. Today, changedetection algorithms have begun to point image analysts toward objects of interest, but true
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automated analysis remains elusive (Sternstein 2015). Even so, unmanned aircraft can be
considered vision machines in the more prosaic sense that, despite their notoriety as
weapons platforms, most unmanned aircraft are used for the collection of imagery or other
data and are, in fact, unarmed. Both Customs and Border Protection and the University of
North Dakota trained unmanned pilots for missions that revolved around the production of
images. In fact, trainees learned that the ability to see from the vantage point of the aircraft
could outweigh the need to recover it. “To be honest,” Mark told the students at UND on
the first day of class, “the ScanEagle is disposable. All the military wants from this is the
video feed.” Understanding unmanned aircraft as disposable vision machines helps to
differentiate their operation from other kinds of remote work. Rachel Prentice (2013, 180)
notes that “treating surgery as the creation of representations misses a basic point . . .
[surgeons] make anatomy visible to treat it, not to see it.” My informants learned to make
targets on the ground visible, but they did not themselves expect to act on those targets:
strictly speaking, they acted on the aircraft so that others could perceive. And while the
specter of “rover death” (Vertesi 2015, 182) meant that the demands of navigation trumped
plans for image collection on the Mars Rover mission, the disposability of the unmanned
aircraft gave pilots less sway. If a given mission was thought to be important enough, a
drone pilot might be instructed to maintain position even at the risk of losing the aircraft.
The dyad of perception and action was reflected, at least formally, in the division
of labor in the ground control station. The sensor operator was responsible for the collection
of imagery and other data, while the pilot’s job was to position the aircraft in such a way
that usable imagery could be collected. Pilots described their role under this division of
labor, somewhat dejectedly, in terms of “driving the bus.” Yet positioning the aircraft in
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order to maintain an uninterrupted view of the target on the ground took considerable skill,
a finding that cinches up with recent writings on the partiality and constructedness of the
aerial view (Saint-Amour 2012; Amad 2013). No God’s eye, the view from an unmanned
aircraft turns out to be thoroughly contingent on the material infrastructure of the sensor
payload and the skill of the pilot at the level of the aircraft. To take one example, the
multispectral camera that CBP sensor operators use on most missions is mounted on a
gimbal system on the underside of the Predator. The gimbal both stabilizes the video
picture and allows the camera to swivel so that it can be pointed toward an object of interest.
The movement of the camera, however, is not instantaneous. If the aircraft flies directly
over the point that is being observed, the camera cannot swivel quickly enough to keep the
target in view. The resulting malfunction, during which the camera becomes uncontrollable
and swings around wildly, is known as nadir. Nadir radically disrupts the work of
observation because, although it only lasts for a few seconds, the sensor operator must then
get reoriented and try to locate the original target. I learned that, during CBP’s first pursuit
of a moving vehicle in rural North Dakota, a nadir incident caused the flight crew to lose
“the only truck on the road.” Nadir can cause the breakdown of a mission, but it is also
described as an act of aggression. During a refresher training course in Grand Forks, the
instructor asked a group of sensor operators to define nadir. One volunteered: “It’s when
the pilot screws you.”
Avoiding nadir, then, is a matter of coordinating perception and action at the level
of the aircraft. If the sensor operator notices that the camera’s depression angle—that is,
the angle between the direction that the camera is pointing and the horizontal—is getting
too close to the overhead position of 90 degrees, the pilot may decide to execute a nadir
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avoidance maneuver. An instructor pilot named Tom demonstrated the maneuver for me.
After disengaging the aircraft’s heading hold mode, Tom eased the stick to the right,
banking the aircraft into the building that he had chosen as a target. As the right wing
dipped, the bar graphic on the video display indicated that the depression angle was
decreasing. Tom held the stick steady as the aircraft sailed over the building, keeping it in
clear, continuous view, and then he pushed the stick back to the left and rolled out to wings
level. I jotted something in my notebook about how steady his hand must have been as he
held that bank, as if balancing a knife on its edge. When the two of us had dinner weeks
later, I told Tom that it seemed like the nadir avoidance maneuver was a real art, intending
this as a compliment. “It’s not an art,” Tom shot back, “it’s a science. There’s a right way
and a wrong way to do it.” For Tom, the work of coordinating perception and action at the
level of the aircraft was a form of skill marked by its uncraftsmanlike replicability.
Unmanned pilot trainees at UND had fewer opportunities to cultivate this kind of
embodied skill at the level of the aircraft, because ScanEagle flight operations almost never
involved manual inputs. An off-the-shelf radio controller allowed trainees to practice belly
landings in the event of an autopilot failure, but otherwise the students used a standard
mouse and keyboard to transmit commands to the aircraft. Yet I do not wish to set up an
opposition between the “raw” stick-and-rudder interface of the Predator and the “cooked,”
thoroughly automated ScanEagle. Even when all of the Predator’s hold modes were turned
off, a stability augmentation system almost always continued to mediate the pilot’s inputs.
Rather than belaboring the distinction between manual and automated, then, I approach
both unmanned aircraft as heteromated technologies in which capacities for action were
differentially distributed between humans and machines (Ekbia and Nardi 2017). In this
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light, composing an environment for skilled practice means developing an account,
however patchy, of how the logic of the autopilot plays out at the level of the aircraft.
Whether such an account is characterized in cognitive terms or in a more affective register,
its development becomes an indispensable part of skill after craft. As Mark explained to
his students, “it’s all about knowing the logic of the system well enough so that you can
confuse it into doing what you need it to do.”
Yet trainees were not always successful in anticipating the logic of the autopilot,
leading to breakdowns in the coordination of perception and action. During one lesson,
Adam and Dylan were flying another simulated training mission in the Washington area: a
767 aircraft had skidded off the runway at National Airport, and the students were
instructed to provide a video feed of the situation without flying over the airport itself.
Since the airspace restriction ruled out an orbit around the accident site, Adam used the
simulator’s software tools to draw a north-south route along the airport’s eastern edge and
over the Potomac River: while the ScanEagle followed the route from one end to the other,
he and Dylan would locate the accident and collect the requested imagery. As the aircraft
reached the route’s northern terminus, though, the green aircraft icon on the map began to
turn right, stopped, and then unexpectedly veered left over the airport. Adam groaned,
powerless to steer the aircraft out of the restricted airspace as it described a leisurely arc
across the map on its way back to the route. Justin had to laugh at Adam’s outburst,
explaining: “Our autopilot is a terrible decision maker! It just decides what it wants to do,
basically. There’s no real way to override its logic.” Winds out of the east had prompted
the ScanEagle’s flight control system to command a turn out of the wind rather than into
it, a command over which the trainees had no control. Yet the trap that Justin had set by
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adding the winds into the scenario carried a message: the Federal Aviation Administration
would not have cared that the airspace violation was the autopilot’s fault. “It obviously
wasn’t too big a deal because it was in the simulator,” Adam told me later, “but had that
been a real situation, we probably would have been in some trouble.” That trouble would
have stemmed from a failure of composition, this one more serious than the simisms of the
previous section: because Adam did not adequately perceive the environmental conditions
at the level of the aircraft and their likely interaction with the autopilot, he did not act at
the level of the ground control station to command a different route or leave a greater
margin for error. The difficulty of composing an environment across discontinuous,
heteromated settings thus contributed to the risk of a midair collision or, setting the worst
case aside, an investigation leading to the suspension of Adam’s pilot’s license. When
settings for perception and action fall out of alignment, skill after craft leaves its
practitioners subject to heightened forms of professional vulnerability.
THE TARGET
The third and final part of the environment that unmanned pilots learn to compose
was, at least in the formal training settings where I conducted my research, the least
explicitly theorized. Even as pilots coordinate perception and action at and between the
levels of the ground control station and the aircraft, the environment for skilled practice
that they compose must also extend to the target on the ground. The word target is, of
course, redolent with violence, and my informants in North Dakota were by no means
unaware of this connotation. A UND graduate who was working with a faculty member on
a project to develop drone pilot training standards told me that there had been an internal
debate within the research team about whether to use the term point of interest instead of
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target when formulating civilian standards. (Ultimately, the team decided to retain target
because it was “so familiar” after years of using terminology borrowed from the military.)
Even so, I found that existing scholarship on discourses of targeting tended to presuppose
their coherence and historical overdetermination. Caren Kaplan (2006), for instance, has
argued that a technophilic obsession with fixity and precision produces militarized
subjects, while Rey Chow (2006, 31) asserts that “to conceive of the world as a target is to
conceive of it as an object to be destroyed.” But how, I wondered, might relations to the
target shift as unmanned aviation articulates a new set of distinctions and passage points
between military and civilian worlds? And, in the context of this chapter, what insight
might we gain into targeting as a form of power if we approach the figure of the target as
part of an environment for skilled practice? Over the course of their training, I discovered,
unmanned pilots learn to project themselves into their own mediated field of view and to
imaginatively take up the position of the target on the ground. To unpack this finding, I
draw on Grégoire Chamayou’s formulation of the dialectic of the hunter and the hunted.
“Every manhunt,” Chamayou (2012, 32) writes, “presupposes a theory of its prey.”
The training program at CBP defined four types of targets: points such as buildings
or bridges, areas, lines of communication, and individuals or vehicles on the move. Moving
targets were regarded as the most difficult type to “prosecute,” or maintain visual contact
with for the duration of the mission. Sensor operator trainees learned search patterns and
tactics for each type of target, some of which emphasized searching terrain in a highly
systematic way. Yet trainees were also taught to search “logically” and “intelligently,” using
their knowledge of the terrestrial world and its organization to locate targets more
efficiently. One instructor explained that if a mission called for locating a vehicle, there
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would be no need to scan an entire compound. “Start with the parking lots,” he counseled.
On another occasion, the instructor pointed out that targets trying not to be seen could often
be found in “low spots, dark spots, hard-to-see spots.” Neither suggestion is surprising, on
its face, but both involve asking trainees to construct a plausible set of conditions on the
ground based on their own, almost precultural sense of how humans use space. For
Chamayou (2012, 1–3), it is the possibility of this recourse to shared experience that makes
the manhunt different from practices of hunting nonhuman animals: the conspecific nature
of predator and prey must, in his formulation, be both thematized and denied.
Trainees at both of my research sites were taught that most, if not all, targets knew
that they might find themselves as the object of aerial surveillance. Thus, to the extent that
the training programs advanced a positive theory of the target, it was as what Peter
Fritzsche (1993) calls an “airminded” subject. Moreover, trainees were taught to assume
that the confirmed presence of this surveillance would cause targets to change their
behavior or otherwise compromise the mission at hand. Accordingly, CBP pilot trainees
learned to situate each operational mission that they flew on a detection concern
continuum, where low concern or “sneakiness” was associated with high image quality and
high concern justified the collection of low-quality imagery or none at all. “If I’m not
worried about detection,” an instructor explained, “I can get as close as I want, fly as many
360s as I want. On the other hand, if he hears me, years of work or lives will be lost.” Here,
I argue, a heavy weight of responsibility rests on the pilot’s capacity to extend his
environment of skilled practice to the target. The pilot must learn to hear as the target does,
taking into account prevailing winds and ambient noise. Then, he or she must coordinate
this imagined perceptual input with action aimed at maximizing image quality while
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minimizing detection risk. In practical terms, this meant that pilots used software tools to
build a standoff or offset from the target into the route or orbit being flown. How much
distance constituted an adequate offset was a matter of debate. One CBP pilot indicated that,
when he had flown the Predator in rural northern Minnesota, his Border Patrol counterparts
were able to hear the aircraft’s engine at a greater distance than expected because the area
was so quiet. On the other hand, a simulated mission that Adam and Dylan flew to inspect
a power plant by an interstate highway did not, in Justin’s assessment, require an offset:
the ScanEagle’s engine would not have been audible over the environmental noise.
Unmanned pilots learned to take on the perceptual capacities of their targets, but
those targets were capable of turning this strategy back on the pilots. In Chamayou’s (2012,
70) words, “the hunted man has to learn to interpret his own actions from the point of view
of his predator.” Over the course of my research with CBP, I learned that one of the
facilities that the agency operates is surrounded by mountains, in which spotters commonly
camp to monitor activities at the site. When an aircraft takes off, the spotter can let others
in his or her network know that a law enforcement mission is underway. Here, though, the
material infrastructure of the unmanned aircraft system comes to matter. Spotters noticed
that an exposed data terminal would physically track the Predator across the sky during the
first several minutes of flight, giving a clear indication of which direction the aircraft was
headed. Rather than learning to see as unmanned pilots saw, then, spotters learned to
perceive the infrastructural conditions of the pilots’ mediated seeing and to act accordingly.
In other words, the spotters practiced their own form of skill after craft. In time, CBP
became aware of this vulnerability and moved to address it. But it is striking to me that
instead of physically concealing the terminal, as other facilities do, the solution was pushed
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back to the ground control station: pilots were asked to manually reset the terminal to a
neutral position once the aircraft was underway. With the flip of a switch, perception and
action were reassembled yet again across an environment perpetually in composition.
For Chamayou (2012, 72, 65), what holds the hunter and the hunted in dialectical
tension is the possibility of a reversal of roles. On the one hand, he darkly warns, “anyone
who tracks men like wild animals can expect to be bitten by them.” Yet Chamayou also
gestures toward a form of empathy with the prey that hunting presupposes: “to track prey
effectively, one has to put oneself in its place.” To take on the target’s perceptual capacities,
by this logic, might also lead to reflecting on his motivations, fears, and desires. Yet Josiah
Heyman (2000, 638) has shown that Immigration and Naturalization Service officers
working at the Mexican border resorted to “stratifying categorizations” to assuage their
own discomfort in the face of the complexity of immigrant volition. Such categorizations
were built into the training of unmanned pilots: while CBP personnel sometimes referred
to border crossers as UDAs (undocumented aliens), the term most commonly used to refer
to a target across both of my research sites was the euphemism “bad guy.” I argue that this
usage, which cites a cartoonish moral universe of good and evil while maintaining an ironic
distance from it, helped to neutralize the critical potential of taking on a target’s perceptual
capacities. It articulated not so much a true ontology of the enemy (see Galison 1994) as
an antipolitical bracketing of questions around who was designated a target and what
responsibility a pilot might have to the object of his or her regard. To my knowledge, such
questions never surfaced in unmanned pilot training. All that counted was the target’s
successful (and lawful) prosecution: an ethically precarious position that marks the third
and, to my mind, most serious failure of composition characterizing skill after craft.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter has argued that craft logics of skill are inadequate to describing the
forms of expertise associated with the operation of unmanned aircraft. Rooted in a set of
normative distinctions between tools and machines, craft logics of skill must in the end
either come down on the side of antimodernist nostalgia or open up to new sociotechnical
arrangements at the risk of losing their coherence. The sociologist Richard Sennett (2008,
9) takes the latter tack in his book The Craftsman, which proposes to decouple craftsmanship
from manual labor and to recast it in terms of “the desire to do a job well for its own sake.”
Defined in terms of an ethos rather than a specific mode of production, any type of work
can count as craft. Likewise, Tim Ingold, whose original writings on skill were marked by
a strongly referential connection to the use of hand tools, has subsequently come to
emphasize textility, a sort of process ontology inspired by weaving (see Ingold 2010). Yet
in the absence of ethnographic engagement with actual weavers, it is a metaphor of
weaving that becomes the means of overcoming what Ingold sees as unproductive habits
of thought. The matter of mechanization is set aside: electricity, for instance, need not
alienate, so long as it helps us to understand the world as woven (Anusas and Ingold 2015).
Is it not time to cast off these muddled analogies and to devise a new vocabulary
for describing skilled work? As Ingold (2013, 29) himself acknowledges, to insist that all
skill look like weaving or craft, more generally, is to risk turning “understandings drawn
from one particular context of material–technical interaction into a meta-theory for
everything else.” Rather than clinging to the language of craft, this chapter has advanced
an alternative account of machine-mediated work as the composition of an environment
for skilled practice. This account attempts to pry skill loose not only from craft-derived
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assumptions about copresence and direct sensory perception, but also from its often
unquestioned identification with the fabrication of objects. How, we might ask, would
debates over the relationship between skill and technology unfold differently if they began
not with the Jacquard loom but with what literary scholar Steven Connor (2017, 32) calls
“machines of transport”? The forms of skill involved with effecting the safe passage of a
vehicle through space cannot be straightforwardly derived from those of the craftsman.
Rather, they demand to be investigated and theorized on their own terms. Such an approach
would place drone piloting in dialogue with traditional seafaring practices (e.g., Gladwin
1970), beloved by anthropologists for their reliance on the same qualities of improvisation
and sensory immersement that attract us to craft. But it would also invite comparison with
the operators of other mechanized vehicles, as in Frederick Gamst’s (1980) classic
ethnography of locomotive engineers. As he pieces together the intricacies of their
industrial taskscape, Gamst (1980, 29) draws a clear contrast with the factory worker on
an assembly line: “The engineer is not an extension of the machine; rather, the machine is
an extension of his skills.” By attending to variously mediated cues about the state of the
train and the condition of the track up ahead, the engineer, like the drone pilot, coordinates
perception and action across a synthetic situation that he has himself composed.
Of course, steersmen are no less susceptible than craftsmen to having external
controls imposed on their skilled practice, as Karen Levy (2015) has shown in relation to
the electronic monitoring of long-haul truck drivers. Indeed, the embodied skill that I
watched pilots at CBP work the hardest to master—that of safely landing the Predator on
a runway—is already on its way to obsolescence with the development of autoland
capabilities. So I do not share Ingold’s faith in the irreducibility of skill, because while new
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skills will surely develop around new machines, it is far from clear that the same workers
in the same numbers will be in a position to put them to use. My own view is closer to that
of Thorsten Gieser (2014), who draws on his experience as a gardener and groundskeeper
in a British city to develop an account of the inhibition of enskillment. Gieser (2014, 139)
shows how standards of efficiency, rather than mastery, translated into what he calls “a
perceptual inattentiveness,” as he and his fellow gardeners learned not to plant or prune
with the needs of particular species in mind. Skill, in Gieser’s account, is not about the
absence or presence of mechanization. Rather, it is tied to a set of institutional conditions
that either favor or disfavor the cultivation of specific capacities for action. Where those
capacities cannot be cultivated, they will, in time, disappear. Whether or not a community
of practice can survive a given disappearance is a research question par excellence.
Finally, to propose that unmanned pilots are skillful is not to profess unqualified
admiration for the ends to which their skill is applied. Yet the need for this proviso points
to the way in which anthropological engagements with skill have generally foregrounded
socially marginal figures like the craftsman that are easy to romanticize. It is less easy to
elaborate a form of skill by which state power at its most repressive can be instantiated,
and yet I argue that it is both intellectually and politically necessary to do so. At the outset
of his study of military drone pilots, Timothy Cullen (2011, 17) wrote that “no one has
succeeded in describing the people, machines, and procedures used to employ aircraft
remotely.” Building on his efforts, this chapter has offered an ethnographic description of
the concrete work practices that drone pilots learn to master. Rooted in a praxiological
anthropology of work, it assumes that critique must work outward from practice and that
outmoded categories must be jettisoned in order to give things their proper names.
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A sky full of signal
LATE EACH WINTER, before planting season gets underway and the crop sprayers
start flying from dawn until dark, pilots, mechanics, and airport managers from across
North Dakota gather at the Upper Midwest Aviation Symposium. Over the course of three
days, attendees can get updates on aviation developments at the state and national levels,
while leaving time to visit over endless cups of coffee. In 2014, I was invited to give a
presentation at the Symposium, and I opened by asking for a show of hands: how many of
the forty or so pilots in the room ever flew an aircraft equipped with a radio, but decided
not to use it on a given flight? As I expected, quite a few hands went up. I asked the group
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if they could help me understand when and why a pilot might do this, and an airport
manager named Bill volunteered: “Airplanes fly by the laws of Bernoulli, not Marconi.”
This densely allusive aphorism, which I later learned was a familiar saying among
pilots of Bill’s generation, brought me up short. I had an inkling of what Bill was getting
at, but I asked him to say more. “When you’re flying around in rural North Dakota,” he
explained, “at least for the last fifty-three years that I know of [Bill earned his pilot’s license
in 1961], there are times when there’s nobody to talk to and no need to talk to anyone. It’s
as simple as that.” While busier airspace might demand frequent radio communication, Bill
suggested, the uncluttered sky above rural North Dakota made talk beside the point.
Tongue now firmly in cheek, Bill added that if a pilot wants to talk to someone, air traffic
controllers in Minneapolis are on the other end of the line. But, he underscored, “they don’t
keep you up in the air.” With this observation, Bill circled back to the aphorism with which
he had begun: it was the principles of aerodynamics as described by the mathematician and
physicist Daniel Bernoulli, and not those of radio communication, here associated with the
engineer and entrepreneur Guglielmo Marconi, that made flight possible.
This statement is, among other things, a claim about which media matter most in
aviation. For even if airplanes can and do fly without radios, the fact remains that “flight
is and has always been a mediated activity” (Hookway 2014, 36). Airplanes are, first,
designed for the medium of Earth’s lower atmosphere, a point made brilliantly by science
writer Randall Munroe (2014) in his account of the trouble they would have flying
elsewhere in our solar system. Just as the structure of an airplane’s wing presupposes the
qualities of the fluid flowing over it, aviation’s reliance on visuality assumes an atmosphere
through which a pilot can see: the Earth, as Kate Maddalena and Chris Russill (2016)
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remind us, is an optical medium. Media, in this light, need not be human contrivances like
the radio or newspapers. As John Durham Peters (2015) has recently argued, media can
also be elemental. In The Marvelous Clouds, Peters offers an ambitious, interdisciplinary
account of media as “enabling environments that provide habitats for diverse forms of life”
(Peters 2015, 3; see also Kember and Zylinska 2012). Life, for Peters, is always already
technical, and artifacts both material and cognitive are crafted in response to the elements
in which we live and have our being. In a pair of chapters on what he calls “sky media,”
Peters juxtaposes the constancy of calendars, clocks, and other inscriptions of cosmic
rhythms with the endless flux of weather reports and cloud formations. Here, between the
astronomical and the meteorological, is where Peters locates the distinctive mediality of
the sky.
But what of the aeronautical and of pilots like Bill who experience the sky as the
sailor does the sea (Peters 2015, 101–109)? The airplane gets surprisingly short shrift in
The Marvelous Clouds, even though problems of control and communication endemic to
aviation have given rise to a profusion of media forms. Think of the cables or, lately,
electrical wires that convey inputs from the pilot’s body to the aircraft’s control surfaces.
Recall the weighted message streamers that pilots dropped to communicate with ground
personnel before wireless telegraphy. Consider the humble Notice to Airmen (NOTAM)
and its kindred genres of advice and warning: in their very brevity and esoteric
terminology, they have a poetry all their own. I propose to refer to these diverse
technologies as aviation media, bracketing the distinction between media that coordinate
action and media that convey meaning so as to emphasize their intertwining (cf. Lazzarato
2014). In distinguishing aviation media from Peters’s broader notion of sky media, I place
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the elemental in dialogue with what has been called “the labor turn” in media studies, as
scholars set out to describe and theorize forms of activity that are aimed at creating and
sustaining the conditions for specific modes of mediation and that anchor processes of both
exploitation and self-actualization (Mayer 2017). Much of this scholarship remains
centered on the media industries, old and new (Deuze, 2007; Hesmondhalgh and Baker
2011; Boyer 2013; Gürsel 2016). But the analytic of aviation media joins a diffuse line of
inquiry into how shifting technologies constitute workers in other sectors of the economy
as media laborers, as with a promising strand of writing on police media (Gates 2016;
Reeves and Packer 2013). This version of the labor turn is one with which Peters would
likely sympathize, given his approving citation of Harold Innis’s view that “the history of
media was also an occupational history” (Peters 2015, 21).
My research, broadly speaking, explores how the maturation and proliferation of
unmanned aircraft or drones gives rise to changes in what it means to be a pilot. Many of
these changes begin with media, as control inputs are no longer sent along the length of a
wing but transmitted across the sky and as pilot vision is collapsed into the camera. Media
scholars have taken stock of such changes with particular reference to the use of drones for
surveillance and killing: Lisa Parks (2014, 2518), for instance, argues that drone-borne
infrared sensors reorganize the visual field as a “hunt for heat,” while Nina Franz (2017)
calls attention to the use of algorithms to automate and weaponize the analysis of sensor
data. Yet Katherine Chandler (2016, 3) has pointed out that any unmanned aircraft, armed
or not, can be understood as “an information system, reliant on satellite, video, radio, and
data exchange.” In this chapter, I draw on long-term ethnographic fieldwork at the U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) National Air Security Operations Center (NASOC)
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in Grand Forks, North Dakota, to show how drone pilots manage these exchanges and the
various media across which they take place. In doing so, I center forms of media labor that
are, in a sense, doubly invisible (cf. Star and Strauss 1999) for being distinct from more
spectacular practices of state violence and for taking place in a domain not traditionally
understood to be part of “the media.”2 By framing piloting as a type of work that is
necessarily concerned with the mediated conditions of its own possibility, I also draw out
areas of convergence and conflict between the media practices of drone pilots and those of
other airspace users. I thereby seek to locate unmanned aircraft within an existing ecology
of aviation media, tracing connections between the realms of manned and unmanned
aviation rather than treating either in isolation.
In rural states like North Dakota, many pilots have little contact with the media
infrastructures (see Parks and Starosielski 2015) that track, route, and regulate air traffic in
more urban parts of the United States. Taking off from untowered airports or privately
owned grass strips, these pilots rarely file a flight plan, rely on visual cues to avoid other
aircraft, and in some cases do not even have a working radio. In what follows, though,
Ishow how contemporary efforts to achieve an integrated airspace in which both manned
and unmanned aircraft can operate depend on the production of a mediatized aerial
geography that I term a sky full of signal.3 This vision of a sky abuzz with transmissive
media defines the current practices of rural pilots as impediments to progress. More
generally, it demands a reordering of the task hierarchy that long defined the
responsibilities of the pilot, who learned to aviate, navigate, and communicate, in that order
(Federal Aviation Administration 2016). As drones become increasingly ubiquitous and
participation in the media infrastructures that underpin them increasingly obligatory,
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communication can no longer be subordinated to the real work of flying. The age of the
drone, I contend, is one in which Marconi takes his place alongside Bernoulli as the key
mediator of aviation’s elemental encounter.
RADIO DAYS
To put on a headset in a Predator ground control station is to be plunged into a
different aural world. The oversized ear seals sit flush against the sides of your head, and
at first you feel heavy and useless as the gel inside muffles the sounds around you. The
whine of computer fans and the rumble of the air conditioner recede, and conversation
between the technicians at the back of the trailer drops to a murmur. But then you stretch
out the coiled cord attached to your headset and ease the four-pin connector into the
intercom panel. Suddenly, you are immersed in a world of talk that was imperceptible to
you a moment before. The voices of the flight crew, amplified by the microphones that
swing across their cheeks, are preternaturally clear as they are piped into your ear canal.
Other, more distant voices are wreathed in the warm fuzz of radio static: pilots from miles
around requesting clearances, air traffic controllers responding in turn. Unlike the noisecanceling headphones that allow business travelers to retreat into blissful isolation (Hagood
2011), the headset pulls you outward into a crowded space of sociality. Polyphony prevails,
as unseen interlocutors announce themselves and make their presence known.
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Figure 7. Inside the Predator ground control station.
Talking on the radio was a central fact of life for drone pilots at the Grand Forks
NASOC. From the moment they sat down at the controls of the MQ-9 Predator to the
moment they stood up and disconnected their headsets, an ensemble of radios kept CBP
pilots in contact with a heterogeneous, spatially dispersed network of actors. Pilots
requested blocks of airspace from controllers, provided instructions to ground units for
which they were providing air support, and received instructions from their own chain of
command. Yet, radio talk was also an occasion for pilots to enact the communicative
expertise that marked them as competent media laborers; indeed, Timothy Cullen’s (2011,
184) study of drone pilots in the U.S. Air Force found that “one of the most valued skills
of a Reaper pilot was the ability to “sound good on the radio.’” As with the pilots in
Cullen’s study, pilots at CBP favored crisp, succinct radio calls that conveyed information
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clearly and did not require further clarification. When they overheard radio talk that did
not conform to this ideal, as with the heavily accented speech of foreign pilot trainees at
the University of North Dakota, their reactions were harshly critical. Moments like these
surfaced the nativist sentiments that I often sensed simmering at CBP, but they also
reflected the belief that a pilot who fails to engage in effective radio communication puts
other airspace users in jeopardy.
The expectations around radio use for pilots at CBP were shaped by both technical
factors and organizational decisions. Cullen (2011, 234) notes that when the Air Force first
deployed the Predator in the Balkans during the 1990s, “the ability of Predator crews to
interact with people outside the ground control station was minimal.” He emphasizes the
agency that pilots exercised in overcoming the isolation of the ground control station,
demanding voice contact with the units they were supporting and with commanding
officers. By the time of my research at CBP, though, the capacitating promise of voice
communication had given way to anxieties about a loss of autonomy. If radios and other
media technologies had opened up a ground control station in which early Predator pilots
felt sealed off, for my informants these technologies threatened to make the ground control
station too porous. Nostalgic for the cockpit as a work environment to which they could
regulate physical access, pilots at CBP felt exposed and overwhelmed by the
communicative access that a new assemblage of aviation media afforded. No longer
sovereigns of a “mobile terra firma” (Peters 2015, 101), these pilots found themselves at
the mercy of the airwaves.
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Figure 8. The 32-key intercom panel used in the Predator ground control station.
For pilots at CBP, the work of managing media was most visible at the site of the
intercom panel. Located beneath the pilot’s video display, the intercom assembled control
of the various radios that pilots were expected to monitor into a single interface. These
radios were mapped onto audio channels that could be activated and deactivated using the
intercom. Buttons on the top row activated one-way communication over the channel
indicated on the display underneath; by pushing one of these buttons, which illuminated
when selected, the pilot started receiving the audio output of that channel in his headset.
Buttons on the bottom row activated two-way communication; by pushing one of these
buttons, the pilot started both receiving and transmitting. Pilots at CBP devoted
considerable attention to configuring the intercom over the course of a mission, selecting
and deselecting channels in order to reposition themselves as speakers and listeners from
moment to moment. Indeed, the intercom was a fitting symbol for a hyperconnected work
environment in which controlling the flow of talk was a crucial task.
Pilots at CBP worried about unintentionally addressing the wrong listener. Given
the array of displays and readouts in the pilot’s visual field, it was easy to overlook the
current configuration of the intercom. Yet failing to notice a glowing button the size of a
fingernail could be socially consequential, insofar as it exposed what Erving Goffman
(1959, 112) terms “backstage” interactions to unwanted audiences. For instance, pilots
used the flight crew channel to communicate with the sensor operator and others who were
physically present in the ground control station (see Peters 2015, 276) on presence as
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media). During takeoff and landing, this channel was strictly reserved for communication
related to the safe operation of the aircraft, but at other times talk over the channel was
looser and more informal. Most flight crews readily switched back and forth between
mission-related exchanges and banter about weekend plans or family life. As with twoway radio communication among indigenous Ayoreo communities (Bessire 2012), this
banter was largely phatic in nature, knitting participants together in the masculine sociality
of the ground control station. Yet, while Ayoreo radio talk maintained social bonds through
sentimental expressions of sympathy, pilots at CBP recalled Goffman’s (1959, 128)
observation about the link between intimacy and disrespect as they joked, heckled, and
regarded those who refused to participate with suspicion.

Figure 9. The Predator Operations Center.
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Problems arose, however, when this backstage talk spilled over into the mission
crew channel, which linked the ground control station to the Predator Operations Center
(POC). A bright, open space on the second floor of the building, the POC was the
command-and-control hub of the NASOC: from it, the command duty officer could
monitor the imagery being collected by the Predator’s cameras and direct the work of the
flight crew. Yet, because agents who were not engaged in other duties would often
congregate in the POC and listen in on missions that were underway, pilots in the ground
control station did not know to whom they were speaking when they were transmitting on
the mission channel. “Guys were always talking with the [channel] on,” a sensor operator
named Gary, who had left CBP by the time I spoke with him, explained:
I don’t know who on God’s green earth would do that. Half a dozen people
upstairs, they’re judging you, they’re potentially taking notes on you. I
would ask guys to turn it off. ‘Turn that off, will you? No one else needs to
listen to this.

Notably, Gary did not criticize his coworkers for engaging in backstage talk. Rather, he
charged them with failing to protect the integrity of a backstage region that had been
exposed by a new assemblage of aviation media. From an organizational perspective, the
mission channel allowed for greater coordination between the flight crew and other actors,
but it also made the ground control station available to real-time scrutiny in a way that the
cockpit had never been; when flying manned aircraft before being reassigned to the
Predator, pilots at CBP made radio calls to supervisors just once an hour. None of the other
pilots I interviewed openly worried that notes were being taken about their backstage talk,
but it was common for one crew member to warn another upon arriving in the ground
control station: “You’re talking upstairs, so be careful.” Whether by deselecting the
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mission channel when it was not needed or by minding their words while it was selected,
pilots at CBP held themselves responsible for shielding backstage talk from an audience
whose presence could go unnoticed. Goffman characterizes this desire for control of
backstage space as a basic problem of impression management, and the examples he gives
of workers who lack this control include anyone who works in range of a live microphone.
“For technical reasons,” he explains, “the walls that broadcasters have to hide behind can
be very treacherous, tending to fall at the flick of a switch” (Goffman 1959, 119).
If pilots at CBP contrived to keep their own talk confined to the ground control
station, they also learned strategies for keeping the talk of others at bay. As more and more
intercom channels were selected, incoming transmissions could overlap, rendering them
unintelligible, or arrive in such rapid succession that the pilot could not keep up. During a
lesson with a new trainee, one instructor gestured at the intercom panel and observed: “You
can hit receive on all of those, and you can jam your head full of noise.” The intercom, he
warned, tended toward cacophony (cf. Harkness 2017); it was only by deselecting channels
that were nonessential during a given phase of flight that the trainee would keep his head
unjammed. Even then, pilots sometimes struggled to reconcile conflicting sets of
instructions, a situation to which they referred as “too many heads in the cockpit.” While
the resulting role strain was a function of the multiple constituencies to which pilots at CBP
were accountable, it was also an effect of granting so many actors direct access to the pilot
over the intercom.
Pilots at CBP had recourse to the same strategies that other pilots use to manage
the workload imposed by radio communication; for instance, they asked partners in talk to
“standby,” a request that relaxed turn-taking rules and allowed pilots to respond at a more
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opportune moment. Still, given the volume of talk directed at them and the complexity of
coordinating the technologies that delivered it, many pilots found the strategies they had
learned while flying manned aircraft to be inadequate. During a refresher course in Grand
Forks, one pilot stationed in Texas rattled off the long list of his partners in talk during a
recent mission in Arizona. “You’ve got everybody yabbering at once,” he complained.
“Half the time, you don’t even know who’s talking to you.” Making matters worse, the
audio output from all three airborne radios on this mission had been transmitted back to
the ground control station in such a way that they were mapped onto a single intercom
channel. When radio calls started to overlap, “you can’t deselect,” the pilot recalled,
animated with frustration. “You’ve got to say: ‘hey, stop talking!”’ Unable to isolate the
strands of talk at the level of the interface, the pilot was forced to do so with an utterance
of his own.
As media laborers, pilots at CBP experienced an intensification of demands on their
interpretive faculties as they were directed to maintain voice contact with a growing
number of mission personnel. Rather than pushing back against these expectations, though,
pilots regarded being “overloaded on the comms” as a source of stress to which they had
no choice but to adapt. In the case described above, the course’s instructor suggested
assigning one radio to the sensor operator and mapping the other two onto separate
intercom channels using an alternative satellite link. Here, a combination of crew resource
management and advanced system configuration would make the volume of incoming talk
manageable. These proposed solutions did not recognize too much radio talk as a valid
grievance or a vector of exploitation. Rather, by optimizing the diverse media technologies
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that structured their taskscape, pilots at CBP were expected to learn how to manage a set
of demands that were not themselves negotiable.
CARING FOR THE LINK
Inside the ground control station, your senses have no way of registering the
datalink that transmits inputs up to the aircraft and conveys video, audio, and telemetry
back to earth. As soon as that machine-to-machine digital connection is severed, though,
you know that something’s amiss. The picture on the video display freezes, and a piercing
beep cuts through the radio chatter until the flight crew silences it. One instructor compared
the sound to the squealing of a stuck pig, but it reminded me of nothing so much as the
moment in a television drama when the patient’s heart stops and the monitor flatlines. In
real life, losing link is not so dramatic. The Predator climbs high enough to clear any known
obstacles and then follows a preprogrammed emergency route, which usually means
orbiting in circles while it tries to reconnect. Far from going entirely dark, it starts
transmitting a specific transponder code so that air traffic controllers know it is
experiencing a communications failure. If all else fails, the aircraft will eventually spiral
down to a predefined flight termination point in an uninhabited area. “Safe and predictable”
was the phrase that CBP officials used to characterize lost link procedures, and while this
was clearly a talking point meant to allay concerns outside the agency, pilots themselves
did not see losing link as cause for alarm.
Rather, lost link was treated as an interruption of the mission underway. If the
aircraft was in transit, such a delay could hold up an operation that CBP was charged with
supporting; worse, if the aircraft was already in position, it would stop collecting imagery
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until the link was restored. “Health of datalink vital,” a PowerPoint slide used in training
courses stated; under this boldface heading was a single bullet point: “Job of the pilot.”
Here, the language of health and vitality demands a consideration of media labor not in the
familiar terms of maintenance and repair (e.g., Jackson 2014), but rather as a modality of
care. Feminist scholars have come to define care in terms of “affective, ethical, and handson agencies of practical and material consequence” (Puig de la Bellacasa 2017, 4), a
conception that cinches up the work of sustaining more-than-human systems with the
variously scoped senses of responsibility and belonging that underpin it. In a more
elemental vein, John Durham Peters (2015, 122–27) takes fire as an invitation to explore
the careful techniques by which a dangerous medium is both tended and contained. In this
section, I argue that drone pilots at CBP learned to become caretakers for the datalinks that
connected them to the aircraft they operated, a form of media labor that required them to
mobilize both technical and environmental knowledge to compensate for the link’s
fragility. If the radio encouraged pilots to care for themselves and each other through
selective disengagement, then the datalink figured constant attention to mediation as care
for the agency and its aims.
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Figure 10. Overview of the Predator’s datalink architecture.
There were two primary types of datalink, which required different forms of care
to sustain. The first, known as line of sight, was transmitted over the C-band of the
electromagnetic spectrum (4–8 GHz) from one of three antennas in the ground datalink
terminal. These antennas physically swiveled to track the aircraft as it moved across the
sky. Line of sight was regarded as the more reliable type of datalink, and pilots valued the
fact that there was no perceptible lag between their control inputs and the aircraft’s
response. This was particularly important when landing the Predator, a task that required
split-second adjustments in the aircraft’s attitude and airspeed. The drawback to line of
sight was its limited range of approximately 100 miles. Most of the training missions that
I observed stayed within this range, and some operational missions did as well. But
federated operations, in which pilots at one location flew an aircraft that had taken off
somewhere else, required a different type of datalink and, as I discuss below, a different
division of media labor.
Pilots at CBP were largely responsible for configuring the line of sight datalink and
for sustaining it during flight. Upon starting up the aircraft, they would input the
frequencies that they had been assigned for the mission. Given that more than one
unmanned aircraft was often being operated at the same location, pilots were instructed not
to “cowboy frequencies,” that is, to use frequencies other than the ones assigned. If the
Predator detected more than one set of inputs on the same frequency, it would assume that
an unauthorized party was attempting to take over control of the aircraft and would go lost
link as a security measure. Pilots could also send the aircraft lost link by flying directly
over the ground datalink terminal, making it impossible for the antennas to swivel rapidly
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enough to track the aircraft as it passed overhead. Even in the absence of such carelessness,
the route that the datalink traveled could compromise its health. One set of antennas on
each aircraft was mounted on the bottom of the fuselage, and a second was mounted on the
top. The downlink signal transmitted from the antennas on the top was weaker than the
signal transmitted from those on the bottom, because those on the top were masked by the
fuselage itself and therefore delivered a patchier video feed. In theory, pilots were entitled
to the clearer video picture on takeoff and landing, but were supposed to cede the clearer
picture to the sensor operator once the mission was underway. In practice, pilots were not
always so gracious; the differential strength of the link thus gave rise to a micropolitics of
visual advantage.
The second type of datalink was known as Ku, a reference to the band of the
electromagnetic spectrum (12–18 GHz) over which it was transmitted. Instead of sending
inputs directly to the aircraft, as in line of sight operations, a high-powered antenna would
send them up to a commercial satellite, which would then relay the signal to the aircraft
(for other use cases, see Parks and Schwoch 2012). This arrangement extended CBP’s
range of operations to anywhere in the satellite’s footprint, but the tradeoff was accepting
a less reliable datalink. Pilots described routinely experiencing Ku “hits,” or momentary
interruptions, as a skip in their video picture or a hiss of static in their headset. Even when
the health of the Ku link was perfect, pilots noticed a lag of two to three seconds between
making a control input and seeing it registered by the aircraft. Instructors took pains to
debunk the assumption that the lag was due to the greater distance that the signal had to
travel; instead, they explained the delay in terms of “satellite language” being converted to
“airplane language.” The time it took for this translation to occur made it impossible to
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land the Predator using Ku; each mission had to end back at a facility where the aircraft
could be landed over a line of sight link.
In certain ways, pilots at CBP were expected to care for the Ku link while it was
active. For instance, they became attuned to the aerial geographies in which losing link was
likely. For pilots stationed in Grand Forks, one of these locations was above the windswept
plains of central Montana. This was the area of weakest coverage for the satellite on which
CBP relied for operations in the continental United States, and yet CBP unmanned aircraft
traversed it regularly while carrying out routine surveillance along the Canadian border.
Pilots told me that if they flew through this area with the Predator’s autopilot on, the aircraft
would roll in and out of turns too quickly for the nose antenna to track the weak signal.
Therefore, pilots would hand-fly their turns, gently easing the stick to one side to command
a bank angle of no greater than ten or twelve degrees. From the autopilot’s perspective, this
region of airspace was no different than any other. But pilots at CBP knew that there in the
sky above tiny border towns like Whitlash and Sweet Grass, the health of the link could
not be taken for granted.
Still, pilots were not in a position to care for the Ku link on their own. Satellite
technicians employed by a contractor called Bushtex were assigned to each of the facilities
from which CBP operated the Predator. Once a pilot enabled the Ku link at the level of the
interface, it was the technician who telephoned the agency’s satellite provider to indicate
that they were ready to power up. The pilot’s ability to send inputs to the aircraft thus came
to depend on the intermediation of a third party. Even after the link was active, the
technician had to remain on site, using spectrum analysis software to monitor the health of
the link. If the link started to deteriorate, pilots were under instructions to call the technician
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and were not permitted to troubleshoot the link themselves. Even as pilots resented this
dependence on the technicians, they also regarded the technicians’ obscure expertise with
respect and a little awe. “I think they’re witches,” an instructor once told me in a whisper
that was meant to be overheard. Tinged with the supernatural, the datalink at once indexed
changing divisions of labor in aviation and exposed media at its most elemental.
THE RIGHT TO BE OPAQUE
Apart from one exhilarating ride in a single-engine Citabria, I spent very little of
my time in North Dakota up in the air. I was interested in how the changing media
technologies associated with unmanned aviation affected other airspace users, but the pilots
I hoped to work with were spread out across the state and it was difficult to observe their
communication habits firsthand. Therefore, in cooperation with the North Dakota
Aeronautics Commission, I conducted a survey of pilots living in fifteen of the rural
counties most likely to be affected by unmanned aviation activity based out of Grand
Forks.5 The self-administered questionnaire asked a series of fixed-choice questions about
the media technologies that respondents used when operating an aircraft, as well as openended questions about their attitudes toward drones. Analyzing the resulting data, along
with interviews that I conducted while attending events at rural airports, allowed me to
construct a portrait of rural pilots’ media practices during a time of transition.
In designing the survey, I was as invested in gathering data about media
technologies that respondents did not use as about the ones they did. Scholars have recently
identified technology nonuse as an object of study in its own right, arguing that it “provides
an opportunity to rethink how we approach, study, and conceptualize human relationships
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with, and through, technology” (Baumer et al. 2015). Take the case of radio use among
rural pilots: 28 percent of the respondents to my survey indicated that not all of the aircraft
they regularly operate are equipped with a radio. A slightly greater proportion, 31 percent,
indicated that they sometimes choose not to use the radio, even if they are flying an aircraft
equipped with one. As one respondent explained in an open-response field: “CULTURAL
THING!! NOT REQUIRED WE WON’T USE IT.”
As I tried to understand just what sort of cultural thing would deter rural pilots from
using media technologies that were so central to the work practices of my informants at
CBP, I was reminded of John Durham Peters’s (2015, 174) contention that the
modernization of the sky consists in “its explicit filling with technologies to go with much
older techniques.” Of course, aviation itself can be described along these lines, as a
supplement to premodern vistas from natural heights. But, to take a shorter view, the
history of air traffic management since the mid-twentieth century can be narrated in terms
of the elaboration of media infrastructures that systematize the individual pilot’s obligation
to “see and avoid.” These large-scale sociotechnical systems have been characterized as
projects of discipline (Bénéjean 2015) and surveillance (Lin 2017). Yet little has been
written about airspace users who resist incorporation into these infrastructures and insist
on a different relationship to aviation media. To address this gap, I turn to the work of the
artist and media theorist, Zach Blas (2014), who has developed the concept of opacity as a
counterweight to forms of power that hinge on the production of what he calls “informatic
visibility.” For Blas, opacity is what knits together disparate efforts at evading visibility
and rethinking the pleasures that it affords. I argue that efforts to integrate unmanned
aircraft with existing air traffic place a premium on informatic visibility insofar as they
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effectively require the widespread adoption of transmissive media technologies including,
but not limited to, the radio. Yet, my research shows that rural pilots are reluctant to
participate in this vision of what I have termed a sky full of signal, a stance that is setting
up a showdown with drone advocates over the politics of aviation media.
Take Carl, for instance, who had mastered the intricacies of radio talk as a former
airline pilot, but who told me that he felt “freer” when he was flying one of the antique
airplanes that he now collected and rebuilt. Flying without a radio, for Carl, meant “less
people able to track me, talk to me, control me.” In 2012, though, the creation of restricted
airspace for testing drones near Devils Lake, North Dakota imposed a new burden on pilots
like Carl. The restrictions were not to be active all the time, and backers argued that it was
simple enough for pilots to make a radio call and ask whether the restrictions were in effect.
For pilots without a radio, though, such a call was impossible. Unless they had checked the
list of published Notices to Airmen before taking off—some 23 percent of respondents to
my survey indicated that they rarely or never did—these pilots would have to err on the
side of caution and fly around the entire restricted area. Reflecting on a recent flight when
he had done just that, Carl told me:
It makes me mad because I’m used to being a very free person. North
Dakota is a very wide-open state and I grew up in a very free area. When
those things start getting taken away from you, you go into protection mode
and you want to keep it the way it was.

Here, the prerogative to fly without a radio was not just an individual preference; it was
bound up with a set of rural values that were understood to be threatened. Yet, Carl was
not optimistic about the prospect of organizing pilots to ensure that their media practices
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were taken into account by drone advocates. “The upcoming industry is so huge,” he
explained, “that I think you’re going to see it pretty much get its way.”
For other pilots, radio nonuse was less tied to refusing state control and more tied
to beliefs about the inadequacy of their own radio talk. Many rural pilots associated talking
on the radio with the possibility of embarrassment if they used the wrong terminology or
did not understand a controller’s instructions; indeed, 42 percent of survey respondents
acknowledged that they sometimes took steps to avoid talking on the radio unless it was
strictly necessary. A popular guide to radio communications for pilots refers to this
phenomenon as “mike fright” (Gardner 2013, 1-3). Among drone advocates, though, there
was virtually no discussion of mike fright as a social fact that might result in an effective
denial of access to airspace. In the case of the restricted airspace near Devils Lake, it was
never clear to me whether its proponents did not understand rural pilots’ media practices
or whether they deliberately disregarded them. Regardless, the prevalence of mike fright
in rural North Dakota testifies to a lingering dissensus about the centrality of radio talk to
what it means to be a pilot. It also extends the concept of opacity beyond a self-consciously
political stance like Carl’s to encompass “ugly feelings” (Ngai 2005) brought on by specific
media.
Several weeks after my survey went out, a new issue of the North Dakota Aviation
Quarterly was published. Amid the various articles and announcements of events like an
upcoming hangar dance in Bismarck, a one-page list of recommendations for the operation
of small unmanned aircraft systems around agricultural aircraft raised eyebrows across the
state. At the time when these recommendations were published, the use of unmanned
aircraft for commercial purposes including agriculture was prohibited by the Federal
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Aviation Administration. The recommendations thus addressed a form of economic
activity that, while illicit, was widely known to be happening. As crop sprayers expressed
concern about the possibility of colliding with a drone, the North Dakota Agricultural
Aviation Association decided to issue the nonbinding recommendations in a pragmatic
effort to protect the safety of its members.

Figure 11. Safety recommendations published in North Dakota Aviation Quarterly.
What interests me most about the recommendations, which were soon superseded
by a national campaign called Know Before You Fly, are the assumptions they encode
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about the communication practices of rural pilots. They use conditional language in
reference to the use of transmissive media technologies: pilots should initiate radio contact
with drone operators “if an aircraft is equipped with an aircraft radio” (emphasis mine),
and drones should be equipped with a global positioning system (GPS)-based technology
known as Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B), which “would require
agricultural aircraft to also be ADS-B equipped” (again, emphasis mine). In each case, the
recommendations acknowledge that adoption of these media technologies is not (yet)
universal.5 What is taken to be universal is the use of visual cues: the recommendations
suggest painting drones a highly visible color and equipping them with strobe lights. More
broadly, the approach they take to deconfliction is attuned to a local social context,
proposing that drone operators notify “spray operations located in the . . . flight area with
either a call, group email, or agreed upon method.” The phrase agreed upon is telling here;
it indexes a prior relationship that forms the basis of an agreement about the preferred
medium for notification. The vision of airspace integration conjured here is not so much a
sky full of signal as a countryside thick with social ties.
Given their public acknowledgment of informal economic activity, the
recommendations were not received warmly by North Dakota’s aviation establishment.
Upon their publication, one state official even called the lead author and demanded that he
retract them, which the author refused to do. A year later, when I asked the official to recall
his reaction to the recommendations, he noted that they were “written by people who are
not pilots.” Although, in fact, two crop sprayers had contributed to the recommendations,
the document’s failure to emphasize strict compliance with federal regulations meant that
its origins in a different culture of aviation were illegible. As one example of the
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recommendations’ inadequacy, the official singled out the radio frequency proposed for
communication between crop sprayers and drone operators: 123.45. “That’s not an
authorized frequency to use,” the official told me, “and it’s not a frequency that people are
flying around on.” While it is true that 123.45 is not an authorized frequency while flying
over the continental United States, multiple pilots confirmed that it is widely used for chat.
It was not enough, in other words, for rural pilots to adopt transmissive media technologies
in the name of airspace integration. Rural pilots needed to be taught to use them correctly.
Confronted by a document attesting to the unruliness of actually existing media practices,
the official confessed: “We’d just as soon that that would go away.”
CONCLUSION
“Do signals have politics?” Mara Mills (2011) has asked in the context of
electroacoustic devices implanted in the inner ear. Whether it is taken up in the enclosed
whorl of the cochlea or the open skies above rural North Dakota, this question can only be
answered in the affirmative. Both body and sky are media for human endeavors, bound up
from the beginning with the changing demands that life presses (see Peters 2015, 266–70).
Unmanned aviation reassembles these elemental media: it evacuates the body from the
cockpit, even as it saturates the sky with signal. Unmanned aircraft rely on signal-borne
media technologies including the radio and the datalink, which are figured by drone pilots
as a site of exploitation and an object of care, respectively. Yet, as I have shown, drones
also stand to remake the media practices of other airspace users in a process that can
alternately be seen as modernization or dispossession.
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As airspace integration efforts in the United States converge around the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-led Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic
Management (UTM) initiative, the vision of a sky full of signal is well on its way to being
realized. Under the UTM concept of operations, drone pilots flying at low altitudes will
coordinate their operations and share real-time data through a network of third-party
service providers. Drones will be expected to broadcast their identity, intent, and position
using a range of media technologies. Yet, this does not address the problem of deconfliction
with so-called noncooperative airspace users who are not equipped to transmit or receive
this information. In an interview, UTM principal investigator Parimal Kopardekar alluded
to “surveillance of manned operations” (Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association 2017) as
a possible solution, which might involve ground-based radar or, in time, advanced sensors
on the drones themselves. Still, it is striking that this problem is never conceptualized in
terms of meaningfully different perspectives on the prospect of constant connectivity. The
findings of this article suggest that airspace integration advocates would do well to temper
their technological solutionism with a critical understanding of rural pilots’ media practices
and ideologies.
More broadly, this chapter has sought to orient engagements with the elemental in
media studies toward the empirical investigation of concrete work practices. The elements
precede us and will, in some form, outlast us, but it is as they are taken up in patterns of
productive activity that they function as media at all. These patterns change, moreover, as
surely as the roiling clouds. Thus, as operating an aircraft becomes a task accomplished on
the ground rather than in the sky, what it means to be a pilot is also transformed. In the age
of the drone, the pilot emerges not (only) as a calibrator of thrust, lift, and drag, but (more
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than ever) as a media maker. Indeed, surrounded as we are by the networked objects that
comprise the coming Internet of Things, the figure of the pilot may well serve as a sentinel
for a generalized obligation to transmit without ceasing.
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3
Profession as timekeeping device
ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE COURSE he had developed on unmanned aircraft systems,
Ben Trapnell was brimming with enthusiasm. Heavy-set, bespectacled, he paced the length
of the classroom and laid out his vision of an industry with a bright future. “I guarantee,”
he told the students, “if you think there’s a limit to what you can do with unmanned aircraft,
somebody’s going to prove you wrong.” He proudly read an email from a recent graduate
of their program at the University of North Dakota (UND), who had been hired by the
defense contractor AAI and had already been promoted to the position of instructor. “I
want you guys to percolate to the top,” Ben said, “to be the leaders of this new industry.”
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But to do so, he explained, would require moving beyond existing occupational categories.
Reaching for a dry-erase marker, he drew the following diagram on the whiteboard at the
front of the classroom:

Figure 12. Bridging the gap.
Sketching the two rectangles first, Ben described a conventional division of labor: “You’ve
got the engineers who design and build these aircraft, and you’ve got the operators.” But,
he went on, “what we’re trying to do at UND is to bridge the gap,” filling in the trusses of
the bridge he had drawn to illustrate his point. This gap between engineers and operators
was, in part, a function of speaking different “languages,” and Ben envisioned graduates
of the unmanned aviation program helping the two sides to understand each other. Over
and above this project of linguistic brokerage, though, bridging the gap meant transcending
the limited worldviews of these existing occupations, with the curved arrows of his diagram
representing a synthesis that would lead to increased innovation.
In Ben’s mind, the dynamism of the unmanned aircraft industry demanded the
training of a new kind of professional: one with a stronger command of technical systems
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than a typical pilot who “just wants to go out and fly the airplane,” but who still possessed
the intangible qualities of airmanship that set aviators, whether manned or unmanned, apart
(see Ebbage and Spencer 2004). Airmanship, for Ben, consisted in the knowledge, skills,
and attitudes necessary to operate an aircraft in unpredictable conditions. It entailed a
commitment to the empirical, rather than to an abstract set of requirements. “There’s no
such thing as spontaneity with an engineer,” Ben charged. “We can’t let that happen to us.”
Indeed, he suggested, this new breed of professional might embody the spirit of airmanship
even more than a pilot in a manned aircraft. “If you want to be an airline pilot,” Ben
contended, “you’re going to be locked into a very, very tight box,” as part of a mature
industry with little room for creativity. A career in unmanned aviation carried greater risk,
he admitted, but also the chance to push the envelope of existing technology just as pilots
in the past had done.
Ben’s opening monologue on that first day of class can be understood as part of a
sustained effort to establish the work of unmanned aviation as professional work. With his
metaphor of bridging the gap, Ben sought to locate unmanned aviation within what
sociologist Andrew Abbott (1988) has called the “system of professions,” a dynamic field
of competition in which occupations aim to consolidate and extend the domain over which
their defining forms of expertise can be legitimately exercised. In Abbott’s account, the
division of expert labor in a given society is constantly being renegotiated. For instance, in
the case of unmanned aviation, advances in technology created a new set of tasks not
obviously accommodated by the existing division of labor. The question then arose: would
the accomplishment of these tasks become the jurisdiction of an existing group of experts
or of a new one altogether? Ben’s vision of the unmanned aviation program at UND
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proposes to answer this question in two moves. First, it abstracts the expertise of the pilot
from scene—the cockpit of the aircraft—to act—the safe operation of an aircraft, whether
or not the pilot is on board (see Abbott 1988, 99). Then, it effects an amalgamation of the
pilot and the engineer into the figure of the unmanned aviation professional. For Ben (who,
it should be said, has a stake in this as a tenured faculty member), the university-based
aviation school remains the right place to professionalize this new cadre of industry leaders.
But the unmanned aviation program would need to evolve beyond UND’s traditional focus
on flight training and adopt a hybrid pedagogy inspired by engineering education: “In the
process of learning,” Ben told his students as he described their semester-long project of
assembling a quadcopter, “we’re going to be building.”
To be clear, this project of making unmanned aviation professional was by no
means foreordained to succeed. After all, part of what makes the unmanned aircraft such a
disruptive technology is precisely its potential to deprofessionalize aviation, placing the
operation of a flying machine within reach for a mass consumer public. Indeed, scholars
like Richard Susskind and Daniel Susskind (2015) predict that increasingly capable
machines that can be operated autonomously or by nonspecialist users will bring about the
end of the professions as we know them. With their own relevance at stake, aviation schools
like UND have sought to fend off the specter of deprofessionalization, arguing that
although small unmanned aircraft meant to operate at low altitudes may not require
professional training, larger, more complex platforms will continue to demand it. The
alliance that Ben proposed to broker with engineering, as a profession whose standing was
understood to be more secure (but see Downey 2005), can be seen as another strategy for
shoring up aviation’s professional bona fides. Yet not every student in the unmanned
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aviation program saw this alliance as reflective of his or her career ambitions. “I’m not a
fucking engineer,” one flatly stated, while reflecting on a list of required courses that he
regarded as too extensive. One of Ben’s colleagues confided his own doubts to me: “Ben
likes to talk about bridging the gap between pilots and engineers. But the jobs he wants to
prepare these students for are jobs that don’t actually exist yet.”
In this chapter, I step back from the granular description of work practices to
consider unmanned aviation as a career and a profession in formation. Of course, the
concept of profession is itself under revision in the context of profound changes in the
organization of work. Elizabeth Gorman and Rebecca Sandefur (2011, 280) argue that
developments like the growing imposition of external controls and the advent of
transnational markets for professional services have stymied scholars who are studying the
professions as such; instead, Gorman and Sandefur suggest, interest in professional work
has resurfaced as part of a more diffuse focus on expert and knowledge-based occupations.
This turn toward expertise in the social sciences has undoubtedly been a fruitful one, in
part because it underspecifies the relationship between what Dominic Boyer (2008, 39) has
called “the experiential-performative and social-institutional poles of skilled knowing and
doing.” Yet I maintain that the analytic of profession, even if it has at times been guilty of
overspecifying that relationship, remains valuable because it takes transindividual social
forms as its proper object. If studies of expertise have tended to highlight local processes
of enskillment and subject formation (see Carr 2010), research on the professions aims to
understand how those processes ramify at larger scales.
With this in mind, I want to return to the criticism of Ben’s vision for the unmanned
aviation program at UND expressed in the invocation of “jobs that don’t actually exist yet.”
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It indexes an important tension that surfaced during my fieldwork between the career that
was understood to be possible at the time, which was for the most part limited to working
for defense contractors, and the career that would be possible in the future as technology
matures and a civilian market develops. This state of anticipation (see Adams, Murphy,
and Clarke 2009) suffused the everyday encounters of my informants; to be an unmanned
pilot, at that moment, was to position oneself with respect to a future that had not yet
arrived. In some ways, this suspension between two temporal frames was specific to a
profession in the early stages of formation, for which career trajectories and standards of
credentialing were still matters of speculation. But, according to Laura Bear (2014), living
amidst multiple, divergent rhythms and representations of time is also a more general
condition of modern social life. The abstract time-reckoning of the market operates
alongside bureaucratic routine, scientific exactness, and other temporal projects that place
seemingly incommensurable demands on individual subjects. For Bear (2014, 18), it is
above all “acts of concrete labor” that creatively mediate these demands and produce
meaning out of their heterochronicity.
In what follows, I extend Bear’s argument from specific, embodied practices of
working in and on time to the institutionalization of those practices in an emerging
profession. The case of unmanned aviation illuminates how disturbances in a system of
professions can cause existing temporal regimes to break down. For some who are affected,
the fact that time is no longer self-identical is experienced as an impasse, while, for others,
it is welcomed as a way out. More broadly, these dynamics invite us to ask: how might we
think about professions differently if we approached them as timekeeping devices? Such
an approach would chime with an institutionalist sociology of the professions (e.g., Muzio,
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Brock, and Suddaby 2013) by exploring how professions literally and figuratively set their
clocks to cultural expectations. Yet it would also place professions in dialogue with other
means of registering time’s passage (see Gingrich, Ochs, and Swedlund 2002), as social
technologies that produce a reality even as they seek to describe its unfolding.
AN ECONOMY OF HOURS
Few professions place more importance than aviation does on tracking the time that
its members spend engaged in it. Lawyers hoping to make partner may chase the brass ring
of billable hours, but for pilots, the accumulation of flight time across the life course is
indexed to both professional advancement and individual esteem: to be a “high-hour” pilot
is to be accorded a measure of deference and respect. Since eligibility for pilot certificates
and ratings, as well as for certain types of employment, depends on the attainment of a
minimum number of flight hours, pilots have long used logbooks to document the date,
duration, and other details of each flight that they take (LeCompte 2009). Especially early
in a pilot’s career, the logbook becomes a key piece of evidence in the case to be made for
access to the privileges and responsibilities of the profession. Once all of the formal
examinations have been passed, the best thing a new pilot can do to advance his or her
career is to start “building time.”
Take Eric, who was working as a sensor operator for U.S. Customs and Border
Protection when I met him in June 2013. Eric had gotten his pilot training at UND during
the 1990s, through a fast-track program called Spectrum that was designed to groom
students for a career in the airlines. At the time, regional airlines required applicants to
have built up a minimum of 1,000 flight hours, but pilots coming out of the Spectrum
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program were exempt from this requirement and were guaranteed an interview upon
graduation. With closer to 500 hours under his belt, Eric was hired by a regional carrier,
where he worked his way up to captain. The next milestone was to get hired by one of the
majors, which Eric did in 2001. Six months later, the attacks of September 11 upended the
airline industry, shaking consumer confidence and sending both domestic and global
demand for air travel into decline. As a new hire, Eric was one of the first at his airline to
be laid off, or furloughed. Yet he was not alone; by 2003, over six thousand airline pilots
were out of work (Seitz 2010).
Amy Fraher and Yiannis Gabriel (2014) have shown that some furloughed pilots
were able to work through the trauma of job loss and orient themselves toward new
opportunities, while others became stuck and embittered, unable to imagine themselves
doing anything else. Eric was in the former camp, sustained in part by a deep sense of
patriotism: “Losing the job seemed minor,” he told me, “compared to what our country
was going through.” But with a wife and four children to provide for, he took a job working
construction while he figured out his next move. The Federal Air Marshal Service was
expanding dramatically as part of a massive investment in air transportation security, and
while Eric knew that it would be difficult to be based in Washington, D.C. with his family
back in Minnesota, he saw working as an air marshal as a chance to serve his country and
to gain some law-enforcement experience in the process. Soon, he had set his sights on a
position at U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), whose newly established Office of
Air and Marine was on a hiring spree of its own; looking back, he recalled, “I thought it
was going to be the last job I ever had.”
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The requirements for the Air Interdiction Agent position were stringent: they called
for a minimum of 1500 flight hours, including 100 hours over the past twelve months, and
asked applicants to submit a copy of the last page of their logbooks to prove it. With four
years of airline experience, Eric met and exceeded the threshold for overall flight hours, a
number high enough to disqualify new graduates of programs like UND’s. In aviation,
though, recency of experience is a facet of professional timekeeping that rivals quantity in
importance. Before he could apply for the job at CBP, Eric told me that he had needed to
“get all back to where I was current again.” First of all, this meant satisfying requirements
set out in federal aviation regulations: he completed a biannual flight review and an
instrument proficiency check. Then, on the weekends, he rented an airplane from a small
airport in northern Virginia and flew around to the tune of $70 an hour. “We just need to
be able to check that box,” he recalled the recruiter at CBP telling him. “One hundred
hours: go fly anything.”
Eric’s first day of work at CBP was a homecoming of sorts; the North Dakota Air
Branch to which he had been assigned was based at the same airport where he had learned
to fly more than a decade earlier. His responsibilities included flying the Citation II, a
turbine-powered interceptor aircraft, as well as the pokier Cessna 206. Whenever he could,
he spent the weekends back in Minnesota with his family, although he was required to be
available for unscheduled duty as needed. At first, the work was interesting, calling for a
more tactical type of flying than he had done in the past. He liked the guys he was working
with. But over time, concerns started to nag at him: the branch’s raw numbers of
apprehensions and pounds of illegal goods seized were fairly low compared to other parts
of the country, and it was hard to quantify the deterrence function of their efforts to secure
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the northern border. Meanwhile, a second operations center had been established down the
road at Grand Forks Air Force Base for the Predator unmanned aircraft that CBP had begun
to operate. Pilots at the air branch were invited to volunteer for training on the new platform
and, after an initially tepid response, were one by one “voluntold” that they were being
reassigned.
When I first met Eric right around this time, he told me that he had a choice to
make. He had never formally resigned his position at the airline that had placed him on
furlough back in 2001, and after pushing off the decision as long as he could, he now had
six months to decide whether to return to the airline or to stay at CBP and fly the Predator.
Pros and cons abounded: if he went, it was entirely possible that another downturn would
leave him out of a job again. Yet staying did not seem like a sure bet either: air assets and
fuel money were being reallocated to operations on the southern border, where Eric and
his family had no interest in moving. Moreover, Eric had real qualms about what he saw
as a lack of clearly defined limits on the Predator’s surveillance capabilities. “If you’re
operating at the scope that we are for ten years before there’s a court ruling,” he observed,
“there’s a lot of damage that can be done to civil liberties.” Here, the gap between existing
practices and future restrictions came to threaten the very values that, as a law enforcement
officer, he had sworn to uphold. Indeed, as I got to know Eric better in the months that
followed, I came to understand that the dilemma he faced was, at its root, a problem of
temporal regimes that could not be commensurated.
Part of what made returning to the airline appealing, for Eric, was that he had
continued to accrue seniority during the time that he was furloughed. Airline pilots in the
United States bid on the type of aircraft they fly, their monthly schedule, and even the city
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where they are based according to a number calculated by their hire date. Pilot turned
columnist Patrick Smith (2013, 108–109) notes that, when it comes to quality of life
factors, “our destiny has almost nothing to do with merit and everything to do with timing.”
Yet this seniority system, which is intended to protect pilots from managerial favoritism,
effectively tethers them to a particular carrier; to leave one airline for another is to start the
clock back at zero. This siloing of time at the scale of the corporation placed pressure on
Eric to make his decision within the allotted six months. To wait any longer in hopes of
seeing how things at CBP turned out would mean starting over as a brand-new hire if, at
some point, he did want to work for the airlines again. To try his luck with another carrier
would be to squander the time that had been accruing and the preferential working
conditions to which that time entitled him.
For unmanned pilots considering a return to manned aviation, another factor
pressing them to make their choice quickly was an ideology of skill deterioration (cf.
Marchand 2014). One-size-fits-all recency requirements like CBP’s 100 hours over the past
twelve months were viewed as arbitrary, but pilots did believe that their ability to operate
a particular type of aircraft would decline if they did not do so regularly. Since pilots
assigned to the Predator program in Grand Forks had few subsequent opportunities to fly
manned aircraft, those who hoped to continue doing so at a professional level needed to
make their move soon. One cautionary tale came from Gary, who told me that he had
returned to the airlines “pretty deficient” after a year and a half flying the Predator for CBP.
It had taken him six months to regain his sense of mastery, and doing so was not just a
question of showing up for work: “I studied my ass off,” he explained, “probably more so
than I had in the past.” For pilots like Eric, then, time was of the essence. Each week
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operating the Predator was marked by the awful certainty of skill’s degradation. “If you do
that for long enough,” Gary warned, “you’ll get stuck.”
Indeed, the prospect of getting stuck, of losing the prerogative to make a move, was
one of the eventualities that pilots at CBP feared most. As their doubts about the program’s
viability mounted, they wanted to be assured of the reversibility of their decision to join
up. Yet the ambiguous status of unmanned aviation as a profession in formation meant that
its timekeeping standards were unevenly coupled with those of aviation at large. A pilot
needed 1500 hours in a manned aircraft to fly the Predator for CBP, but 1500 hours flying
the Predator did not qualify a pilot for a different job flying a manned aircraft: “An airline
wouldn’t count the hours you spent flying the Predator for anything,” Eric confirmed. Thus,
if flight hours can be seen as the temporal currency of the aviation world, then hours spent
flying the Predator were like scrip: redeemable in the realm of their issuance, but worthless
beyond its borders. None of the pilots I met at CBP bothered to log their Predator hours,
nor did they show much interest in CBP’s internal tally of how many hours they had flown.
Cut off from further circuits of exchange, these were hours that there was no point in adding
up.
What has become clear, I hope, is that Eric’s decision of whether to stay or go was
structured by temporal regimes that had fallen out of sync. The pilot’s charge to build time
over the course of a career had given way to what Laura Bear (2014, 6) calls “difficult
orchestrations.” By adopting the analytic of profession as timekeeping device, we can
describe and interpret these orchestrations at a scale beyond that of the individual subject.
In his own account, Eric positioned himself as a rational actor, weighing the relative merits
of the avenues open to him in terms of personal satisfaction, family obligations, and service
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to country. Yet my account also locates Eric’s decision on a fault line running through the
system of professions, a crack that threatened to open into a fissure as a new profession
split off from an existing one. As different temporal regimes for manned and unmanned
aviation took shape, pilots like Eric found that they needed to synchronize their career paths
with one or the other. To remain in the space between professions was to risk being left
behind.
As the year wore on, it was no secret that Eric was planning to move on from CBP:
above his desk in a shared office that a fellow malcontent dubbed “the short-timers’
corner,” Eric would periodically spread out the schematics for the airliner that he expected
to be flying. Openly studying for his new job while seated at his desk carried a note of
pique; Eric was fed up with CBP and didn’t much care who knew it. Yet this approach to
passing the time when the Predator was grounded for one reason or another also enacted a
sly critique of a program run in such a way that highly skilled pilots were sitting around
with nothing to do. By Christmas, Eric had tendered his letter of resignation. “I have mixed
emotions,” he told me. “This is a big career move, and it’s going to be hard to get back to
manned flying. But it was a decision I had to make based on what I thought the future was
here versus the alternative.” Eric’s assessment of those divergent futures spurred him to
action in the present, getting his career back on track while he still could. Referring to
colleagues without an airline to return to, Eric noted: “Some of the other guys do not have
outs, and they really wish they did.”
BORROWING TROUBLE
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It isn’t cheap to get an aviation degree at the University of North Dakota. Tuition
and fees are modest enough; for the academic year during which my primary fieldwork
took place, the cost was $7,508 for a North Dakota resident (and out-of-state students
qualified for in-state rates after one year). That figure is less than the national average for
in-state tuition and fees, which stood at $8,893 in 2013–2014 (College Board 2013). But
since its inception in 1968, the aviation program at UND has relied on flight fees in excess
of the base cost of attending the university. Indeed, the high cost of training is one reason
that program founder John Odegard set out to recruit students from across the country;
according to historian Patrick McGuire (2007, 51), Odegard knew that the number of
students needed for the program to be a success “weren’t all going to be found in North
Dakota.” At the time of my fieldwork, total flight costs for a UND student on the
commercial aviation track were $64,301, while flight costs for the helicopter track were a
daunting $95,037. In comparison, the unmanned aviation program was a bargain, with total
flight costs coming in at $56,725.
For some students, these flight costs could be paid out of pocket by affluent
families. For many others, though, debt became the primary means of funding an aviation
education. UND students enrolled in the John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences
graduated with a higher level of indebtedness than their peers; in 2013–2014, the average
level of student debt for a graduate of the Odegard School was $57,103, compared to
$34,000 for all new graduates of UND and $28,950 for new graduates nationwide (TICAS
2015). So how does the reality of debt structure the career trajectories of pilots coming out
of programs like UND’s? How does it shape their expectations about the future? And how
might the advent of unmanned aviation recalibrate those expectations, compounding what
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I have described as a crisis in professional timekeeping? Curtis Marez (2014, 265) argues
that “debt confines students to the status quo by colonizing the future, tying present
activities to plans for servicing its imperatives.” But what happens when an emergent
profession extends the possibility of gaining that future back?
Katie grew up by an airport outside of St. Louis, and some of her earliest memories
are of watching the planes arrive and depart. Once she was old enough, her parents signed
her up for aviation camp but then hesitated to drop her off once they saw the group’s
composition: “It was a bunch of twelve-year-old boys and me,” Katie remembered. At
UND, she gravitated to the campus chapter of Women in Aviation, an organization that
promotes the advancement of women throughout the aviation industry. “It was easier to go
to class,” she told me, “when I could look forward to Tuesday and know that I’d get to see
all the girls.” Katie graduated from UND in 2009 and took a job as a flight instructor, a
common way for new pilots to build enough time to qualify for a job at the airlines. After
six months, though, Katie’s student loan payments kicked in: at over $1250 a month, they
made up a larger share of her expenses than her rent, groceries, and car payment combined.
“I was really struggling,” she admitted, going so far as to start a graduate program so that
she could put some of the loans into deferment. With a starting salary at many regional
airlines of less than $25,000, Katie decided that she needed to consider alternative career
paths in order to get herself out of debt.
The unmanned aviation program was just getting off the ground when Katie
graduated from UND, and she had no formal connection to it. But General Atomics, the
California-based defense contractor that makes the Predator, was hiring UND graduates
for operator positions even without a background in unmanned systems. A couple of
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Katie’s friends had been hired and said that the job was fun; the company was sending
them to support military customers in various theaters of operation, which meant the
chance to travel. The element of adventure appealed to Katie, but first and foremost she
saw the deployment hazard pay for which she would be eligible as a means of paying down
her loans. “I’m not going to lie,” she told me, “that was my motivation.” Between 2011
and 2014, over the course of three deployments, Katie managed to pay off more than
$110,000 in student debt. She was friendly with two other operators who were recent
graduates carrying even greater levels of indebtedness, but whose approaches to repayment
were not as aggressive as hers. When I asked Katie why getting out of debt had been such
a high priority for her, she said that her husband, himself an airline pilot, had graduated
from UND without any debt. “I didn’t want to bring that into the union,” she explained.
Katie’s foray into the lucrative world of defense contracting can be understood as a
variation on the theme of student debt delaying major life decisions like marriage (e.g.,
American Student Assistance 2013). Unmanned aviation opens up a different temporal
regime in which delay can be avoided and the trappings of adulthood can arrive on time.
Yet this acceleration past delay was unequally available to male and female
operators (cf. S. Bell 2010 on gender and speed). Katie’s job at General Atomics depended
on maintaining her deployability status, which meant, among other things, not getting
pregnant. As a matter of policy, women were not allowed to deploy while pregnant, and
Katie said that it was unclear what would happen if a contractor in a deployable position
went and got pregnant anyway. No one had wanted to risk it. So she watched as two female
colleagues who wanted to have children applied for positions in other divisions of the
company. She rolled her eyes when her male counterparts wondered: “Why do we keep
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losing females? Why do all our females quit?” Then she put her name in for a program
manager job back in the States: a lateral move, she figured, but one that put her on the
management track and allowed her to take a leave of absence when she got pregnant in
2016. “I decided I wasn’t getting any younger,” Katie told me over the phone a few weeks
after her son was born. The cyclical temporality of deployment could not be
commensurated with what she saw a finite window of reproductive possibility. Yet, as
much satisfaction as she took in becoming a mother, Katie told me that she missed life
overseas: the shared sense of purpose and camaraderie of being stuck in the middle of
nowhere with your unit. She’ll be just about fifty when her son graduates from high school,
and all other things being equal, she might just pack her bags for the desert again.
In the meantime, Katie and her husband have bought a house outside of St. Louis,
close to family but not too close. They worked hard to get their respective careers
underway, and now they have the life they wanted: what Zoë Wool (2015, 9) describes as
“an unmarked, American ordinary.” But, I found myself wondering, at what cost? At the
end of our most recent conversation, I asked Katie if she had ever struggled with the loss
of life that ensued from the missions that she was supporting. “It was a little bit disturbing,”
she allowed. But she drew a clear distinction between her role as a contractor and the
military personnel who were the ones to authorize a strike: “I don’t want to say that it
wasn’t my business, but I was there to help them with the airplane.” To be a professional,
here, was to be knowledgeable about the platform and to suspend judgment about how it
was being put to use. “That’s how you have to look at it,” Katie told me. “There’s only so
much you can take accountability for, yourself. Otherwise, you’re just borrowing trouble.”
This figure of speech was a new one to me, but its meaning was clear enough: to borrow
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trouble is to take on worries that are not properly one’s own. Katie had been a borrower
once, and she did not intend to become one again, not on behalf of targets who “didn’t
exactly look like peacekeepers” from where she was sitting. If, for David Graeber (2011),
debt is the very ground of sociality, then Katie’s disinclination to take on any more can be
understood as the demarcation of a social world: these are the lives for which I am
accountable. We have troubles of our own.
Individual professions have long debated the effect of student debt on the
demographic makeup, intended specialization, and career prospects of their members (e.g.,
Greysen, Chen, and Mullen 2011). Yet we lack a synoptic account of how debt structures
the professions at the system level. How, for instance, do different pathways for
professional advancement across the life course map onto different temporalities of
repayment? How do different futures of indebtedness come to mark distinctions between
professions, and under what conditions can the articulation of alternative futures produce
the kind of system disturbance that brings new professions into being? Katie told me that
she has friends working for the airlines who are still paying down their student loans and
probably will be until their own kids go to college. Against the backdrop of this
generational cycle of debt, Katie saw unmanned aviation as a chance to hit the reset button.
Not unlike bankruptcy, deployment plunged Katie into a state of liminality that allowed
her to dissolve her debts and then to be reincorporated into society. That this opportunity
was predicated on participation in state violence, however carefully rationalized, is an
insight that ought to guide the study of professions in the era of what Hugh Gusterson and
Catherine Besteman (2010) have called “the insecure American.”
THE PROFESSION THAT IS TO COME
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The only thing holding Dylan back was calculus. He had just missed the cutoff
score for testing out of the requirement coming into UND, and then he had put off taking
the course until he had completed all of the other requirements for the unmanned aviation
program. By that point, he had racked up almost $200,000 in student loans, spending the
money (he later admitted) more freely than he should have on things like fraternity dues.
So he dropped down to part-time status at the university and took a job as a manager at a
restaurant in Grand Forks, while continuing to work as a wedding and club DJ. Dylan was
busy, putting in sixty to eighty hours a week between the three jobs, and yet he couldn’t
seem to get ahead. “Time is really not my friend,” he told me over Skype when we
connected on a rare night off. The long hours left little time to invest in activities that would
further his aviation career, and the loan payments that he was working so hard to come up
with meant that he could no longer afford the one class he needed to finish his degree. Like
the young Indian men that Craig Jeffrey (2010) describes passing time in the face of a
future that they could not access, Dylan found himself in a state of limbo, waiting for the
life that he wanted to begin.
It took the coincidence of two events to set that life into motion. In the summer of
2015, Dylan got engaged to his girlfriend, Sarah. Amidst all of the well-wishes from friends
and family, Dylan started to reflect on the fact that “Grand Forks is very much a college
town. A lot of my friends had moved on, I saw them buying houses.” Then, a few months
later, Dylan’s flight instructor certificate came up for renewal. “I’ve never used this once,”
Dylan remembers thinking. “I went to school for this. I need to use it!” He began applying
in earnest for flight instructor positions around the country; even if the positions had no
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connection to unmanned aviation, he reasoned, they would allow him to get back into the
aviation world after two years without flying and to build time for unmanned aviation jobs
that required it. Moreover, he could be hired for these positions without his degree in hand
and could then finish the calculus course at some point along the way. Before long, he had
an offer from a community college in the state of Washington, where he had grown up. In
May 2016, he and Sarah loaded up a U-Haul with all of their possessions and headed west.
True to form, Dylan threw himself into the flight instructor position, framing
himself less as an hourly worker than as a business of one, capable of providing a range of
services that another organization might need (see Lane 2011; Gershon 2017). When I
asked him if he was paid for the time he spent scheduling lessons, he said no, but explained:
“I am the manager of my own business right now. I have my students. It’s my job to keep
my clients happy.” Unimpressed with the Excel spreadsheets that the college used to keep
track of flight hours for both students and instructors, Dylan volunteered to reorganize and
automate them using formulas, a process improvement that he estimated would result in a
time savings of as much as 40%. The college agreed to pay Dylan for his work on this
project. “But,” he told me, “since I was used to being a manager and accomplishing what
needed to get done regardless of payroll, I did put a decent amount of my own time in.”
What happened next was both a stroke of luck and the kind of opportunity that the
unmanned aviation program at UND hoped its graduates would seize on. A staff member
in the college’s continuing education office sent a note to the aviation instructional team:
she had this great idea about drones, and wondered if anyone wanted to work with her on
developing an introductory class. Dylan’s eyes lit up as he read the message. Over the next
six months, he worked with a fellow flight instructor to put together the curriculum for a
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three-week course, which debuted in January 2017 with 25 students and another 17 on the
waitlist. Between the evening sessions, he tinkered with the slides he had prepared to adapt
them to the composition of the class, which ran the gamut from surveyors and
videographers to an older woman who had bought her grandson a quadcopter for
Christmas. Dylan was also determined to give all of the students some hands-on practice,
something that he thought was lacking in his own unmanned aviation training at UND;
rather than focus on building, as Ben Trapnell had with his ambitions of “bridging the gap,”
Dylan’s course would unapologetically focus on flying. Yet he and his co-instructor hoped
that the three-week course would be just the beginning, drawing up plans for a six-course
certificate program to be be offered alongside an existing GIS program. The college’s
faculty council readily approved the proposal, but when administrators balked at the cost
of course development, Dylan remembers thinking: “Look, I’m happy to just do it. You
can pay me to teach the class.” After some lobbying, the college scrounged up the money
to develop the first course in the sequence, which will be offered this summer. “You will
make all of your money back in the first term,” Dylan guaranteed.
What strikes me about the rhythms and temporalities of Dylan’s career so far is
their divergence from those of a typical career in manned aviation. While new graduates
of UND often stay in Grand Forks for a year or two to build time as a flight instructor,
Dylan stayed on in the ambiguous role of an almost-graduate working outside of aviation.
There was no number of hours that would trigger his eligibility to advance in his career;
instead, there was the double bind of debt from which he was eventually jarred loose. He
arrived in Washington still possessed of a certain faith in the accumulation of time, only to
find that his path forward depended on the ability to take an unexpected opportunity and
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capitalize on it. John E. Smith (2002) distinguished between the temporal registers of
chronos and kairos, associating the former with uniform measurement and the latter with
the contingency of a specific occasion, of knowing when the moment is right. Dylan’s story
suggests that there is something kairotic about the temporality of unmanned aviation as
profession, a sense that opportunity is distributed unevenly through time and thus cannot
be mapped onto duration or sequence. The kairos of unmanned aviation is the time of
entrepreneurialism, and it can be experienced alternately as freedom from constraint and
as profound uncertainty. For better and for worse, it represents a cleavage from the chronos
of manned aviation (itself under duress) and gestures toward the emergence of unmanned
aviation as a profession of its own.
Still, it is worth underscoring that the current terms of Dylan’s employment do not
correspond to traditional models of professional work: he is not, for instance, paid a salary,
but has managed to string together a series of discrete, short-term projects for which he has
ostensibly been paid on an hourly basis. In practice, completing these projects has involved
putting in uncompensated time. “My manager mentality kicks in,” Dylan told me. “I’m
used to working toward the end goal. I’m not logging hours or anything like that.” Valerie
Fournier (1999) has persuasively argued that the discourse of professionalism can be used
as a disciplinary mechanism to instill self-regulating forms of conduct in workers who do
not actually enjoy the protections and privileges that professional work affords. Yet I am
inclined to interpret Dylan’s commitment to his work somewhat differently. On one level,
what Dylan describes as his “manager mentality” is the product of work experiences in his
past, as well as what I came to see as a drive to excel at whatever activity he sets his mind
to. On another, though, Dylan’s focus on the big picture can be understood as a kind of
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anticipatory professionalism: adopting forms of conduct that correspond not only to
positions that he does not yet hold, but to positions that do not yet exist. This, I suggest, is
a temporal orientation specific to a profession that is still in formation, still a project being
enacted.
Thinking of professionalism in this way helped me to make sense of a Facebook
post that Dylan wrote in February 2017, shortly after he finished teaching the introductory
class. The post read: “Hardest interview question I was ever asked [was] ‘what is your
career goal?’ Pretty hard to answer when my career is one of the fastest expanding and
moving industries in the world. Two years later I still don’t have a great answer, but a
slightly more informed one.” Dylan later told me that he had been asked this question by
the CEO of a company that provides inspection services using unmanned aircraft. He had
been stumped, in the moment, by this request to conjure a specific future. Yet the
syntactical structure of his status update recalling this exchange suggests the answer:
Dylan’s career is the unmanned aviation industry. Regardless of what job he holds at a
given time, the task before him is to produce this industry, to bring it into being and help
steer it past various obstacles. To be an unmanned aviation professional is to comport
oneself in a way that does not set back this cause.
At this point, Dylan’s professional future is full of promise. A local NPR affiliate
featured him, as well as some of his students, in an on-air segment that was broadcast
statewide. Meanwhile, UND announced that it was rolling back the calculus requirement
that had for so long stood in his way. With his degree in hand, Dylan reckoned that his days
at the community college were numbered. “I told them I’d be here through the summer, to
get the next class off the ground,” Dylan explained. “But I said: I’m probably going to be
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gone by Christmas.” As he started looking for jobs, he decided that he would no longer
apply to no-name startups, focusing instead on larger, more established firms. A job at a
major aircraft manufacturer, which would involve setting up a training program from
scratch, had caught his eye. Having seized the opportunity he was given and exceeded
expectations, Dylan hoped that at last his career would catch up with his ambitions for it.
The danger, he perceived, was in investing too much where he was and getting stuck. “This
was meant to be a stepping stone,” he said of the job at the college. “I don’t want to repeat
my mistakes [in Grand Forks] and spend five years here. We want to buy a house, put down
roots.” It was not, in the end, mobility that Dylan prized, but rather access to a kairos-filled
future in which his own potential could be realized.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I have argued that a series of temporal disjunctures point toward the
emergence of unmanned aviation as a distinct profession. Even as training programs like
UND’s work to formalize the substance of unmanned aviation expertise, the career
trajectories of pilots like Eric, Katie, and Dylan make it clear that the time of unmanned
aviation is already out of joint. I want to conclude, though, with a reflection on recent
efforts to synchronize unmanned aviation with existing processes of governance, which
may stand to inhibit the formation of a distinct profession and to accommodate unmanned
aviation as a specialty within aviation as a whole (see Abbott 1988, 106–108). Here, I am
referring to the operational rules for small unmanned aircraft known as Part 107, which
went into effect in August 2016. These rules, the details of which were a matter of intense
speculation during my fieldwork, created the first formal licensing process for civilian
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unmanned pilots in the United States. Applicants without a current pilot’s license must pass
a sixty-question knowledge test on aviation regulations and procedures, after which they
are granted a remote pilot certificate by the Federal Aviation Administration. In the first
two weeks after the new rules went into effect, the agency received over 12,000
applications (Rupprecht 2016).
Historically, licensure has been one of the primary ways that the state participates
in efforts to regulate access to the labor markets that professions seek to establish. Yet, as
Andrew Abbott (2005) has shown in an important revision to his foundational work on
professions, the conferral of legitimacy on a profession’s jurisdictional claim inevitably
involves contestation over a different set of issues within the legitimating group. As Abbott
(2005, 260) puts it in the context of a legislative debate about medical licensure, “There
was medical action because medicine could be an occasion for political action.”3 I want to
suggest that the promulgation of the Part 107 rules represented at once a concession by the
Federal Aviation Administration to pressure from legislators with ties to the unmanned
aviation industry and a reassertion of the state’s prerogative to regulate airspace and the
work carried out within it. The former point reflects a tension between the agency’s
technocratic, welfarist focus on safety and the industry’s desire to open new markets;
Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao, who inherited Part 107 from the Obama
administration, made it clear during her 2017 confirmation hearing that she favored tipping
this balance in industry’s favor. Yet the latter point transcends the polarities of liberalconservative politics in the United States, because it is rooted in the power of the sovereign
to control territory in three dimensions (see Foucault 2007). As unmanned aircraft expand
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the effective reaches of navigable airspace, licensure and professionalization become
tactics for capturing that airspace and making it governable.
In shifting our attention from the internal dynamics of the system of professions to
linkages between ecologies (of which the system of professions is just one), Abbott offers
a taxonomy of ecological properties that shape the possibilities for linkage. Among them
is what he poetically describes as “the grain of an ecology in time” (Abbott 2005, 254). An
ecology, he suggests, can be described in terms of its characteristic rhythms, and
interactions between ecologies depend on “the parallels and disparities between those
rhythms” (Abbott 2005, 254). This temporal framing applies to Part 107 as both concession
and technique of government. On the former view, the would-be profession, eager to prove
itself, notches a win over the excessive caution of the regulatory state. On the latter, though,
licensure binds unmanned aviation and its practitioners to the state’s rhythmicity. The
remote pilot certificates created by Part 107 expire after two years, at which point the
certificate holder must take a recurrent knowledge test or training course. Thus, even as
unmanned aviation has developed a complex temporal regime of its own, the imposition of
cyclical time through the licensure process aligns unmanned aviation with other domains
of activity that the Federal Aviation Administration administers. It paves the way for
subsequent forms of synchronization.
Whether unmanned aviation achieves the status of a distinct profession, gets
subsumed into aviation writ large, or falls out of the system of professions altogether, this
chapter has wagered that charting the multiple, divergent temporalities of an emerging
domain of work can provide analytical traction on the very problem of professionalization.
In the end, as Laura Bear (2014) has argued, such temporal contradictions get mediated at
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the scale of a life. Yet I have endeavored to show that this labor in/of time also ramifies
into institutional forms that themselves index shifts in how expertise is organized.
Professions, in this light, are timekeeping devices just as surely as sundials and calendars:
they enact a material-semiotic proposition about how the passage of time should be
measured and, by extension, valued. Yet there is nothing timeless about these propositions:
they are products of shifting, contingent contexts and thus more like contraptions, in
George Marcus’s sense (see Rabinow et al. 2008, 71), than settled forms. As their
jurisdictions mutate in the face of technological and social change, they propose
improbable new configurations of works and days.
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4
The hobbyist exception
TEN MILES NORTH AND EAST OF FARGO, surrounded by acres of wheat and corn, sits
the flying field of the Valley R/C Flyers. If you pull off the gravel road and through the
stand of trees on a Sunday afternoon when the weather is fine, you’ll see a small group of
men with their eyes trained on the model aircraft circling overhead. One might be the
spitting image of a vintage military airplane, a replica built with lavish attention to detail
at 1:32 scale. Another might have been hacked out of polystyrene foam. As you get closer,
you catch a whiff of the liquid fuel that powers the engines of some of the larger models:
gasoline, more often than not, or a methanol-based mixture called glow. Each flyer holds
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a radio transmitter, using his thumbs to make real-time adjustments to the model’s control
surfaces. If a newcomer is flying, his or her transmitter may be attached via cable to a
“buddy box,” a second radio in the hands of a more experienced instructor. In the event
that the new flyer starts to lose control of the aircraft, he or she can flip a switch and transfer
control to the instructor, who will stabilize the aircraft and offer a few pointers before
handing over control again. Learning to fly as part of a club like the Valley R/C Flyers thus
means tapping into a social reservoir of expertise.

Figure 13. The flying field of the Valley R/C Flyers.
Historian of technology Aaron Alcorn (2009) traces the advent of aircraft modeling
back to the early decades of the twentieth century, revealing it as a site where changing
conceptions of boyhood and their relationship to modern consumer culture were
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negotiated. Early modelers had the choice of buying kits that required painstaking assembly
or working from plans and scrounging up their own materials, but most agreed that to buy
a readymade model “risked debasing aeromodeling as a craft hobby altogether,
transforming it solely into an act of consumption” (Alcorn 2009, 121). For the Valley R/C
Flyers, though, the availability of imported, high-quality Almost Ready to Fly models
starting in the late 1990s was an almost unreserved good: “I couldn’t build the plane for
that price,” one member told me at a meeting of the club. Yet members still maintained
home-based workshops where they could swap out components or make repairs to their
models, and they were more ambivalent about sourcing the materials for these activities.
Many of them spoke fondly of the local hobby shop as an institution where obscure parts
could be located and knowledge shared. But the only shop in Fargo specifically devoted to
model aircraft closed in 2014 after forty-four years in business, and club members
confessed that they did more and more of their shopping online. They were equally
ambivalent about the runaway popularity of small consumer drones: while it had brought
fresh faces out to the field, the Flyers struggled to find a spatial arrangement that would
accommodate the needs of existing members as well as the new arrivals that they called
“the helicopter people.” Over time, many of the latter group drifted away from the club:
one of the Flyers told me that they seemed to prefer watching YouTube videos to learning
from other modelers firsthand, an outlook that he felt left them “disconnected.”
This scene of mutual misrecognition is ironic, because the history of aircraft
modeling can be usefully approached as the basis for an alternative genealogy of the drone.
Modelers, after all, have been flying machines that they do not themselves occupy for over
a century. Yet such machines have been understood not as aircraft in their own right, but
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as miniaturized imitations that point back to their full-size referents from within the clearly
delimited sphere of the hobby.1 If real aircraft belong to the productive world of work, then
models are bound up with the unproductive pursuit of leisure, easily dismissed as the
province of children and puttering retirees. But as the rise of unmanned aviation reopens
the question of what counts as an aircraft in the first place, the domain of the modeler
becomes salient in new ways. The sociologist Robert Stebbins (1982) recognized as much
in his call for expanded attention to “serious leisure,” which he predicted would become
an increasingly important source of fulfillment and meaning in postindustrial societies as
work grew scarce (see also Beck 2000). Stebbins contrasts serious leisure with casual
leisure in terms of the effort expended over time to gain a sense of mastery; indeed, he
points out, those who engage in serious leisure can be said to have “careers” in their chosen
fields of endeavor (Stebbins 1982, 265). In his taxonomy of the forms that serious leisure
can take, Stebbins also draws an intriguing distinction between the figures of the amateur
and the hobbyist: the former, he argues, engages in an activity that can also be pursued at
the professional level, while the latter has no professional counterpart (Stebbins 1982, 260).
How, I want to ask, might the slippage between these two cultural logics explain the
changing significance of the model aircraft in the era of the drone?
In this chapter, I undertake an analysis of what I term the hobbyist exception, a
disturbance of the boundaries between work and nonwork that arose from a loophole in a
key piece of drone legislation. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Modernization
and Reform Act, signed into law by President Barack Obama on February 14, 2012,
charged the agency with creating a regulatory framework for the commercial use of
unmanned aircraft. However, it also included a Special Rule for Model Aircraft, which
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stipulated that the FAA did not have the authority to develop rules or regulations for models
being flown “strictly for hobby or recreational purposes” (Pub. L. No. 112-95, 126 Stat.
11, §336). In so doing, it defined a realm of exception into which the reach of the
administrative state would not extend. It was Giorgio Agamben (2005), of course,
following Carl Schmitt, who famously theorized the state of exception as a feature of
sovereignty, and Aihwa Ong (2006) would take up the concept to describe extraordinary
techniques of governance by which neoliberalism is either fostered or held at bay. To be
sure, the desire to carve out volumetric spaces where drones can operate free from
restrictions has resulted in proliferating geographies of exception, from the test ranges that
the FAA was directed to establish in 2012 to the UAS Integration Pilot Program announced
by Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao in November 2017. Here, though, I want to
mobilize a different genealogy of the exception, one that traces its roots to computer
programming rather than political theory. In software jargon, exceptions refer to anomalous
conditions that arise during the execution of a program and that require special processing,
or handling. As software engineer John Goodenough (1975, 684) argued in one of the
seminal papers on exception handling, exceptions thus “serve to generalize operations,
making them usable in a wider variety of contexts than would otherwise be the case.” In
this chapter, I argue that the figure of the hobbyist serves as a kind of exception handler
within a legal system straining to accommodate a disruptive new technology, providing a
category or coding for practices that are, in a sense, uncomputable under existing
regulations.
The activities described in this chapter might just as plausibly be discussed in terms
of more familiar anthropological analytics: the informal economy, for instance, or the
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shifting and relational categories of legality and illegality (Heyman 1999; Thomas and
Galemba 2013). But to fall back on those concepts would be to miss out on the particular
generativity of the hobby as social institution during the period of my fieldwork. Social
scientists have long been critical of the hobby, from Thorstein Veblen’s (1899) classic
argument about leisure as a site for the assertion of class distinction to Steven Gelber’s
(1999, 20) more recent charge that hobbies are “among the most conservative possible
pastimes” insofar as they reproduce a dominant ideology of work. But, as I go on to show,
the hobbyist exception as codified in the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012
actually exposes the impossibility of carving up social life into discrete domains of
commercial and recreational activity and becomes a site at which the state that attempts to
maintain this binary opens itself up to parodic critique. Here, the hobby functions not as a
safety valve or training ground for the dutiful worker, but as a mirror held up to the
administrative state to reveal its incoherence.

THE EYES OF THE LAW

Aviation’s relationship to the world of commerce has long been a vexed one. Legal
historian Stuart Banner (2008, 135–68) has shown how U.S. lawmakers in the 1920s,
divided about whether they had the constitutional authority to regulate the nation’s
airspace, settled on the Commerce Clause as their basis for doing so. But while the U.S.
Constitution does give Congress the authority to regulate commerce “among the several
States,” not all flights are undertaken for commercial purposes and not all commercial
flights cross state lines. Under the Air Commerce Act of 1926, which first established
federal oversight over the management of air traffic, the only aircraft that had to be
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registered with the Department of Commerce’s new Aeronautics Branch were those
transporting persons or property, or otherwise operating “in the furtherance of a business,”
across state lines. A set of regulations published in 1927 underscored that “aircraft used
solely

for

pleasure or noncommercial

purposes

need not be

licensed,

although

engaged in flying between States” (Department of Commerce 1927, 2). This distinction
was dissolved and registration required of all aircraft by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938,
but a vestige of it was preserved in the different types of licenses still issued to pilots: a
private pilot may legally operate an aircraft, but cannot fly for hire.
Meanwhile, aircraft modelers managed to remain largely unregulated by the state,
due in no small part to the establishment of the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) in
1936. The AMA positioned itself as a self-governing body of experts, which would both
speak on behalf of the modeling community and promote best practices within it. One of
its early successes was convincing the Department of Commerce not to institute a ban on
gas-powered models (Smith 2011, 5). The AMA also used market mechanisms like liability
insurance to incentivize compliance with safety standards; by the mid-twentieth century,
modelers were enrolled in a policy as a standard benefit of AMA membership. Thus, it was
not until 1981 that the Federal Aviation Administration, the descendant of the agencies
established during the interwar years, weighed in on model aircraft with a nonbinding
advisory circular.
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Figure 14. Advisory Circular 91-57.
Rather than imposing new rules, the circular mostly served to document existing
best practices in model aviation, as an activity carried out by a distinct subculture of
modelers who could, by and large, be trusted to act as good neighbors. By selecting
operating sites away from populated areas, modelers could avoid noise complaints and
mitigate the risk of a miscalibrated model injuring people on the ground. By flying below
four hundred feet, modelers would stay beneath the lower limit of what was understood at
the time to be navigable airspace (see Banner 2008, 226–60 on the determination of this
limit). Notably, no definition of model aircraft is included in the circular: at the time, the
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distinction between models and so-called “full-scale” aircraft was evident enough not to
require further elaboration.
By 2007, though, the miniaturization of electromechanical systems and advances
in microprocessor design were ushering in a revolution in consumer electronics: this was
the year that Wired editor Chris Anderson founded the online forum DIYDrones.com, but
it was also the year that Apple rolled out the iPhone. As a growing community of geeks
and tinkerers began to experiment with small unmanned aircraft, the FAA concluded that
its hands-off approach to regulating aircraft modelers would be inadequate to the
complexities created by “a fleet of flying smartphones” (Anderson 2012). The agency had
already created a Certificate of Authorization process by which drones operated by
government agencies like U.S. Customs and Border Protection could gain access to the
National Airspace System. But, in a notice published in the Federal Register on February
13, 2007, the FAA indicated that the only way for nongovernmental entities to operate an
unmanned aircraft would be to apply for an experimental airworthiness certificate that
specifically bars flying “for compensation or hire” (72 Fed. Reg. 6690). The notice went
on to acknowledge that:
people and companies other than modelers might be flying [drones] with
the mistaken understanding that they are legally operating under the
authority of [the advisory circular] AC 91-57. AC 91-57 only applies to
modelers, and thus specifically excludes its use by persons or companies for
business purposes.

The circular itself, reproduced above, makes no distinction between models and nonmodels
on the basis of the purposes for which they are used: the relevant distinction is taken to be
one of size or scale. In the 2007 notice, though, the circular is reinterpreted to apply to
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model aircraft flown “as a hobby or for recreational use.” No further restrictions were
placed on such devices; thus, hobbyists could continue to operate them subject only to the
guidelines outlined in the circular. But this binary opposition between commercial and
noncommercial use, which harkened back to an interwar period when “pleasure” exempted
an aircraft from registration, would lay the groundwork for the logic of the hobbyist
exception.
That exception would be codified in the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of
2012, which was widely seen as an effort by Congress to accelerate the integration of
unmanned aircraft into domestic airspace. While many of the Act’s provisions were aimed
at initiating rulemaking processes that the FAA was perceived to be dragging out, Section
336 of the Act, entitled “Special Rule for Model Aircraft,” did the opposite. It held that
notwithstanding any other provision of law relating to the incorporation of
unmanned aircraft systems into Federal Aviation Administration plans and
policies, including this subtitle, the Administrator of the Federal Aviation
Administration may not promulgate any rule or regulation regarding a
model aircraft, or an aircraft being developed as a model aircraft.
The language of this section bears the clear imprint of the AMA; to qualify as a model
aircraft, an aircraft must be “operated in accordance with a community-based set of safety
guidelines and within the programming of a nationwide community-based organization.”
The aircraft must weigh less than fifty-five pounds, unless certified by the same unnamed
organization. And, echoing the language of the 2007 Federal Register notice, the aircraft
must be flown “strictly for hobby or recreational use.” Here, in a fascinating way, the
domain of recreation or leisure is written into the law as an object of governance.
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Scholars of leisure point to an essential duality in liberal-democratic leisure policy:
the state seeks both to extend rights to individual citizens and to harness the wider social
benefits of leisure (Coalter 2006). These benefits are typically expressed in terms of
measures like health, strength of social ties, and civic engagement, or (for the more
critically inclined) in terms of a bread-and-circuses strategy of distracting the population
from inequality and other social ills. Certainly, the AMA has its list of talking points for
why the federal government ought to promote, rather than deter, aircraft modeling at the
level of policy. In the context of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, though,
backers of the Special Rule for Model Aircraft ended up charging the FAA with an unusual
task: determining whether a given use case met the criterion of being undertaken “strictly
for hobby or recreational use.” Thus, an agency most at home with defining technical
standards was placed in the awkward position of adjudicating whether a particular instance
of leisure was leisurely enough.
The remainder of this chapter explores some of the uses to which what I have termed
the hobbyist exception has been put. Before doing so, though, I want to flag the extent to
which the hobby is defined in contradistinction to work. In a notice of intepretation of the
Special Rule for Model Aircraft published in the Federal Register on June 25, 2014, the
FAA turned to no lesser authority than the Merriam-Webster Dictionary for guidance. The
notice cites a definition of hobby as a “pursuit outside one’s regular occupation engaged in
especially for relaxation,” and glosses recreation in terms of the “refreshment of strength
and spirits after work” (79 Fed. Reg. 36174). Social scientists might balk at these off-theshelf definitions for a number of reasons: Robert Stebbins (1997, 19) associates relaxation
with the domain of casual leisure rather than the serious leisure of the hobby, and more
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broadly feminist scholars like Silvia Federici (1975) have long pointed out that the
“refreshment of strength and spirits after work” depends on the gendered labor of social
reproduction. In what follows, though, I am highlighting how a theory of (non)work was
propounded in the unlikely context of aviation regulations, with an eye toward drawing out
some of its effects in North Dakota and beyond.
ROOM TO MANEUVER
When I pulled into the parking lot of the North Dakota Farmers Union Conference
Center on a bitterly cold morning in January 2014, the first thing I noticed was the number
of pickup trucks. More than three hundred people, many of them farmers, had turned up in
the small city of Jamestown for a conference on precision agriculture, a site-specific
approach to crop management touted as bringing an “information revolution” (Robert
1999) to farming. By better understanding variations in growing conditions across a farm
or even within a single field, farmers could plant the type of seed most likely to flourish in
a given setting or apply chemical inputs more selectively at the point of need. Early
adopters relied on soil sampling and implement-based yield monitors, but interest in remote
sensing soon brought satellite and other aerial imagery into play (Mulla 2013). By the early
2010s, there was considerable interest in the use of unmanned aircraft in precision
agriculture, and the organizers of the event in Jamestown had dedicated almost a full day
to exploring these applications.
By the time I found a seat in the crowded hall, the first speaker had already taken
the podium. An agronomist at Kansas State University, he described the research that he
and his colleagues were conducting with unmanned systems, discussing the relative merits
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of different platforms, cameras, and software packages. As he reached the end of his slide
deck, though, he addressed the farmers in the room directly. “Don’t wait until the FAA
says you can do it,” he counseled. “You can fly as a hobbyist if you just want to go out and
fly your own field.” Indeed, he encouraged anyone thinking of using drones on their farm
to join the local model aircraft club, which would have instructors who could teach them
how to fly. Later that day, an extension researcher based at North Dakota State University
indicated that his team had done just this with the Valley R/C Flyers. By this point, my
head was spinning: the social institution of the hobby was, on the one hand, being promoted
as a pretext for the operation of unmanned aircraft in the furtherance of a business, albeit
one that was coextensive with the property of the operator. On the other, the expertise of
the modeling community was being mobilized as a resource that could be freely tapped
and then appropriated for commercial use (cf. Hayden 2003). The alternative, according to
the agronomist from Kansas State, was to “throw a plane in the air and see how long until
you crash it.”
Over the course of my fieldwork, I met a few farmers who were flying drones of
their own. Don, who farmed three hundred acres west of Grand Forks, used a consumergrade quadcopter to do some basic crop scouting with its built-in camera; in the spring of
2014, he discovered an outbreak of kochia in his wheat field after poring over photos he
had taken from the air. In an interview with the farm magazine Newground (2015), though,
Don was careful to frame his use of the drone in terms of the hobbyist exception: “It’s a
hobby now, because the FAA requires it [to be], but it’s a very serious piece of equipment.”
How do we make sense of such a statement? On some level, to describe crop scouting as a
hobby seems to strain credulity: Don is growing wheat in order to sell it, and he has a
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financial interest in detecting the presence of weeds that, if left unchecked, will lead to a
poorer harvest. Yet the FAA’s definition of a hobby as a “pursuit outside one’s regular
occupation” adds a layer of complexity, because Don does not farm full time. He is in good
company, in this regard; the 2012 Census of Agriculture found that fully 53 percent of farm
operators in North Dakota work some days off the farm, with 33 percent doing so for two
hundred or more days. Indeed, such farmers are often said (with a touch of derision) to be
operating “hobby farms,” because the majority of their income comes from nonfarm
sources. The FAA’s equation of work with a single “regular occupation” thus fails to
describe a growing proportion of farm operators, and points to the contested status of
commercial activity on small farms like Don’s.
For growers who wanted a more sophisticated assessment of the state of their crops,
another option was to hire a crop services provider. Companies like this provide a range of
products and services, effectively allowing farmers to outsource elements of their operation
that they do not have the expertise or the specialized equipment to do themselves. Several
of these companies had representatives at the precision agriculture conference in
Jamestown, and they spoke with varying degrees of candor about their ability to fly drones
as a paid service. One company’s presentation described flying for hire as “the big gray
area,” casting the FAA’s position on commercial operations as an ambiguous one. The
founder of another, whom I knew from Grand Forks and ran into during a coffee break,
took stock of my efforts to learn more about this market space by noting, with a mixture of
admiration and wariness: “You’re one of the most quietly connected people I know. You’re
the guy who could take us all down.” Although I did what I could to reassure informants
that my interest was in understanding the effects of the FAA’s rules, not in enforcing them,
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for me this exchange underscored some of the ethical and methodological dilemmas of
writing about informal economies.
Brad, to my surprise, was happy to talk specifics when I found him at his exhibitor’s
booth. In 2013, he proudly told me, his company had flown forty thousand acres of
farmland. But he emphasized that he saw his business as a data processing and analysis
company: some of the data just happened to be collected by drones. He handed me a sample
of the kind of report that a customer would receive based on an overflight early in the
growing season. In the past, he explained, farmers growing row crops would do a “stand
count” a few weeks after planting; they would measure off a portion of a row, count the
number of live plants, and then multiply to get an estimate of the total number of plants in
the field. With high-resolution imagery of the entire field, though, farmers could move away
from the extrapolative guesswork of sampling and look at their operation in its totality.

Figure 14. Sample aerial imagery reports.
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The analysis on the left detects gaps where no live plants are present and quantifies the
difference between projected and actual plant population. Based on this data, a farmer
might replant or fill in portions of a field where significant gaps exist. The analysis on the
right examines variation in the size of plants, using software algorithms to estimate plant
height and to count the number of leaves visible in the aerial imagery. Based on this data,
a farmer might selectively apply a plant growth promoter to portions of a field with
undersized plants and might also make changes to the planting process the following year.
So how did Brad’s company square the services they provided with the restrictions
on operating unmanned aircraft “for compensation or hire”? In further conversations with
Brad after the event in Jamestown, I learned that the company had two revenue models,
both of which made strategic use of the hobbyist exception. Under one, the farmer would
use his or her own drone to capture the needed imagery and then would pay Brad’s
company to analyze it. The company, in this scenario, remained agnostic about whether
the imagery was gathered in compliance with FAA regulations—whether, that is, a farmer
flying his or her own field qualified as a hobbyist. Its job was simply to analyze the data.2
Under the other model, which was much more in demand, Brad’s company would collect
the imagery using its own drones. For $14 an acre, the company would provide a full
growing season’s worth of services, which included customized reports based on a series
of seven overflights. The company, here, held that the customer was not paying for the
flights themselves, but for a consulting relationship in consideration of which the flights
were provided free of charge.
I had to admire the ingenuity of these efforts to remain in creative compliance with
the terms of the hobbyist exception. But framing the flights as gifts did not change the fact
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that someone was being paid to conduct them. Could that person really be called a
hobbyist? I was keen to see how these byzantine legal logics played out in practice and,
after an extended process of building rapport, I finally got an invitation to tag along with
one of the company’s drone operators on a day of flying fields. Early one July morning, I
met Tim at a truck stop outside Fargo, and soon we were jouncing our way down a
minimum maintenance road, the weeds between the tire tracks raking across the
undercarriage of his pickup. Tim was a student at North Dakota State University, and he
had applied for an internship at Brad’s company to learn more about the technology side
of agriculture; the summer before, he had worked on the farm with his girlfriend’s dad,
which he concluded was “not really my thing.” When we arrived at the first field of the
day, Tim opened the gate of his truck bed and started unpacking the black case in which
the system was stored. In the photo below, he is preparing to attach the radio antenna that
will allow him to communicate with the aircraft to the roof of his truck. Next, he powered
up the laptop that he would use to create his flight plan and then assembled the aircraft
itself. The checklist he consulted throughout this process instructed him to scout a takeoff
and landing location “per FAA AC 91-57”: the model aircraft operating standards that the
FAA, in 2007, had insisted did not apply to business use.
After a series of preflight checks, Tim armed the aircraft’s motor and then launched
it into the wind; we watched it climb to four hundred feet and then start to fly a
“lawnmower” pattern that would ensure full coverage of the field. The system functioned
with a high degree of autonomy, so Tim did not need to make any real-time inputs; he kept
an eye on the laptop, where his flight plan was superimposed on a map of the field, but
otherwise it was clear that he was glad for someone to talk to. “My friends laugh,” he told
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me, “because this job sounds so easy, which it is.” It would take the aircraft two hours to
fly a quarter-section and, during that time, there was little to do except listen for oncoming
aircraft. What made the days long, he explained, was the time it took to download all of
the images, which he would do during the evenings, back at the fraternity house where he
lived with some other ag guys. The next morning, he would place a flash drive in a FedEx
envelope and send it off for processing.

Figure 15. Unloading the drone from Tim’s truck.
What surprised me the most, in a way, was the lack of subterfuge. Later in the day,
at a different field, an older man in a camo cap pulled over to see what we were up to; he
told us he worked at John Deere Electronics in Fargo. I wondered if Tim would be ready
with some kind of cover story, insisting that he was just a hobbyist taking his aircraft out
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for a spin. But Tim freely gave the name of his employer and seemed pleased by the man’s
evident interest; he even added a leg to the aircraft’s landing pattern so that the man could
take a video with his phone. It was clear that, whatever training he had received, it had not
emphasized particular messaging about the company’s activities in light of the restrictions
on commercial operations. Tim did, at one point, tell me that he understood the company
to be exploiting a “loophole” in existing regulations. But even as the FAA did what it could
to close that loophole, as with the June 2014 notice of interpretation that specifically
classified the collection of imagery in support of a commercial farming operation as “not
hobby or recreation” (79 Fed. Reg. 36174), the hobbyist exception continued to serve,
however shakily, as an alibi.

FUZZING THE STATE

My informants in North Dakota may have been reluctant to openly defy the FAA,
but they closely followed national media accounts of those who did. At the time of my
fieldwork, the most notorious of these scofflaws was Raphael “Trappy” Pirker, one of the
pioneers of a technique for flying drones known as first-person view or FPV; instead of
looking up at the sky to track the drone’s position, the FPV operator uses goggles linked to
a video feed from the drone’s camera to stay oriented. In 2008, Pirker and a loosely
organized group of FPV enthusiasts calling themselves Team Black Sheep began sharing
videos of footage taken during their flights: the defamiliarizing effect of a novel vantage
point, as well as the technical skill and derring-do that clearly went into gaining it, made
Team Black Sheep Internet sensations. In 2011, though, Pirker took what he insists was
his first paying gig as a drone pilot, making a promotional video for the University of
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Virginia. Footage from the shoot, which features breathtaking dives under an elevated
walkway and majestic views of the tree-lined campus, also includes a scene where the
drone hurtles toward a young man—one of Pirker’s spotters, as it turned out—and then
crashes into a hedge just past him. This got the FAA’s attention. The agency slapped Pirker
with a $10,000 fine, not for flying a drone on a commercial basis but for operating an
aircraft “in a careless or reckless manner so as to endanger the life or property of another.”
Pirker retained a lawyer and indicated that he intended to contest the fine, setting up a
showdown with the FAA for which many of my informants were spoiling.
Round one went to Pirker in March 2014, when an administrative law judge ruled
that the regulation cited by the FAA did not apply to model aircraft, which the judge took
Pirker’s drone to be. The very next day, though, the FAA announced that it would appeal
the ruling, and an instructor at the University of North Dakota, whose class I was sitting in
on, told his students: “Today is a day that may go down in infamy. It may be the day when
the sleeping giant rose to quash anybody who wanted to have any fun.” The text of the
appeal rejected the notion that the word model serves as some sort of “talisman” curbing
the agency’s authority; even the Special Rule for Model Aircraft, which was an effort to
place such limits, authorized enforcement action against modelers if the safety of the
airspace system had been endangered. In November 2014, the National Transportation
Safety Board sided with the FAA, remanding the case to be decided on the narrower
question of whether Pirker’s flight had been reckless. Faced with the prospect of a costly
litigation process, Pirker agreed to settle for a reduced fine. With this, the FAA’s authority
to regulate any device used for flight was upheld, although the legality of its distinction
between commercial and noncommercial use was left unaddressed.
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Meanwhile, throughout my time in North Dakota, the FAA was known to be
sending cease-and-desist letters to individuals and businesses who publicly represented
themselves as engaging in commercial drone operations. Even after a federal judge ruled
in July 2014 that the letters were not legally binding, aviation safety inspectors at the FAA’s
regional offices continued to send them, perhaps assuming that the effect of receiving a
certified letter on agency letterhead would be enough to deter some operators. In March
2015, though, things took a turn for the bizarre when a drone hobbyist in Florida, Jayson
Haynes, received a letter indicating that videos Haynes had posted to his personal YouTube
channel constituted a violation of the FAA’s restrictions on the use of drones for
commercial purposes. Nowhere did Haynes represent himself as flying for hire, leaving
the journalist to whom he leaked the letter to surmise that, because YouTube is an adsupported platform, the trickle of revenue that Haynes received from the ads that appeared
beside his videos—Haynes estimated it at less than a dollar—retroactively turned his
flights into commercial ones.
Ironically, this position echoes that of media theorists like Tiziana Terranova
(2000), who argue that value creation in the digital economy depends on forms of “free
labor” that are imbued with the pleasure of cultural production. Sites like YouTube rely
not only on the content that creators like Haynes upload, but also on the immaterial labor
of viewers whose online behavior gets captured and monetized as a condition of access
(see Andrejevic 2009). So the FAA was in good, if rarefied, company to insist that the
activities of drone operators like Haynes, while unwaged, form part of an emerging
commercial datascape in which the boundaries between work and play are blurred. In the
face of critical media coverage, though, the FAA reversed course: an April 2015 policy
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notice, directed at aviation safety inspectors like the one who sent the letter to Haynes,
reframed such letters as “educational outreach” and provided a template letter that
inspectors were instructed to use without alteration. The notice also stated that “electronic
media posted on a video Web site does not automatically constitute a commercial operation
or commercial purpose.” One could, of course, interpret this flap in terms of the internal
dynamics of a federal agency like the FAA, pitting overzealous field operatives against
bureaucrats trying to pick their battles. Such an approach would have the merit of not
reifying the state, which sociologist Philip Abrams (1988, 79) famously termed “the unified
symbol of an actual disunity.” Here, though, I want to argue for the heuristic value of
according the FAA’s actions a certain coherence in terms of an underlying commitment to
the binary sorting of work and nonwork. Doing so brings the hobbyist exception into focus
as a mechanism for elucidating the contents of these categories.
By the end of my time in North Dakota, the mounting pressure on the FAA to offer
some avenue for commercial operations prompted the agency to create what became
known as “333 exemptions,” after the section of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act
that opened a path for certain unmanned systems to be operated on a commercial basis
before the formal rulemaking process concluded. In June 2014, the FAA stated that it
would consider granting exemptions to applicants in specific industries, and in September
2014 it granted the first such exemptions to six media production companies using drones
on closed movie sets. In a way, the availability of 333 exemptions diminished the
importance of the hobbyist exception as a pretext for commercial operations. Yet applying
for an exemption from prevailing restrictions meant conceding that those restrictions were
legitimate in the first place, and for some drone advocates this was a concession they were
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not prepared to make. One of these holdouts was Peter Sachs, a Connecticut-based lawyer
and drone pilot. In May 2015, Sachs applied for a 333 exemption of his own, proposing to
engage in commercial aerial photography using a somewhat unlikely platform: a motorized
paper airplane. In due course, the FAA approved his petition for exemption, which Sachs
then revealed to be a hoax; he told one journalist that “with this grant, the FAA has
abandoned all logic and sensibility by declaring that a nineteen-gram paper airplane is
legally an ‘aircraft’” (Goglia 2015).
For Sachs, the paper airplane is a device that self-evidently falls outside the
regulatory purview of the FAA. Yet his petition proposes to take the agency’s maximalist
position on the scope of its own authority at face value, dutifully describing the
composition of the airframe as “paper, a frangible material” and noting that its weight is
“approximately 1/1,232th of the maximum allowable weight of 55 pounds.” With the
exaggerated precision of his language, Sachs channels the aesthetic of overidentification
that Dominic Boyer and Alexei Yurchak (2010, 184) have associated with discursive
conditions under which “literal criticism becomes strangely predictable and ineffective
next to the parodic possibilities of inhabiting the norm.” In adopting the stylized form of
the petition, Sachs stages a moment of what Boyer and Yurchak (2010, 203) call
rearticulation: the FAA is forced to admit that its desire for control extends all the way to
paper airplanes, and in the absurdity of this demand the very possibility of exerting
sovereignty in three dimensions is called into question (see Billé 2017). The occasion for
this parodic critique is, moreover, a child’s plaything: even when retrofitted with a tiny
motor and enlisted in the creation of what Sachs’s petition calls “saleable art,” its
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association with the idle pastimes of youth inveighs against any effort to tie it to the
regulation of work.
Three cases, then, of testing the limits on what drones can do: Pirker’s exploits in
Virginia, Haynes’s YouTube channel, and Sachs’s paper airplane. What, if anything, did
these cases have in common? If both Pirker and Sachs, in their own ways, were invested
in pushing the envelope of what was permissible under a regulatory regime with which
they were at odds, there is little to suggest that Haynes saw himself as any kind of activist.
From the actors’ point of view, therefore, these cases are rightly seen as distinct. But,
building on my argument about the hobbyist as exception handler for a legal system
stymied by the advent of unmanned aviation, I contend that Pirker, Haynes, and Sachs each
produced system-level anomalies by operating or proposing to operate drones in ways that
were uncomputable by existing regulatory logics. In doing so, they acted out a process
known in the software world as fuzzing,3 which technology journalist Andy Greenberg
(2016) defines as “the usually automated process of finding hackable software bugs by
randomly feeding different permutations of data into a target program until one of those
permutations reveals a vulnerability.” What distinguishes fuzzing from other forms of
software testing is the irrelevance of intentionality, and this makes it an apt analytic at the
level of a social system (see Gershon 2005). Whether or not Haynes meant to clarify what
counts as commercial use when he posted his drone videos is beside the point; the sequence
of events that his videos set into motion had that effect. This is not to discount the role of
explicitly strategic efforts to work within the legal system, but it is to underscore that for
drone users like my informants in North Dakota, the shifting regulatory landscape that they
inhabited was structured by stray inputs as much as strategy.
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Barton Miller (2008), the computer scientist who gave fuzzing its name, notes that
software undergoing a fuzz test “does not have to respond in a sensible manner to the input,
and it can even quietly exit.” To pass the test, the software in question simply must not
crash. In porting this analytic from technical systems to social ones, though, how do we
operationalize these system states? To return to the example of Sachs’s paper airplane, the
exemption process yielded a result that was consistent, if not sensible: logically, if the FAA
holds that it has the authority to regulate any device that is used for flight, then this must
extend to paper airplanes. Prodded by a journalist about the nonsensical quality of this
claim, a spokeperson for the FAA simply affirmed that the process functioned as it should:
“Mr. Sachs submitted a valid petition for exemption, and we granted the requested relief”
(Guglio 2015). Considered in isolation, Sachs’s stunt posed little threat to the
administrative state. But as the fuzz test brought on by the proliferation of consumer drones
extended over months and years, the vulnerabilities of the FAA’s position became
increasingly apparent. Critics of the hobbyist exception began to catalog the many domains
of social life that the categories of commercial and recreational fail to exhaust. Thus, in
May 2014, when the Archdiocese of Washington used a small unmanned aircraft to film a
religious procession, drone lawyer Brendan Schulman quipped on Twitter: “Is God a
business use?” As the FAA’s use-based approach to regulating drones confronted the
limitations of a work/play binary, the agency began to pivot toward the more risk-based
approach advocated by companies like Amazon, in which the purpose of a flight matters
less than the weight of the aircraft, the population density of the operating area, and so on.
While drone advocates tout this shift as a victory for common-sense regulations, I would
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argue that it is better understood as a strategy for the FAA to shore up its authority after
years of fuzzing called the very legitimacy of its regulatory ambitions into question.

CONCLUSION

At the time of my fieldwork in North Dakota, the model aircraft club in Grand Forks
was more or less a memory. After the Red River flood of 1997, new construction was
focused on the city’s southern edge and the club’s flying field was squarely in its sights.
Without a dependable place to gather, local modelers either flew when they could at outof-town events or sold their gear and moved on to new hobbies. By the fall of 2015, though,
a resurgence was underway. A mix of old and new members approached the city council
in East Grand Forks about designating land for a new flying field, which was approved in
the spring of 2016. Later that year, a Minot-based hobby shop opened a kiosk at the Grand
Cities Mall in Grand Forks; the owners had caught wind of the club’s rebirth and spotted a
market that they could serve. What is noteworthy about the timing of these developments
is that, even as Grand Forks positions itself as a place where the business of unmanned
aviation takes place, a distinct hobbyist scene (as opposed to entrepreneurial borrowings
of the hobbyist exception) appears to be showing green shoots. It’s not clear, at a distance,
how these spheres are interacting: at one point, there was talk of approaching Northrop
Grumman, a major defense contractor and one of the anchor tenants of the new Grand Sky
drone business park, to underwrite the cost of the new flying field. For the most part,
though, the club seems to be charting its own course.
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Figure 16. Vintage patch, Red River R/C Flyers.
For Robert Stebbins (1982), aircraft modelers in the age of the drone would
probably no longer qualify as hobbyists: Stebbins would call them amateurs, a social role
that he defines in terms of its functionally interdependent relationship with professionals
engaged in the same activity. Hobbyists, in Stebbins’s (1982, 260) terms, are “likely to be
enamored of pursuits bearing little or no resemblance to ordinary work roles.” Prior to the
advent of unmanned aviation, aircraft modelers were not regarded as amateur pilots
because the devices that they operated were not aircraft: they were model aircraft, an
ontological distinction rooted less in the size of the device than in its marginal, autotelic
nature. The drone, on the other hand, was always understood to be an aircraft in its own
right: in part, perhaps, because early regulatory efforts were focused on large military
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platforms already being operated by trained pilots, but also because the drone opened up
the possibility of being used for work. Suddenly, anyone operating a small flying machine
in a purely recreational capacity was doing so as a nonworker: aircraft modeling, in other
words, was relationally reconstructed by the emergence of the professional drone pilot.
Modelers’ efforts to resist that reconstruction led them to embrace a policy that proposed
to set the realm of the hobby apart as pure, unsullied by work and the inevitability of its
governance. As it turned out, the hobbyist exception was more effective as a theory
machine, pointing out the impossibility of neatly distinguishing work from nonwork and
holding up the administrative state that tried to do so as an object of ridicule.
What, we might ask, does the hobbyist exception have to offer anthropology? In
his 1952 presidential address to the Royal Anthropological Institute, which was entitled
“Anthropology as a Hobby,” J. P. Mills (1953) made the case for the continuing
contributions of nonprofessional anthropologists to the anthropological record, drawing on
lessons from his own career as a colonial administrator in British India. While Mills’s
commitment to the project of salvage and his naturalization of colonial rule might give the
contemporary reader pause, he does lay out a vision of scientific progress through the
complementary efforts of professionals and amateurs. Mills (1953, 4) praises the
“unhurried methods” of the amateur, noting that years of residence will afford him a wider
range of acquaintances than the fieldworker from the metropole who, pressed for time,
relies on a few key informants. Yet he warns that the amateur on the periphery ought to
“keep as clear as possible of all theories and schools of thought,” contenting himself with
adding “bricks” to an edifice best built by scholars with up-to-date libraries close at hand
(Mills 1953, 2). These reports of facts on the ground could also, Mills (1953, 2) argued,
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pave the way for more profitable fieldwork on the part of professional anthropologists by
“indicating, even if sometimes unconsciously, problems demanding study.”
Our imaginings of anthropological knowledge production have changed, of course,
since Mills’s time: we are less likely to think of facts as quite so bricklike, and the edifices
that we seek to construct are more provisional and recombinant. We have seen a profusion
of textual and methodological experiments aimed at decentering our own authority and
engaging with our interlocutors as savvy, self-reflexive partners in inquiry. Yet it is striking
that the prerogative to engage in such experiments—or at least to have them recognized as
legitimate—is predicated on initiating them from the structural position of the professional,
even as a growing majority of credentialed anthropologists work under conditions that do
not conform to that ideal (see Platzer and Allison 2018). How, I wonder, might the homely
social form of the hobby give us conceptual resources to think differently about the
restructuring of academic anthropology? In posing this question, I am not suggesting that
the adjunctification of the professoriate is no big deal or that new PhDs for whom tenuretrack positions seem out of reach should simply shrug their shoulders and take up
anthropology as a hobby. But, by taking the hobbyist exception seriously as a diagnostic
of the creative, heterodox forms of activity taking place in the borderland between work
and nonwork, I am suggesting that the time is ripe to rethink the relationship between how
anthropologists make a living and how they build the sort of lives they want to lead.
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Conclusion

THIS DISSERTATION has concerned itself with work as both object and technique of
governance on the American Great Plains. As the industrialization of agriculture reduced
the demand for farm labor and produced a surplus settler population, civic leaders embraced
the use of state power to incentivize the creation of nonfarm work and to stanch the tide
of outmigration. By the late 1980s, this included efforts to foster a knowledge economy,
with partnerships between universities and emerging industries envisioned as a source of
both economic and demographic vitality. Drawing on ethnographic research conducted in
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and around the city of Grand Forks, North Dakota between 2010 and 2015, this dissertation
has examined an effort to position the northern Great Plains as a center of the unmanned
aviation industry. More specifically, it has tracked the transformations of work that ensued
as piloting became an activity undertaken on the ground rather than in the sky. In Chapters
1 and 2, I traced how the forms of skill associated with operating an aircraft are changing,
as drone pilots learn to compose environments for perception and action and to navigate
new media infrastructures. In Chapters 3 and 4, I turned to changes in transindividual social
forms, as the profession of piloting is riven by heterogeneous temporalities and as the hobby
takes on new importance as a handler of exceptions. While these transformations were not
part of any concerted plan, they are shaping the future of work on the Plains and beyond.
Yet, by the time that my research in North Dakota was drawing to a close, the very
centrality of work to contemporary social life was being called into question. In May 2014,
I drove through the mined-out towns of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula on my way to Detroit
to give a paper at the biennial meeting of the Society for Cultural Anthropology, which took
the theme “The Ends of Work.” For the David Schneider Lecture, Kathi Weeks rehearsed
the central arguments of her widely read book The Problem with Work (Weeks 2011), in
which she drew on autonomist Marxist and socialist-feminist thought to argue that the time
was ripe for conceiving of liberatory alternatives to the work society. Indeed, as what many
described as a “jobless recovery” from the recession of 2008 continued to unfold, thinkers
from across the political spectrum argued that far-reaching trends toward automation and
machine intelligence made the formulation of such alternatives increasingly urgent. When
“workers who move symbols on a screen are as at risk as those moving goods around a
warehouse” (Srnicek and Williams 2015, 111), then conventional policy prescriptions like
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investing in education might no longer be enough to mitigate the disruption brought on by
technological change (see also Ford 2015). Nor would the spatial fix of labor migration
offer much solace: in what Stanley Aronowitz and William DiFazio (2010) have dubbed
“the jobless future,” there is simply nowhere else to go.
As this postwork moment gains coherence, anthropologists of work stand to enrich
public discourse by drawing on a tradition of careful empirical research. Thus, Lilly Irani
(2015) counters magical thinking about a new machine age by observing that, if history is
any guide, “automation doesn’t replace labor. It displaces it.” A recent edited volume by
Jong Bum Kwon and Carrie Lane (2016) explores how the absence of work is concretely
experienced across different cultural contexts. Yet speculative futures also have their place,
and in this brief conclusion I want to consider what the postwork moment might mean for
Plains biopolitics, as a regionally specific mode of governance that pins its (unexamined)
hopes for settler vitality on work’s availability. Earlier, I argued that Plains biopolitics is
postagrarian, insofar it naturalizes the reduced need for farm labor after the industrialization
of agriculture; in other words, it concedes that farmwork will not be the means of keeping
a settler population in place. Instead, it has mobilized a logic of economic diversification,
whereby various forms of nonfarm work—including, since the late 1980s, knowledge
work—are to be cultivated. But if we accept, even as a heuristic, the premise that those
forms of work are as susceptible to mechanization as farmwork was, then what will become
of the Great Plains if the bargain of work for presence on the land breaks down for good?
In what follows, I sketch out three possible visions of the Great Plains after work,
and then close with some preliminary thoughts on conceptual orientations and openings for
bringing the most viable of these futures about.
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1) Settler Colonialism without Settlers. Decades of farm consolidation
have led to a diminishing number of farmers managing larger and larger
operations with increasingly capable (and capital-intensive) equipment.
To push these developments to their logical endpoint, then, would be to
conjure the farm without an on-site operator, tended by robotic planters,
combines, and grain trucks that are fed continuously updated data from
autonomous drones overhead. Maintenance, quality assurance, and even
security could be provided on a fly-in, fly-out basis (see Markey 2009),
eliminating the need for civic institutions like schools and churches.
Here, settler control over the land is retained without the inconvenience
of sustaining a rural social infrastructure. Indeed, as absentee ownership
becomes more prevalent, state-level corporate farming laws might be
relaxed, paving the way for a “financialization of land” (Gunnoe 2014)
thoroughly abstracted from any commitment to live on it.
2) The Reverse (Settler) Diaspora. Weddings and funerals have a way of
drawing Plains outmigrants back to the places they’re from. For a day
or two, the ties of kin trump work in determining where one ought to be.
So might the institution of a universal basic income, a policy proposal
gaining traction of late on both the left and right (Ford 2015; Srnicek
and Williams 2015), trigger a wave of more lasting return migration by
decoupling the choice of where to live from work’s availability? After
all, studies of potential return migrants to rural communities show that a
lack of career opportunities is cited as a significant barrier (Cromartie,
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von Reichert, and Arthun 2015). Able to make ends meet due to the low
cost of living, return migrants might engage in what Ulrich Beck (2000,
126) called “civil labor,” shoring up the very institutions that would be
abandoned in the scenario above. Crucially, though, this scenario would
not pose a challenge to the property regime at the heart of settler society
or the state violence, both historical and ongoing, that protects it. Native
people living on the Plains might benefit from the advent of a universal
basic income (if it was not used as a pretext to discontinue other forms
of support), but such a move would do little to address the sedimented
dispossessions that have structured the settler colonial present. Indeed,
by containing the disruptive force of outmigration, it might constitute
what Lorenzo Veracini (2015, 82) has termed a “settler colonial reflex.”
3) Decolonial Futures. This dissertation has argued that the problem of
population on the Plains is, in fact, a function of settler attachments to
received modes of habitation and the relations of domination that sustain
them. If efforts to cultivate work (and thereby retain population) have
been authorized by these attachments, then the end of work might open
a space where these attachments could be reconsidered and renounced
in favor of a commitment to devising decolonial futures for the region.
Scholars of indigenous resurgence generally agree that decolonization
will take different forms in different contexts (e.g., Sium, Desai, and
Ritskes 2012), and whatever shape it takes on the Plains will need to be
determined, first and foremost, by Native people in the region. But there
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is ample precedent for the demand that settlers reframe their presence
on Native land as guests, rather than owners, and pay rent to those whose
claims on it precede their own. A decolonial future for the Plains might
also involve rethinking how much land is devoted to intensive, exportoriented agriculture, freeing some portion of it up for other uses.
In the canonical version of settler colonial theory, among the features of settler
colonialism that differentiates it from franchise colonialism or race-based slavery is a
focus on the land, rather than the labor, of the colonized (see Day 2016 for a subsequent
refinement of this position). But, in their introduction to an important volume that actually
preceded the consolidation of settler colonial studies into its present form, Martha Knack
and Alice Littlefield (1996, 4) argue that “although the wholesale dispossession of land
from the first Americans is a dramatic, visible, and emotionally powerful issue, and one
that has great strategic importance to indigenous peoples in their claims for political
sovereignty and financial redress, it should not be allowed to obscure another resource that
Indians possessed and non-Indians came gradually to control—their labor.” The volume’s
chapters reveal a diverse, agentive history of Native participation in wage labor dating back
to the early days of European settlement. But, in reaching for a more synthetic account of
this history’s significance, Knack and Littlefield (1996, 41) argue that such an account
would need to “have sufficient scope to address the processes and structures of articulation
of [Native and colonial] societies” and “recognize that the issue of . . . wage labor is not a
solely economic one.” In advancing the analytic of Plains biopolitics, this dissertation has
attempted to satisfy both of these conditions by drawing out the shifting meanings that
particular forms of work are accorded and by revealing how the cultivation of work, more
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generally, has become a technique of settler governance. Seeing such endeavors not only
as economic development strategies but as settler colonial tactics is, I argue, the first step
in formulating a properly decolonial analytics of work on the Great Plains.
And what of the drone? Is it, as the first wave of scholarship on unmanned systems
contended, inextricably tied to projects of scopic violence and domination? Or is it, as the
architects of North Dakota’s knowledge economy imagined, a talisman certain to promote
growth if it can just be tethered to the perpetually emptying territory of the Great Plains?
My research has led me to believe that neither is the case. The transformations in the field
of work that this dissertation has traced are too various to be collapsed into determinisms
of either stripe. Rather, I will suggest, the radical potential of the drone consists in the
reminder that control of any human contrivance can always be relocated, reassembled,
scripted otherwise. Any technology that hinges on the redistribution of control has the
potential to help win us another world altogether.
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